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Preface

The author has been an assiduous but superficial student of  the literature. 
He has read extensively rather than intensively. The resulting work is that of  an 
enthusiastic amateur, who handles in a jaunty manner the most difficult historical 
manuscripts, as if  every word was to be accepted with utmost faith. The very style 
in which the book is written throws discredit on the scholarship. The language and 
phrase are stilted, and too much fine writing shows an undue desire for popularity.1

Written in 1903, this critique of  my great-great-uncle John Boyd Thacher’s book on  
Christopher Columbus speaks to my attempt at being a writer. Wherever possible I have cho-
sen to close my mouth and let the voices of  the past speak through reprints of  earlier writers.

In 1867, John Boyd Thacher purchased an island on Blue Mountain Lake for the use of  
his father George Hornell Thacher. Three years later, Rev. Murray’s Adventures in the Wilderness 
brought throngs of  tourists to the North Country. To provide his father with a quieter, more 
remote retreat, JBT purchased the tips of  Indian Point on Raquette Lake in 1876.

Our family still enjoys every summer on Birch Point, the northern fork of  Indian Point. 
What began as a search to determine the history of  our family’s little red one-room cabin 
grew into years of  research and discovery.

Discover with me the story of  Matthew Beach and William Wood, the first permanent 
settlers of  Raquette Lake. Search for the remains of  their original cabins on Indian Point. 
Learn the part they played in the early development of  the Adirondacks.

A lover of  Adirondack history will recognize the names of  Sir John Johnson, Professor 
Ebenezer Emmons, Joel Tyler Headley, Mitchell Sabattis, Alvah Dunning, John Plumley and 
Rev. Murray, Verplanck Colvin, Nessmuk and Levi Wells Prentice. Few would suspect the 
intricate weave of  life’s thread that ties all these icons to Indian Point.
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I seek to capture fact, fiction and the attention of  my readers as I chronicle the amazing 
Adirondack heritage that flows through these fifty acres of  Beach and Wood.

Adirondack histories are full of  embellishments and half-truths. The local Raquette 
Lake author Ruth Timm famously claimed William Wood was present at the death of  his 
friend Chief  Uncas, a fictional character of  The Last of the Mohicans. According to Thomas 
Morris Longstreth in The Adirondacks, Ned Buntline lived at Indian Point. Neither of  these is 
factually accurate.

I could follow the footsteps of  these writers and exaggerate the history of  my family:
“John Boyd Thacher was instrumental in writing and passing the Forest Preserve Act of  

1885, which was the first step in creating the Adirondack Park.” **
I will not spin a yarn with this chronicle. I do use the conceit of  historical fiction to 

make reasonable allusions to unknown but probable fact. The difference is that I will not 
leave the reader guessing. For the studious among you, the endnotes reveal the truth.

** Although John Boyd Thacher was a NY State Senator in 1885 and did vote to pass the 
Forest Preserve Act, he was just one of  thirty-five senators who unanimously passed the law. 
He was not a member of  the Agriculture Standing Committee that drafted the law.
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Bird in Flight

“Thunk-Ping,” “Thunk-Ping” echoed through the woods as the head of  the sledge came 
down upon the maul. Rhythmically the forged steel struck the maul, driving the blade into 
the round section of  the old oak deadfall’s trunk. My hands tried valiantly not to retreat, but 
hold fast to the maul handle as my father sent the sledge’s head crashing down.

Each summer we would split a deadfall and stack the wood in our shed for future fires 
in the Vermont Castings stove. Beautiful sunlight barely broke through the thick canopy of  
white pine and spruce as we sweated within a few hundred feet of  our cabin. The sledge hit 
the maul over and over, sounding like the chimes of  a slow clock that strikes its bell every 
ten seconds.

My father saw me staring at my watch as if  to time the blows. A few more sections were 
split and yet I still stared at my watch. “Do you have some place you would rather be?” he 
asked. “No, no…just thinking of  a swim when we’re done.” A simple white lie, as patiently 
my anticipation grew.

“Are you expecting someone?” he asked, just as I heard the sound. The drone of  an 
engine high above us supplanted the whine of  mosquitoes flying around our heads. The tone 
of  the prop lowered in pitch as the speed slowed and the wings lost their loft. “Come on 
Dad—let’s go!”

He looked at me with gleeful surprise, a child on Christmas morning completely 
shocked and giddy. We reached the dock just as the seaplane touched the waters of  North 
Bay. “The workhorse of  the skies” came to rest with a pontoon rubbing the far end of  the 
dock and the wings just barely clearing the dock poles. I grabbed the wing’s strut and held 
her to the dock while the prop continued to turn.

The cockpit door swung open, and the pilot stepped down to the pontoon and ush-
ered us aboard. I saw a face weathered with the creases of  time and tanned like the leather 
of  an old baseball glove. A tuft of  white hair and an aged body belied the strength he still 
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possessed. I sat in back and watched the buttons, knobs and dials as my father moved into 
the seat beside the pilot.

The prop re-engaged and pulled the plane away from the dock. Slowly we built speed 
as we bumped along the waves. The drone of  the engine rose higher in pitch as we gained 
momentum, and moments before we lifted the pilot leaned over to my dad: “Thacher, eh… 
Any relation to Judge Thacher?” 

“He was my uncle,” said my father. 
As the pontoons broke their bond with the water and the plane angled steeply up, the 

old pilot replied, “I guided for your uncle back in 1929.”
Eighty-two-year-old Buster Bird was at the controls of  our maiden voyage in an 

Adirondack seaplane. 
As we floated above the lakes and gazed at the mountaintops, Buster regaled my father: 

“Your uncle and your father would stay at the cabin enjoying their spirits while I went off  
to fish or hunt. We would take pictures of  the two of  them surrounded by their catch to 
keep the women folk back home none the wiser.” Dad recounted, “While he was Mayor of  
Albany, the Judge broke the arm of  a patron at the Fort Orange Club, and escaped up here 
to hole up while the storm blew over.” The two delighted in their memories.

Later that day we pulled our boat up at Bird’s Marina for gas. My father could not stop 
talking about our flight and lit upon our pilot’s great nephew, Joe Bird. “It was as if  Buster 
knew every tree in the forest,” crowed Dad. Without missing a beat Joe retorted, “Hell, he 
ought to. He’s hit most of  them.”

Flying with Buster Bird—over two decades ago—began my fascination with our fam-
ily’s history on Raquette Lake and led to my search to discover the age of  our family’s little 
red one-room cabin (far left in the photo shown at right). 

Each chapter of  this book unravels the clues unearthed about the cabin’s history and 
reveals new mysteries discovered on these fifty acres of  Beach and Wood.

2

Buster Bird
Courtesy of Carol Bird Mitchell  
and Jean Bird 2
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Where in the World?

Before you read the history of  these fifty acres, it may help to show you where they are.
Those who have had the privilege of  gracing her waters will not accuse me of  grandios-

ity when I claim that Raquette Lake is the most beautiful place on Earth. Better writers than 
I have extolled her virtues as the Queen of  the Adirondacks.

The beauty of  Raquette Lake has been sung by poets; and the charm of  
its clustering islands, bright gleaming bays, and jutting points are now famous 
throughout the land yet, few would know that out of  the thousands of  acres of  
dense forest, which reach from its shores to the encircling mountains, only here and 
there a point has private owners, and that all the rest is public domain.3

- Verplanck Colvin, 1884 Report of the State Land Survey.

The Adirondack Park is the largest protected area in the contiguous United States, 
encompassing 6.1 million acres of  both private (55%) and public lands (45%). The park 
covers a land area roughly the size of  Vermont and is larger than the Yellowstone, Yosemite, 
Grand Canyon, Glacier and the Great Smokey Mountains national parks combined. The 
public lands are protected by an 1894 amendment to the New York State Constitution. 
However, these lands are unique because 137,000 Adirondackers make their home here year-
round. It is not and hopefully never will be a land without its people. 
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These lands are bounded by the famous Blue Line, which is 
visible from the International Space Station (ok...perhaps not).

Raquette Lake is found in the West Central Adirondacks, 
a golden curve of  bays and coves that stretches a shoreline of   
ninety-nine miles. She is the largest natural lake within the original 
Adirondack Forest Preserve.
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Jutting out from the western shore is Indian Point. 
Around 1837, Matthew Beach and William Wood became the 

first permanent settlers of  Raquette Lake, building a cabin and 
clearing land for crops on the fifty acres to the east of  the red line. 

In 1876, John Boyd Thacher purchased the lands to the east of  
the yellow line. The little red one-room cabin (shown as a red dot) 
stands at the extreme eastern edge of  the northern fork of  Indian 
Point, which our family named Birch Point.
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Thacher Island Revisited

My great-great-grandfather George Hornell Thacher, Sr., is shown at right, standing on the 
porch of  the family lodge on Thacher Island in Blue Mountain Lake. The photo is not dated, 
but given his aged appearance I believe it to be from the early 1880s.

John Boyd Thacher, who built the lodge for the use of  his father, purchased the island 
in 1867. The island lodge was the first and only privately owned summer home on the lake 
for a decade before Blue Mountain Lake became a resort town.

John Boyd Thacher and Emma Treadwell Thacher at Thacher Island
Courtesy of the Albany Institute of History and Art
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My father spoke of  visiting his uncle on the island as a young boy before the island was 
sold in 1945. Until recently, no Thacher had had the opportunity to walk the island since. It 
was always a dream of  mine to visit my family’s first summer home. A dream fulfilled thanks 
to the hospitality of  John and Janet O’Loughlin, whose family has owned the island for over 
two decades.

The island holds a special place in the hearts of  the O’Loughlins and their extended 
family. Janet and her brother spent many childhood summers lodging at Potter’s Resort on 
the opposite shoreline. She often visited the Anderson family, who owned the island at that 
time. She and her brother always fought over just which one of  them would one day buy the 
island and make it theirs. In the end, it was Janet’s beloved, late brother John K. Leonard who 
made the island part of  their legacy.

Their family has lovingly restored and expanded the lodge. The original walls of  the 
1867 lodge still remain within newly finished interior and exterior walls, noticeable by the 
almost one-foot-thick doorjambs. Just as the original cabin remains, albeit hidden, on the 
island, I wondered what other traces of  my family remained on Thacher Island.

When I researched my family’s time on the island, I came across this interesting 1920 
postcard (left) showing a wooden plaque affixed to a tree.

The postcard intrigued me because the lettering is too small to discern anything other 
than “The Lonesome Pine.” I assumed the meaning would be lost to posterity until I made 
a find (right) in my cousin’s family photo album.

In this photo, four of  the five Thacher brothers are seen erecting the shrine in Sep-
tember of  1919. My grandfather Kenelm is at left, George Hornell 3rd is hammering, and 
Edwin (whom some know as Ebby T.) and Thomas are crouching on the right.
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Another photo (left) shows a close-up of  the text of  the shrine.
It is the poem “The Lonesome Pine,” written by Charles Frederick Stansbury. The 

words of  the poem evoke a tall pine tree on the island that towers over all the others.
In this 1870s photo of  the island by Seneca Ray Stoddard (right), one pine tree eclipses 

its neighbors by more than thirty feet, located about one hundred feet behind the lodge.
A different vantage (below) appears to show the same tree not looking very healthy in 

a postcard from the 1930s.
Alas, the tree is no more. Whether it succumbed to old age or the July 1995 microburst 

is not clear. John O’Loughlin said that the island lost hundreds of  trees in the microburst, 
and it took him and the family weeks to clean up the destruction.

Right: Courtesy of the Adirondack Museum
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Momentarily dejected by this discovery, my spirits rose when John revealed that another 
part of  our family legacy has indeed survived on the island. John mentioned having seen a 
photo of  John Boyd Thacher 2nd rowing a guideboat off  the north shore of  the island.

John led me along a path through the woods from the cabin to their boathouse. As we 
entered the boathouse, John pulled away a large tarp and there she was.

The photo of  JBT2 is from 1922, but it could be that this guideboat dates back to the 
Thachers’ earliest times on the island in the 1870s.

As we prepared to leave the island, I realized that I misspoke when I said we were the 
first Thachers in over seventy years to walk the island’s paths. John and Janet’s toddler grand-
son Thatcher, who now explores these shores, carries on the island’s name as legacy to their 
family and ours.
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The Changing Times to the Adirondacks

I apply the brakes just a tad as the car hugs the downhill S-curve getting closer. The wheels straighten out 
and I sprint for the sign. Up ahead on the right, there are the golden letters on brown wood inviting us 
to enter Golden Beach State Campground. We whiz by, thankful for the guidepost that alerts me to the 
prize. Just a thousand feet. There! As the trickle of  Death Brook drops into the lake, the trees part, and I 
can see the sun glinting on the waves of  South Bay. I am here.

My trip from our home in Western Massachusetts has ended when I see the water. A simple three-
and-a-half  hour drive. My wife insists the trip is not over until we unload the car, pack the boat at Burke’s 
Marina, traverse the lake, unload the boat and schlep everything into the cabin. A five-hour ordeal in her 
mind, but my blood pressure has lowered and serenity floods my mind and heart the minute I see the 
water.

Be it three-and-a-half  or five hours, our trip is nothing compared to the arduous travels our ances-
tors took to reach these shores.

In 1862, George Hornell Thacher, Sr., first travelled to the region, guided by Mitchell Sabattis, who 
maintained a camp at Crane Point on Blue Mountain Lake.4 At this time, the railroad to North Creek 
and the stage road from North Creek to Blue Mountain Lake did not exist. Access to Blue Mountain 
Lake was only from the north, down from Long Lake. The trip from Albany took between three and four 
days.

The Adirondack Museum has a description of  a trip made by Miles Tyler Merwin, founder of  the 
Blue Mountain House, which indicates the travel route that GHT likely followed.5 On day one, he would 
have taken the train from Albany to Glens Falls, then a stagecoach to Minerva. On day two, he would have 
travelled again by stagecoach to Long Lake.

On day three he would have taken either of  two routes from Long Lake to Blue Mountain Lake, 
each one potentially lasting more than a day in travel. We do not know whether Mitchell Sabattis led 
GHT through the arduous South Pond route to Blue or the longer yet easier water route via Raquette 
Lake to Blue.
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George Hornell Thacher’s 3-4 Day route to 
Blue Mountain Lake in 1862

Albany to Glens Falls by train

Glens Falls to Minerva by stagecoach

Minerva to Long Lake by stagecoach

Long Lake to Blue Mountain Lake via South Pond route 

       by guideboat and hiking

by stagecoach

by guideboat 

by foot
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George Hornell Thacher’s 3-4 Day route to 
Blue Mountain Lake in 1862

Albany to Glens Falls by train

Glens Falls to Minerva by stagecoach

Minerva to Long Lake by stagecoach

Long Lake to Blue Mountain Lake via Raquette Lake route 

       by guideboat and hiking

by stagecoach

by guideboat 

by foot
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John Boyd Thacher’s 2 Day route to Blue Mountain Lake in 1874 Albany to North Creek by train

North Creek to Dick Jackson’s in Indian Lake 
by stagecoach

Dick Jackson’s to Blue Mountain Lake 
by buckboard 

by stagecoach       

by buckboard 
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If  we are to believe John Boyd Thacher, GHT’s son, it is more likely that Sabattis chose 
to go via Raquette Lake. JBT wrote in a letter published in Forest and Stream magazine in 1874, 
“From Blue Mountain Lake to Long Lake there is a more direct route with four miles of  
‘carry’ but even the guides will take the longer and all-water route.”

If  JBT was right, it is conceivable that GHT might have camped on Indian Point during 
his passage to Blue a full fifteen years prior to owning the land.

Of  course JBT had an easier trip of  only two days in 1874, shown at left, which he 
chronicled in his letter:6

Blue Mountain Lake, Adirondacks, Café Hathorne, June 15, 1874

Already has the winter of  our discontent yielded to glorious summer in these 
parts, and the faithful tide of  tourists and sportsmen is setting in toward the 
woods. Doubtless from now till November snows will your desk, drawers and bas-
ket be filled with letters concerning the delights and joys here experienced.

We do not know of  any easier or more accessible entrance to the North 
Woods, especially to the New Yorker than the route we have taken and always take, 
no matter at which point we may eventually aim. Leaving Albany at seven o’clock 
in the morning on the Rensselaer and Saratoga Railroad, we connect at Saratoga 
with the Adirondack Railroad, reaching North Creek, its northern terminus, at 
about noon. Thence by stage to Dick Jackson’s, a distance of  nineteen miles, where 
we spend the night. This is the last place on the route where one can experience 
the comforts of  a good hotel, although there is soon to be one opened at Wakely’s 
on the Cedar River.

Bright and early the next morning a buckboard wagon will take us to Blue 
Mountain Lake, a distance of  twelve miles, over a road that has never been submit-
ted to the process of  Macadamization. 
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From 1879 to 1893, the route to Blue Mountain Lake continued to be via train to 
North Creek; however, a shorter stagecoach ride out of  Indian Lake brought people to Blue 
along what is now Route 28. Those travelling to Raquette Lake would take guideboats, and 
in later years steamboats, that flowed from Blue Mountain Lake through Eagle Lake and 
Utowana Lake (the Eckford Chain) and the Marion River into Raquette Lake.

In 1893, the railroad was extended from Utica, NY, to Thendara Station near Old 
Forge. For the next seven years, there were two paths to Raquette Lake. Some still chose 
to take the train to North Creek, stagecoach to Blue Mountain Lake and boat through the  
Eckford Chain into Raquette Lake. Others approached from the West; they would take the 
train to Thendara and then go by steamboat and buckboard through the Fulton Chain of  
Lakes to Raquette Lake. If  their final destination were Blue Mountain Lake, they would 
reverse the previous route from Raquette Lake through the Marion River and Eckford Chain 
into Blue Mountain Lake.

In 1900, the Raquette Lake Railroad was built to extend the rail lines from Carter 
Station (just north of  Thendara) all the way to Raquette Lake Village. In the same year the 
Marion River Railroad, the shortest full gauge railroad in the world, was built to transport 
travelers and their luggage the three-quarters of  a mile of  the Marion River Carry.7 

Travelers would take steamboats from Raquette Lake Village to the end of  the Marion 
River. They would then board the train for the short trip to the landing of  the steamboats 
of  the Eckford Chain.

The photo at right serves to authenticate the two photos on the bottom of  page 20, 
taken by members of  the Thacher family traveling on the Marion River Railroad in the mid-
1920s.

At this time, those travelling to Blue Mountain Lake preferred to take the train all the 
way to Raquette Lake and travel by steamboat into Blue Mountain Lake, thus avoiding the 
long stagecoach ride from North Creek. It was now possible to reach Raquette Lake and 
Blue Mountain Lake in only one day of  travel from Albany and even from New York City.
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Marion River Railroad 
Photo by Seneca Ray Stoddard
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In 1929, the auto road was built between Raquette Lake and 
Blue Mountain Lake and brought to an end the Marion River Rail-
road. The Raquette Lake Railroad and the steamboats of  the re-
gion ended service in 1933.8

Getting to the lakes was never the end of  the journey. Our 
daily trips from cabin to mainland have changed as well. My father 
told us stories of  my grandfather rowing a couple of  hours to the 
village every day in his guideboat.

As a boy, I would sit in the bow of  a seventeen foot alumi-
num fishing boat, holding the bowline as we bounced and crashed 
against the waves—water spraying my face for the forty-five minute 
ride powered by a fifteen horsepower Johnson outboard. My kids 
travel from our cabin to the Raquette Lake Village dock in fifteen 
minutes in our Four Winns 190 Horizon speedboat. I think my 
kids are missing out. (They don’t.) 

The Killoquah
Photo by Seneca Ray Stoddard
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The Search Begins

While this book aims to expand beyond simple stories of  my family, it is through our history 
that I became aware of  the heritage of  Indian Point both before and during our tenancy.

To be clear, “our” tenancy speaks not solely of  those named Thacher. My father’s sister 
Ellen married Michael FitzPatrick. Both families enjoyed summers together sharing the cab-
in and two lean-tos until 1981, when my family built a new place on the north shore of  the 
peninsula. Each summer, a growing brood of  FitzPatrick cousins continues to inhabit the 
little red one-room cabin at the point’s tip.
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My research began with a desire to learn when this cabin was built. As a child I would 
lie in the lean-to that sits just to the right of  this cabin, being driven to sleep by the flames 
dancing in the stone fireplace and the hypnotic pulsing of  the green and red lights which 
adorned the channel buoys in the Needles Channel. My father is shown at left as a boy in 
the same lean-to in 1945.

By the fire, my father and aunt would tell stories of  the family’s time here and on 
Thacher Island on Blue Mountain Lake. Thacher Island remained in the family until the 
1940s, while the lands on Indian Point, purchased in 1876, were always referred to as the 
“hunting and fishing” grounds. We have always considered ourselves extremely lucky to still 
possess these wonderful acres on Indian Point. Yet we wonder what transpired here between 
1876 and now.

The family oral history passed down spoke of  John Boyd Thacher and his brother 
George Hornell Thacher, Jr., using Indian Point for guided camping adventures, with their 
father (George, Sr.) remaining at the island in Blue Mountain Lake. Family lore holds that 
the red cabin was the first thing to be built on the point. We have vague memories of  our 
parents claiming that the cabin dates to 1910. My challenge was to prove them right.

A review of  several historic maps of  Raquette Lake shows no indication of  a cabin at 
the point between 1886 and 1903. Raquette Lake Forester Charles B. Tillinghast’s 1886 
map at right shows the Thacher property in gray.9 Seneca Ray Stoddard’s 1890 map on page 
24 identifies Thacher Island on Blue Mt. Lake and names numerous camps on Raquette 
Lake but makes no mention of  the Thacher property on Indian Point. The map of  Township 
40 from 1900 on page 25 only shows the Thacher property line traversing Indian Point.10 

And while the 1903 USGS Raquette Lake Quadrangle on page 26 shows numerous lake-
shore structures, nothing appears on Birch Point.
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Raquette Lake Forester Charles B. Tillinghast’s 1886 map
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Seneca Ray Stoddard’s 1890 map
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1900 Map of  Township Forty
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1903 USGS Raquette Lake Quadrangle Map
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The family of  Donna Phinney Geisdorf, owners of  Sunny 
Cliff  Camp in Sucker Brook Bay, shared the 1905 photo of  Birch 
Point (right). It shows no cabin and no dock.

It is unclear if  the photo shows any structure, but when blown 
up larger, there is an image that might be a primitive, makeshift 
lean-to. It has oddly straight edges and corners that would seem 
unlikely to be natural trees. I have highlighted the lines in red.

The only map that I have found to date that does indicate a 
structure in the location of  the little red cabin is the 1954 USGS 
Raquette Lake Quadrangle. Unfortunately, there appear to be no 
USGS surveys done between 1903 and 1954.

So the cabin was built sometime after 1905 and before 1954. 
To narrow this time frame, I sought out locals of  Raquette Lake 
who might know of  the cabin’s history. 

Fortunately, there is one person, Warren Reynolds, with direct 
personal knowledge of  the cabin. His family rented the little red 
cabin for the summer of  1938 and then lived there for a year be-
ginning in the summer of  1939. He shared stories with me of  his 
family living through the winter of  ’39-’40 in the small one-room 
cabin. Warren travelled to school by boat when the water was open 
and by dogsled over the ice in winter.

His father worked as a guide in season and hunted, fished 
and trapped for his family’s sustenance. The family could not have 
survived if  his father had obeyed the Game Warden’s regulations. 
To hide his illicit bounty of  fish and venison taken out of  season, 
Warren’s father dug a 6’x4’ hole six feet deep and set 350 feet back 
in the woods to the west of  the cabin with a wooden cover camou-
flaged with pine pitch, sticks and leaves. The remains of  this “ice 
box” are still there today.

Courtesy of the Geisdorf Family
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I next approached the local Raquette Lake historian, Jim Kammer, to see what he 
might know of  the cabin. He produced a photo that is part of  a collection from the Carlin 
Boat Livery, one of  the first marinas on the lake, located near the present day dock of  the  
Raquette Lake Navigation Co.’s W. W. Durant.

The Carlin Boat Livery was in operation from 1900 to 1935, which dates the photo of  
the cabin to within those years.

We know from the previous photos that this has to be after 1905. When I showed 
Warren Reynolds this photo, he remarked that the boat appears to be a rowboat without 
motor moored off  shore with no dock visible. In 1938 there was a dock, and the Thachers 
gave Warren’s family use of  a boat with a small outboard engine. The photo is also missing a 
tool shed that Warren remembered being between the little red cabin and the lean-to. Lastly, 
Warren commented that the cabin was far from brand new when his family lived there. He 
thought it was about twenty years old at the time, which would date it to around 1918.

Given all that we know—the local lore, photographic and map evidence—we can say 
that the little red cabin was built sometime between 1905 and 1918. Perhaps through re-
viewing historical newspapers and contemporary literature, I might glimpse proof  of  the 
alleged 1910 date.
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Courtesy of Jim Kammer
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The Case of  the Indian Arrow Etched In Stone

My cousin Stephen Fitzpatrick showed me a mark that is chiseled into a rock just outside the 
front door of  our family’s little red one-room cabin. 

The mark vaguely appears like an arrow but with a crosshair at the top instead of  a 
point. Stephen applied an ink dye to the mark so it is more visible in the photo at left.

The mark itself  is intriguing, but the mystery deepened when Stephen explained that 
the crosshair is aligned with the walls of  the red cabin. The large line runs almost perfectly 
parallel to the front and back walls, and the smaller line is nearly parallel with the cabin’s 
side walls.

Could the builder of  the cabin have made this mark? If  I could determine the age of  the 
mark, might it yield the age of  the cabin? Curiosity piqued, I firmly slapped on my amateur 
sleuth’s cap.

I sent the photograph of  the mark to Jim Vianna of  the Colvin Crew to determine if  
it might be a surveyor’s mark. The Colvin Crew is a group of  140 surveyors dedicated to 
preserving the memory of  Verplanck Colvin and rediscovering the exact locations of  Colvin’s 
landmarks throughout the Park. Jim dashed any thought of  its being the work of  a surveyor, 
suggesting that it simply was the result of  someone with lots of  time on their hands during 
a lazy summer day.

This led me to ask Warren Reynolds if  he might have been the engraver. He was five 
years old when he had lived in the little red cabin. He said neither he nor his family created 
the mark.

I consulted with John Fadden of  the Six Nations Indian Museum to see if  the symbol 
meant anything within the Iroquois culture. John did not recognize the mark as being the 
work of  Native Americans.

Then I realized that the mark is a compass rose. 
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When I say that the crosshair is a compass rose, it is import-
ant to note that it does not reflect true north; rather it is close to 
magnetic north. The difference between magnetic north and true 
north is called declination, and the position of  magnetic north has 
changed over time. Could the declination lead me to when the mark 
was made?

Today, the declination at Raquette Lake is 13° 34‘ west of  
true north. A careful review of  the photo that I had taken showed 
that the mark has a bearing of  5° west of  magnetic north. If  we 
assume an uncertainty of  one degree either side of  this bearing, we 
could estimate that the mark was made at a time when magnetic 
declination was between 7° 34’ and 9° 34’.

I consulted a table of  magnetic declination data from 1750 
to 2010 for the latitude and longitude of  Raquette Lake. It would 
appear that the mark was chiseled between approximately 1850 and 
1880. Perhaps it is the work of  Beach and Wood or the Thachers 
around the time of  constructing their first cabin. Or so I thought.

Given that my wife is an astrophysicist and a big stickler for sci-
entific accuracy, she made me take more careful measurements of  the 
bearing while keeping the compass elevated and level above the mark, 
rather than lying on the mark which is an uneven surface. The bear-
ing appears to be either dead on or less than one degree away from 
current magnetic north, not the 5° that my earlier photo showed.

While the declination in the last century has increased by 
about a quarter of  a degree every year, it has not always been the 
case that the declination has been increasing. This chart shows that 
the declination at Raquette Lake has increased and decreased over 
time with a minimum declination of  5° 20’ west of  true north. The 
dotted lines are one degree above and below the current declination.
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Prior to my grandfather’s use of  the cabin starting in 1910, the last time the declination 
was within one degree of  its current value was between 1600 and 1620. Could it be that the 
mark was made by the earliest of  French Jesuit explorers of  the region?

What a fantastic discovery! Or I should say “fantastical,” as in fantasy. With my com-
pass in hand, I made another discovery. I measured the bearings of  the red one-room cabin’s 
walls. They too were aligned almost exactly north-south and east-west with today’s magnetic 
north. We know the cabin was not built recently, nor was it built between 1600 and 1620.

I think my wife is correct when she says the conclusion is that 1) we have no idea of  the 
accuracy of  the magnetic compass that was used by the person who created this mark and 2) 
there is limited accuracy in the compass that I have been using to measure the bearing, thus 
leading to the conclusion that we can safely say the mark was made between 1600 and 2014.

If  we were paleontologists, we would be raising a glass to toast our accuracy. In this 
case, it goes to show that an armchair historian can get himself  in a lot of  trouble when he 
plays armchair scientist.
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Found and Lost

Discovery brings with it a joy and a moment of  satisfaction that spurs fresh pursuit of  the 
truth. My cousin Stephen FitzPatrick was disappointed that the Indian arrow carved in the 
stone had not revealed the cabin’s age. Little did he know that a piece of  the puzzle had 
always been in his hands. Prompted by my research, Stephen searched through boxes of  his 
mother’s memorabilia and found this.

The photo is dated 1910, the year of  construction according to our family’s oral histo-
ry. Could this be the first photo of  the little red cabin? Our previous research had narrowed 
the window in time to between 1905 and 1918. This would appear to squeeze the date of  
construction to a mere five-year period between 1905 and 1910.

Courtesy of Stephen FitzPatrick
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It was time to see what evidence I could find of  the Thachers 
on Indian Point between the pages of  books, newspaper articles 
and letters. 

The power of  the internet still amazes me with its ability to 
bring over one hundred years of  history into focus in the comfort 
of  my “fortress of  solitude,” the name given by my wife to the cor-
ner of  our dining room where the iMac sits with stacks of  books, 
photos and articles cluttered around it. A strong trail of  evidence 
emerged which charts the family’s footprint on Indian Point and 
describes the cabin.

The earliest hint of  the family’s use of  Indian Point comes 
in this account from an adventurer camping on Tioga Point. He 
speaks of  a camping party across the water enjoying the summer of  
1877.11 I believe it must refer to George Hornell Thacher, Jr., who 
at the time would have been twenty-six and single, and his friends.

As Matthew Beach once owned both points at the tip of   
Indian Point, the reference to Beach’s Point does not clarify where 
this encampment was. However, “charmingly located among the 
birches” is an apt description of  its namesake and the “boulder out 
in the water” clearly describes what we call “The Big Rock” on the 
north side of  Birch Point (page 36).

An encampment of  twenty-six must have covered what little 
ground exists on Birch Point with tents and primitive lean-tos, leav-
ing no room for a one-room cabin that sleeps only two. The little 
red cabin came thirty-three years later, but the breadcrumbs are 
there in the pages.

Excerpt from Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks. 1880.
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My great-grandfather George H. Thacher, father to the five brothers, hosted two  
prominent clergymen at the cabin.

Exhibit A -
Troy Daily Times12

I found an article that appears to refer to the first John Boyd Thacher and a “fine lodge” 
on Indian Point.

Exhibit B - from 
an article in the 
New York Times 
describing a 
steamboat tour of  
Raquette Lake13

The famous wilderness writer George Washington Sears, who used the pen name  
Nessmuk, spoke of  visiting the cabin in his book Woodcraft.

Exhibit C - from 
the book Wood-
craft by Nessmuk 
(George Washing-
ton Sears)14

Left: Photo by Leigh J. Grundy
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What incredible luck to find actual contemporary newspaper and literary evidence that 
corresponds to the time period of  the cabin’s photographic evidence. On first impression, 
that is exactly what I thought I had found. Alas, nothing is ever simple.

Exhibit A was published in 1880 and George H. Thacher is not my great-grandfather 
but my father’s great-grandfather, the patriarch of  the Thacher family. Exhibit B was published 
in 1881. “Ex-Mayor Thacher of  Albany” refers also to the patriarch of  the family and not 
his son John Boyd Thacher, who likewise was mayor. Exhibit C was published in 1884.

Further research turned up:

Albany Evening 
Journal.  
June 5, 1881.

Essex County  
Republican.  
May 26, 1884.

Despite our love of  the little red cabin, it strikes me as odd that a one-room structure 
would be described as a “fine lodge,” a “fine residence,” a “cottage” or a “beautiful camp.” 
The lodging described in these excerpts appears to have accommodated a family and hosted 
prominent guests. And what of  the photographic evidence that shows no cabin existed in 
1905? Our family knows of  no stories, paintings, or photos of  this previous Thacher cabin 
on Indian Point.

I began with a search for the origins of  the little red cabin and have satisfied my curios-
ity with the photo from 1910. Now a new mystery emerges. When and where was this newly 
discovered original cabin built, and what happened to it?
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Nessmuk Comes to Visit

Sitting for hours at a baited buoy with a hand-line and without taking a 
fish, is still worse, as more than once I have been compelled to acknowledge in 
very weariness of  soul. There are enthusiastic anglers, however, whose specialty is 
trolling for lake trout. A gentleman by the name of  Thatcher, who has a fine res-
idence on Raquette Lake—which he calls a camp—makes this his leading sport, 
and keeps a log of  his fishing, putting nothing on record of  less than ten pounds 
weight. His largest fish was booked at twenty-eight pounds, and he added that a 
well-conditioned salmon trout was superior to a brook trout on the table; in which 
I quite agree with him.

Excerpt from Woodcraft by George Washington Sears (Nessmuk)15 

Whenever and wherever the original Thacher cabin was built on Indian Point is my holy 
grail. Delving into the details of  the few literary mentions of  the cabin might yield clues. 
This visit by Nessmuk was published in 1884; however, it makes no mention of  when the 
encounter actually occurred. I needed to learn about this man called Nessmuk.

Nessmuk was the pen name of  George Washington Sears. In his youth, he had been 
befriended by a young Narragansett Indian named Nessmuk (“wood drake”) who taught 
him hunting, fishing and camping. Later he took the Indian name for his pen name and its 
English translation for the name of  his first canoe. His book Woodcraft was first published in 
1884 and remains in print today as one of  the most widely read guides for the bushcraft and 
wilderness survival community.
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Title Page of  Woodcraft. George Washington Sears  

First edition was 1884
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According to the editor Dan Brenan in The Adirondack Letters of 
George Washington Sears, 

He was then fifty-nine years old, a little more 
than five feet tall, weighing less than 105 pounds, and 
weak with acute pulmonary tuberculosis, Sears decided 
to see if  the Adirondack lakes and forests could im-
prove his health. Since Sears was so small and weak, 
he could not carry the usual heavy guideboat over the 
carries between the lakes of  the Fulton Chain. He per-
suaded J. Henry Rushton to build him solo canoes that 
he could carry.16

Nessmuk published accounts of  his three trips through the 
lakes and streams of  the Adirondacks in a series of  letters to Forest 
and Stream magazine: “Cruise of  the Wood Drake” (1881), “Cruise 
of  the Susan Nipper” (1882), and “Cruise of  the Sairy Gamp” 
(1883). 

Nessmuk was held in high regard by his readers, as evidenced 
by the editorial published by Forest and Stream to promote the cre-
ation of  a memorial for him, shown at right.

 So when did this renowned writer meet my great-great-grand-
father George Hornell Thacher at his “fine residence” on Raquette 
Lake? Three clues appear to reveal a possible date.

Nessmuk’s habit appears to have been to write not about what 
transpired on the day he put pen to paper, but about his adventures 
in the preceding days. This, combined with the fact that often only 
the date of  publication in Forest and Stream is known for most letters, 
makes it a challenge to date the actual occurrences of  which he writes.

Forest and Stream. February 9,  1893.
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In a letter published on August 9, 1883, he describes his travels through the Fulton 
Chain prior to his arrival at Raquette Lake. That letter identifies that it was written at  
Raquette Lake on July 27, 1883. According to historian Larry Miller, the guest book of  
Ike Kenwell’s Raquette Lake House shows Sears arriving there on July 25, 1883. If  one is 
to assume that Nessmuk would choose a day of  idle and not a day of  arduous paddling to 
compose his letters, it is likely that his letter of  July 27th was written on the day he later 
described in his letter published on August 16th.

I half  felt that on such a morning I ought to strike out and make Long Lake 
before night. But the day and the scenery were so delightful, the camp was so quiet, 
so restful, and the air so dry, so redolent of  balsam and pine, that I let the hours 
go by, and the day wane in utter rest and indolence. What though? May there not 
come one glorious day in the weary year when we may cast aside every grief  and 
every separate care and invite the soul to a day of  rest, and the abundance of  trout 
and bass wherewith I was comforted.

A finer, brighter morning never dawned on the clear waters of  Raquette 
Lake than the one on which I paddled out from the fragrant balsam-breathing 
camp of  honest Joe Whitney for a new-made private camp on a point near Ed 
Bennett’s, where I laid off  while an enthusiastic young photographer took the Sairy 
in different positions, with and without her crew.

I stopped at Ed Bennett’s Under the Hemlocks and then paddled slowly over 
to the Raquette House, kept by Ike Kenwell, and well kept, too…

Forest and Stream. August 16. 1883.

In a letter written while at Paul Smith’s and published August 23, 1883, Nessmuk tells 
of  his visits to various private camps on Raquette Lake.

George Washington Sears 
“Nessmuk”
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Just for one day the rain held up, and a brighter morning never dawned on 
the clear waters of  Raquette Lake than the one on which I paddled out for a 
cruise across the lake. The water was like a mirror, the air was perfect. It was a day 
to be marked with a white pebble. I had several invitations to visit private camps, 
and I availed myself  of  them pretty largely. I found several of  these camps most de-
lightful; gotten up with the utmost care and in excellent sylvan taste. I had occasion 
to note that venison and trout were always forthcoming, in moderation, though the 
close season for deer was not quite over.

Forest and Stream. August 23, 1883.

Notice the repetition of  the text in bold within both letters. I believe Nessmuk is 
describing the same day in two different letters. Given that the Raquette Lake House was 
directly across from the original Thacher Camp on Indian Point, I am fairly confident that 
the two men made their acquaintance on July 27, 1883. 

Forest and Stream fisheries editor Fred Mather describes the boat, Sairy Gamp, that carried 
Nessmuk to this rendezvous with my ancestor:17

And such a boat! He had been experimenting in boat building with the sole 
idea of  reducing weight, which he had to pack over the Adirondack carries, where 
the portages vary from a few yards to three miles or more. The Nipper was very 
light, too light for most men; it weighed about 25 lbs. The Bucktail, which I never 
saw, he told me weighed 19 lbs., and now I beheld the Sairy Gamp, so named, he 
said, “because she never took water.” This latter creation of  the Nessmukian brain 
and hand was, as I remember it, about 8 ½ ft. long and weighed between 10 and 11 
lbs. These figures are from memory; my volumes of Forest and Stream are boxed and 
in storage and I am writing at a distance. This boat formed part of  the exhibit of  
Forest and Stream at the World’s Fair, being loaned for the occasion by the National 
Museum at Washington, where it has been deposited.
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I can only imagine that this fateful visit might once have been the topic of  an encounter 
between Fred Mather and John Boyd Thacher, GHT’s son. Although no evidence exists to 
corroborate it, I suspect such an encounter did happen and would have been described like 
this in Forest and Stream:

On July 20, 1893, the Hon. John Boyd Thacher, Chairman of  the Awards 
Committee, toured our exhibit with fisheries editor Fred Mather. Mr. Thacher 
was pleasantly surprised when he spied the Sairy Gamp, our old friend Nessmuk’s 
small solo canoe. “Nessmuk paddled this very boat when he visited my father at 
his camp on Raquette Lake ten years ago this month,” exclaimed Mr. Thacher. 
“Nessmuk had a keen conversation with my father about their shared love of  
fishing.” 

Thacher related, “Their meeting was a case of  life coming full circle.  
Nessmuk is known to have been attracted to the Adirondacks by the writings of  
the surveyor Verplanck Colvin. Verplanck is a childhood friend of  mine and my 
family’s early adventures into the North Woods spurred his travels, but that is a 
tale for another time.”

The Sairy Gamp
Courtesy of the Adirondack Museum
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Mather and JBTs’ meeting may or may not have occurred in 1893. However in the fall 
of  2015, Nessmuk’s great-great-grandson Will Madison did visit with me at our cabin on 
Indian Point while retracing Nessmuk’s canoe voyage through the Adirondacks.
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To entice you to seek out Nessmuk’s writings, I have reprinted 
one of  his stories,

A Night Race Against Death

After dark, as I was smoking by Auntie Sabattis’ gate, 
two brisk-stepping young guides came hurriedly by 
through the yard and made for the landing below the 
hill. They carried a sharp-stemmed Long-Laker and a 
lantern. They were bound on a night trip to Raquette 
Lake and return, to be back before sunrise; for young 
Staunton, the sick guide, lay dying, and his one wish 
was to see and know a favorite brother before crossing 
the Dark Carry. And the doctor had said that, if  the 
brothers were to know each other again on earth, the 
meeting must take place before another sunrise.

It was rather a manly, plucky thing to make a 
night cruise of  between thirty and forty miles, mostly 
in a fog, and with four carries, two stretches of  rocky, 
tortuous current and two lakes, all to be ‘doubled’ in 
the darkness. The lantern would only be available on 
the carries. On water the course is better seen without 
it. I followed the guides to the landing and watched 
them with interest as, bending to oar and paddle, they 
disappeared swiftly into the darkness.

Then I went up to the house, consumed the time 
cutting up plug and smoking it, tried to feel at ease; but 

the dying guide and absent brother somehow got in on 
my nerves. I mentioned that I would like to know just 
how the sick man was getting on; if  he was likely to 
pull through the night.

“You’ll know,” said Auntie Sabattis; “when any-
one dies here, the bell is tolled as soon as anyone can 
get to it, night or day.” 

I went to my room. The night was very warm, 
and I was unwell and weak. I am not nervous. I have 
no sympathy or pity for nerves-my own or others’. But 
how the dread of  that bell did worry me. I pictured to 
myself  the guides racing over the course in the foggy 
summer night, going quickly over the slippery carries, 
one carrying the boat, the other lighting the path with 
glimmering lantern; rowing swiftly across long stretch-
es of  water by the shimmer and glitter of  starlight; 
reaching the camp on an island in Raquette Lake, only 
to find George Staunton gone off, floating with his 
“party.”

I thought of  the “ride from Ghent to Aix,” but 
that race was on horseback. The strain of  muscle came 
heaviest on “Roland.” Here, the Roland was a cranky, 
narrow Long-Laker, and the muscle was of  men. Would 
they win? I walked the room, smoked and listened. A 
stroke of  that bell would have made me stagger like a 
drunken man. But it came not. 
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At midnight I turned in for a few hours of  
drowsy, feverish unrest, and at 3 a.m. I dressed and 
walked down to the landing, where I made a fire against 
the rock used as a washing station by the House of   
Sabattis, lighted a pipe and resumed my favorite exer-
cise of  sitting on a log. The fog still hung over the lake, 
thick and dark.

Then came faint, dull streaks of  light, gray and 
brown, from the east. It grew lighter; gray and brown 
turned to dull yellow. “Owl’s Head” began to be vis-
ible. The fog grew denser, brighter, and began to rise 
in well-defined lines from off  the water, like the lift-
ing of  a blanket; and from under the blanket darted a 
sharp-stemmed regulation Long-Laker, the same oars 
and paddle playing with unabated vim, but with three 
men instead of  two.

She came to the landing with a swift, silent rush, 
and, before she was fairly still, an athletic young man 
sprang to the beach and took his way through the grove 
toward the settlement at a seven-knot gait. I had no 
need to ask if  it were George Staunton. It was less than 
a half-mile from the landing to where his brother lay 
dying.

Now, suppose, just as he came in sight of  the 
house where his brother lay that the bell should give his 
nerves a trial with its first, fearful, death-announcing 

clang! Would he stagger some? Would he sort o’ swerve 
off  to port and sit down on a log, faint, and white and 
sick? It might be. It was painful. I took out my watch 
as he disappeared in the grove. I said, “He will be there 
in five minutes.” The minutes passed. One guide said, 
“How long?” “Six minutes,” I answered. “Six minutes 
is enough to get there,” he said. I still held the watch. 
Ten minutes passed. “He is there,” I said; “has been 
there five minutes.” Then the guides tied in oars, paddle 
and seats, took up lantern and boat and started for the 
little hamlet, called on the maps “Long Lake P. O.”

I never did and never shall like the Long-Lakers. 
They are swift but frail, weak, cranky and tiresome to 
ride in. Nevertheless, as the fagged guides brushed past 
me I instinctively raised my old felt hat to the craft that 
had run an all-night race against death — and won.

Forest and Stream, April l3, 1882 
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Go West, Old Man

At the dedication of  the Catholic Church at North Creek, Durant met the 
Rev. James A. Kelley and was attracted by his personality. Although not a Catholic, 
he invited Father Kelley to Camp Pine Knot, where the first Mass after the Civil 
War was celebrated in 1875.

Bishop Gabriels, then a priest, celebrated Mass at the Thatcher Camp on July 11, 12, 13, 
14, 1878. Father Kelley celebrated Mass again at Raquette Lake in July 1878, and 
from that time continued to administer to the faithful during the summer months 
until his transfer to Baldwinsville, N.Y. in October 1881. This was the foundation 
of  St. William’s parish. 

An Excerpt from The History of Hamilton County

The mysterious original cabin of  the Thachers on Indian Point received numerous mentions 
in the newspapers of  the day. However, the earliest evidence of  its existence comes from 
the single sentence in the text above. It refers to Rev. Henry Gabriels, who at the time was 
president of  the St. Joseph Seminary in Troy, NY, and who later became the Bishop of  the 
Diocese of  Ogdensburg, which encompasses all of  the Adirondacks.18 Can we simply assume 
that the original cabin was built in 1878, or might it have existed prior to this first reference? 
After all, the family purchased the land in 1876.

Two pieces of  history steer me to conclude that 1878 does indeed mark the construc-
tion of  the original cabin. Starting in 1867, the G.W. and C. B. Colton & Co. publishing 
company produced a series titled “Map of  The New York Wilderness and The Adiron-
dacks,” compiled by the cartographer W.W. Ely. The original map was updated almost annu-
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ally from 1867 to 1890. If  one assumes that every updated map reflects changes that were 
first observed through surveys in the year prior to publication, these maps provide a vivid, 
visual historical timeline.

I was amazed to discover in the fine details that in the version of  the map published 
in 1879, the name Thatcher appears written across the whole of  Indian Point. The name 
appears on all subsequent map editions, but on none prior to 1879.

1879 Map of  the New York Wilderness and the Adirondacks19
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If  the original cabin was built in 1878, a question remains. Why, with a beautiful lodge 
on Thacher Island on Blue Mountain Lake, did George Hornell Thacher choose to move 
further west and establish a new outpost on the shores of  Indian Point on Raquette Lake? 
An understanding of  the changes occurring at Blue Mountain Lake at the time provides a 
clue.

GHT first came to the Adirondacks in 1862 and established his summer home on 
Thacher Island in 1867. This was a time when travel to the Adirondacks was an adventurous 
expedition for wealthy “sports” and their guides. In the early years at Blue Mountain Lake, 
GHT’s peace and serenity among the pines would have only been disturbed by small groups 
of  hunting and fishing parties frequenting the camps established by Chauncey Hathorne at 
Potter’s Landing and Mitchell Sabattis on Crane Point.

Things began to change in 1874 when Tyler M. Merwin built the first of  several cot-
tages above the lake on the hillside where the Adirondack Museum stands today (below left).

Merwin’s original Blue Mountain House
Courtesy of the St. Hubert’s Isle website20

Merwin’s expansion of  the Blue Mountain House
Courtesy of the St. Hubert’s Isle website21
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The Blue Mountain House originally only accommodated between twelve and twenty 
people, but by 1880 additional buildings (shown at lower right on the previous page) in-
creased this number to one hundred.

In 1875 John G. Holland built the first proper hotel, the Blue Mountain Lake House. 
A primitive log structure of  two and a half  floors, it accommodated up to sixty guests.  
Within six months of  the hotel opening, the Thachers purchased the land on Raquette Lake. 
In 1878 an addition to the hotel allowed for a total of  200 guests.

In the same year, Jones Ordway built the Ordway House to house thirty guests, seen in 
a painting by Levi Wells Prentice (page 53). The structure on the island at the right of  the 
painting is our family’s lodge on Thacher Island.

In 1879 on the same site, the first class Prospect House Hotel was built to serve 350 
guests.23

John Holland’s Blue Mountain Lake House
Courtesy of the St. Hubert’s Isle website 22

Prospect House in 1889
Courtesy of the Adirondack Museum24
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By 1878, the quiet calm of  a summer season at Blue Mountain Lake had become a 
much different experience. Lodging occupancy had gone from a dozen to 660 in only twelve 
years. I believe GHT’s sentiment may have agreed with the writer of  the poem at left.25

An insight into GHT’s feelings about modern convenience invading the primitive beau-
ty of  the Adirondacks can be seen in this New York Times article:26

GHT’s antagonism toward the modern steamboats plying the waters of  Raquette Lake 
was not unique. Their impact on the livelihoods of  the Adirondack guides, whose guideboats 
were previously the only source of  transportation, was a contentious issue of  the day.

One fateful night in 1885, a few guides took it upon themselves to scuttle and sink 
Buttercup, the first steamboat on Long Lake. Simultaneously, co-conspirators dynamited the 
outlet dam that kept the water deep enough for steamboat navigation of  the lake. The cul-
prits were never brought to justice, as related in the excerpts on page 54 from an article in 
the Brooklyn Daily Eagle.27
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Blue Mountain Lake with Ordway House, by Levi Wells Prentice
Courtesy of the Adirondack Museum 
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So in 1876, as Blue Mountain Lake began a building boom, 
George Hornell Thacher looked to Raquette Lake in search of  a 
quiet, isolated place more in keeping with the rugged character of  
the Adirondack guides whom he held in high esteem. Why did he 
choose Indian Point upon which to build his “camp,” and where on 
Indian Point was this “fine lodge,” “fine residence,” “cottage” built 
in 1878? 

The remains of  Buttercup were raised from the lake bottom in 
1959 and are exhibited behind the Long Lake Town Hall. 
Photo courtesy of Diane Chase and adirondackalmanack.com
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Why Indian Point?

Echoing across time, this question can be asked three ways. Who were the Indians of  its 
namesake? Why did Matthew Beach and William Wood choose it for their home? Why was 
John Boyd Thacher enticed to buy these acres?

According to local lore, Indian Point was the site of  an Indian settlement. The earliest 
such reference was made by Joel Tyler Headley in The Adirondack: or Life in the Woods, published 
in 1849.

Most research does not support the idea of  large, permanent Native American settle-
ments within the Adirondacks. However, evidence points to the Adirondacks being used as a 
seasonal hunting ground by the Iroquois, Huron and Algonquin Indians. Four clues point to 
the area of  Raquette Lake being under the control of  the Mohawk Nation of  the Iroquois 
Confederacy or Ho-dé-no-sau-ne (People of  the Long House). This map of  the Six Nations 
of  the Iroquois shows the Mohawks’ territory beginning to the west of  Raquette Lake and 
expanding east to Lake Champlain. 

Matthew Beach and William Wood 
settled on the lands to the east of  the 
red line. John Boyd Thacher pur-
chased the portion to the east of  the 
yellow line. The small red dot is the 
location of  the little red cabin built 
in 1910.
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Guy Johnson’s 1771 Map of  the 
Country of  the VI Nations
Courtesy of the New York State Museum
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Another clue is that the lands that became the Totten & Cross-
field Purchase (which includes Raquette Lake) were originally pur-
chased by the British Crown from the Mohawk Nation in 1771. 
The British had purchased the lands from the Mohawks for 1,000 
pounds and sold it to Totten & Crossfield for 40,000 pounds in 
the same year. (And you thought flipping real estate was a modern 
invention!).28 Although this land sale took place, the Mohawk Na-
tion later continued to claim the lands and use them until a peace 
treaty between the newly formed United States and the Iroquois 
was signed in 1794.29

In Adirondack Pilgrimage, Paul Jamieson makes the argument that 
the Albany Road (sometimes referred to as the Old Military Road) 
constructed for the War of  1812 actually followed the path of  an 
Iroquois trail which dates back to the 1600s. Jamieson mines the 
first person writing of  a Jesuit Priest named Joseph Poncet who 
was captured by Mohawks in 1653. Poncet’s description com-
bined with Jamieson’s research and that of  Stephen B. Sulavik in  
Adirondack: Of Indians and Mountains 1535-1838 yields my approxi-
mation of  the heavily travelled Mohawk trail which passed just to 
the west of  Raquette Lake, traveling from the Mohawk River Valley 
to Canada. The footpath led through the forest to the Oswegatchie 
River by which the Indians canoed to the St. Lawrence River.30

Beyond the evidence of  this Mohawk trail passing close to 
Raquette Lake, the only other history that directly connects the 
Mohawk Indians with the lake is the escape of  the Tory Sir John 
Johnson from Johnstown to Montreal in 1776. His Mohawk 
guides brought him through the woods to the shores of  Raquette 
Lake and then by canoe north to Canada, a tale that will be retold 
in a future chapter.
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This scant evidence implies that the Mohawks were well acquainted with Raquette 
Lake for at least a century. But did they have an encampment on Indian Point? There are 
no contemporary written histories that specifically speak of  the use of  Indian Point by the 
Mohawks. My conjecture is based on descriptions of  how large hunting parties of  Mohawks 
would travel from their year-round villages along the Mohawk River to encampments in the 
Adirondacks from November to late January.

Father Isaac Jogues is another French Jesuit priest who was captured by the Mohawks 
in 1642, and his writings describe a hunting expedition departing from the Mohawk village 
of  Ossernenon along the Mohawk River:31

Ossernenon tingled with the crisp, bracing air of  the autumn. The grass and 
underbrush were withering; the trees, stripped of  their leaves of  russet and red and 
tan, were black and gaunt; the first frosts were whitening the fields. It was the time 
for the Mohawks to fare forth to the hunting-grounds… Warriors conditioned 
their muskets and carefully packed their powder, primed their bows and fitted flints 
to their arrows, sharpened their knives and daggers, fashioned their spears, twisted 
strands of  the elm into ropes, sliced thongs from the hides, wove the network of  
the traps, contrived litters from the tough hickory wood.

[The women] packed cornmeal into the bark sacks and the bags, bundled 
together their pots and kettles, rolled the layers of  birch bark for the building of  
the huts, gathered the twines of  tendrils and the animal threads, tied together the 
axes and hatchets and knives, and assembled all the things needed for the shelter 
in the mountains.

Chiefs paraded the streets of  Ossernenon lustily announcing their intention 
to leave for the hunt. Braves and young men, families, [women], attached them-
selves to the chiefs. Some were following the trails to the mountains that lay direct-
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ly south; some were heading to the highlands of  the southwest, to the headwaters 
of  the two rivers; but the majority was resolving to ascend straight to the gigantic 
mountains and the deep valleys of  the northland....

Always they were climbing to higher altitudes, into the towering mountains 
white with snow. The air and the winds were piercingly cold. About the fifth or 
sixth day they had progressed about ninety miles and reached their hunting-station 
in the region of  the lakes that were cupped in the valleys between the peaks of  the 
mountains.

If  we can assume that such a winter hunting camp existed on Indian Point, why did the 
Mohawks choose this location along the almost one hundred mile shoreline of  Raquette 
Lake? I believe it is the geography and topography that influenced their choice.

According to Morgan and Lloyd in the League of the Ho-dé-no-sau-nee or Iroquois,

For three quarters of  a century, from the year 1625 to the year 1700, the  
Iroquois were involved in almost uninterrupted warfare [with other Indian  
nations]…from about the year 1640 to the year 1700, a constant warfare was 
maintained between the Iroquois and the French.32

The 18th century brought ever-greater conflict between the Mohawks and Europeans 
over control of  Adirondack territory for the lucrative beaver fur trade.33

In this context, the Mohawks would have benefited from locating their winter hunting 
camp in a spot on Raquette Lake which could be defended and from which they could ob-
serve any approaching enemies. Indian Point possesses a unique geological feature called the 
Crags, a series of  three rock outcroppings at the top of  the ridgeline on the peninsula with 
an elevation of  2000 feet. 

Images from the 1880s show the Crags clear-cut to create a scenic look-out for tourists, 
but even with the current forest canopy, today one can still see all the way to South Inlet, 
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and anyone approaching from the Marion River or Brown’s Tract Inlet would be seen at least 
an hour before they could land on the shores of  Indian Point. To the northwest, one can 
see Sucker Brook Bay. In the 1700s, with limited tree trimming, the Mohawks could have 
stationed a lookout able to see anyone approaching from any direction.

While the Crags may have led the Mohawks to choose Indian Point, where along the 
shores of  the peninsula was the hunting camp? As the camp would have been used mostly 
from November to late January, I suspect it would have been a location sheltered from the 

The Crags 
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Photo from the Crags by Seneca Ray Stoddard, circa 1880
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worst of  the cold winds blowing across Beaver Bay or North Bay. Either the cove near Hen 
and Chickens Islands or the little bay between the two points on the eastern tip of  Indian 
Point would have served well.

An understanding of  the size and description of  a hunting camp helps to create a theo-
ry as to where on the peninsula it was located. Father Jogues’ description implies that a family 
clan headed by a Chief  would likely all relocate to the winter hunting grounds. The villages 
in the Mohawk River Valley would each have several Long Houses. Each Long House would 
be the home of  a family clan. The length of  the Long House and the number of  fire pits 
within the Long House would relate to the number of  families. An account of  Dutch ex-
plorers encountering a Mohawk village in 1644 described one Long House of  eighty paces 
in length being home to a Chief, forty men and seventeen women.34

The Mohawks’ method of  hunting deer illustrates the need for a very large hunting 
party. Father Jogues experienced the hunt firsthand:

They beat up the stags and the elks from their coverts, and drove them head-
long toward the fences that stretched between the trees and into the narrowing al-
leys of  the traps, where they could easily be slaughtered. They tracked the animals 
over the rise and fall of  the mountains, and had the zest of  dropping them with 
musket or arrow or javelin.35

The League of the Ho-dé-no-sau-nee or Iroquois provides an even more detailed description of  
the hunting method:36

They practiced another method of  taking deer, in herds. A large party of  
hunters was formed, and a brush fence was built in the shape of  the letter V, two 
or three miles in length on each side. The woods were then fired in the rear at some 
miles’ distance, so as to drive the deer towards the opening, into which they were 
guided by parties stationed upon either side. They followed the fence down to the 
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angle, where the arrows of  unseen hunters soon brought them down one after the 
other. Sometimes a hundred were thus taken at one time.

The construction of  a V-shaped fence that stretched two to three miles on a side would 
have required significant manpower. If  the Indian “settlement” on Indian Point was a winter 
hunting camp, it likely was the temporary home to at least fifty or more people.

A young Mohawk woman named Kateri Tekawitha described one style of  temporary 
shelter used in a winter hunting camp in the late 1600s.

A traditional wigwam hunting-lodge constructed at Prospect 
Point on Blue Mountain Lake by Barry Keegan
Photo by Jerry Krasnick.

A conical tepee-style hunting lodge
Courtesy of www.creaturehomes.blogspot.com
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Excerpt from The Life and Times of Kateri Tekawitha:  
the Lily of the Mohawks 1656-1680.37

This depiction has been faithfully recreated by Barry Keegan, an expert in primitive 
Native American structures, in his construction of  a traditional wigwam on the shores of  
Prospect Point on Blue Mountain Lake.

According to Keegan, 

South of  the Adirondacks, wigwams were usually dome shaped and often 
sided with elm bark; north of  our region they tended to be conical, like squat-
shaped tepees with birch bark as the siding of  choice. The Adirondacks are right 
on the border between those two types and probably both were in use here, at the 
very least as seasonal hunting camps.38

Father Jogues’ writings appear to describe the second style, 

There the [women], under the direction of  the men, threw up the three slant-
ing poles of  the hunting-huts and tied them at the top and sewed the bark and 
skins firmly about the triangular frame.39
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The “hunting-lodges of  bark and close-woven boughs” referred to by Tekawitha or 
the bark teepee style described by Jogues appear to have housed a small family of  five to ten 
people. To accommodate upwards of  fifty to one hundred people, the winter hunting camp 
on Indian Point would have required up to ten lodges. The annual construction of  these 
lodges for over a century would have established significant forest clearings on Indian Point.

My theory that the hunting camp was on the shores of  the little bay nestled within the 
eastern tips of  Indian Point is tied to the reason I believe Matthew Beach and William Wood 
chose to settle at that spot. My theory echoes one regarding land use in the Adirondacks 
promoted in an 1890 article in the New York Times.

The discovery of  the former, however, is of  interest, as it points to the fact 
that this wilderness has been for ages a favorite Indian hunting ground. Numbers 
of  the guides tell of  the remains of  old Indian settlements that have been un-
earthed by accident. And, indeed, it is highly probable that many of  the ‘clearings’ 
which the paleface now inhabits were first made by the redskin or, perhaps, by a 
race antedating him.

Excerpt from “The North Woods of  Old”40

The site of  the Mohawk hunting camp would not have been open land by the 1840s. 
The majority of  the Mohawk Nation relocated to the St. Lawrence River Valley on both 
sides of  the New York-Canada border in 1794 after the Peace Treaty of  Canandaigua be-
tween the Iroquois Confederacy of  the Six Nations and the new government of  the United 
States.41 Although Mohawks continued to come down from Canada into the Adirondacks 
for hunting in the early 1800s, it is likely that secondary forest regeneration began to take 
hold of  the area of  the hunting camp on Indian Point.

Beach and Wood were not simply hunters and trappers. They also cleared ten acres of  
cropland to grow potatoes and vegetables. When they first travelled the shores of  Raquette 
Lake in search of  where to stake their claim, Beach was nearly sixty years old and Wood 
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was in his early forties. I am sure they had a strength and vigor 
beyond what this author is capable of  at forty-eight, and they were 
accustomed to hard physical work. Nonetheless, knowing that they 
intended to clear the land for farming, an area previously cleared by 
over a century of  indigenous use yielding a young secondary forest 
would have been easier for Beach and Wood to clear with fire and 
axe than the surrounding primary forest of  large diameter trees 
with deep-rooted trunks.

Beach and Wood chose the twin tips of  Indian Point because 
of  the land use potential derived from the remains of  the Mohawk 
hunting camp. Conversely, the purchase of  this land by John Boyd 
Thacher is puzzling in that it appears that he never really used the 
land. It was his father George Hornell Thacher who built and fre-
quented the mysterious original cabin, and yet the title to the land 
was always only in JBT’s name. Could it be that JBT was motivated 
to buy the lands for their historical value?

JBT was an industrialist and politician but also an historian 
and scholar. He was a renowned authority on Christopher Colum-
bus and a collector of  over 5,000 books, including manuscripts 
from the 15th century, which his widow donated to the Library of  
Congress. Among his varied interests, he showed a keen apprecia-
tion for the Iroquois Confederacy. His collection included the orig-
inal 1630 signed contract between the Iroquois and the Dutch for 
the sale of  the land upon which the city of  Albany was built.42 At 
Albany’s Bicentennial Celebration in 1886, then Mayor JBT gave 
an eloquent speech welcoming a delegation from the Caughnawaga 
tribe and honoring the Iroquois Confederacy as the blueprint for 
our democratic form of  government.43

Illustration from In laudem Serenissimi Ferdinandi, Hispania[rum] Regis, 
Bethicae & regni Granatae obsidio victoria & triu[m]phus, by Carlo  

Verardi, published 1494, in the John Boyd Thacher collection
Photo: Library of Congress
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In 1893, he purchased four historically important Iroquois wampum belts, two of  
which are shown above.44 The Hiawatha Wampum Belt was created in the 1500s to com-
memorate the union of  the Five Nations of  the Mohawks, Oneidas, Onondagas, Cayugas, 
and Senecas into the Ho-dé-no-sau-nee or Iroquois Confederacy. To the Iroquois, this wam-
pum belt is equivalent to the original copy of  the Constitution of  the United States.

The George Washington Wampum Belt commemorates the Treaty of  Canandaigua of  
1794 that brought peace between the newly formed United States of  America and the Iro-
quois Confederacy.

The other two wampum belts commemorated the first encounter between the Iroquois 
and European explorers in the 1500s and their encounter with Samuel Champlain in 1609.

Given John Boyd Thacher’s clear respect and appreciation for the culture of  the Iroquois 
Confederacy in his later years, I do not think it unlikely that as a young man of  thirty he 
would be attracted by the folklore of  an “Indian settlement” that once graced the tips of  
Indian Point.

Hiawatha Wampum Belt George Washington Wampum Belt
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Matthew Beach and William Wood

Yonder comes the boat of  Woods and Beach, the two solitary dwellers of  
this region. It is rather a singular coincidence that the only two inhabitants of  this 
wilderness should be named Woods and Beach. I should not wonder if  the next 
comers should be called ‘Hemlock’ and ‘Pine’.

Joel Tyler Headley, The Adirondack; or Life in the Woods.45

Beach and Wood’s presence on Indian Point literally put Raquette Lake on the map, a fact 
revealed by one of  the earliest depictions of  Raquette Lake in J. H. Young’s 1845 map of  
New York State shown at right. The map shows an almost wholly inaccurate depiction of  
an unnamed Raquette Lake, to the southwest of  Long Lake. However, it contains a nearly 
accurate rendering of  Indian Point prominently jutting out from the west side of  the lake.

Indian Point was the focal point of  the first map of  Raquette Lake because Beach and 
Wood were the center of  hospitality for the earliest adventurers travelling through the re-
gion: Professor Ebenezer Emmons in 1840, John Todd in 1843, Joel Tyler Headley in 1844-
1846. The tales told by these writers and the early surveys by them undoubtedly contributed 
to this depiction of  Indian Point on the 1845 map. Our knowledge of  Beach and Wood 
come from the writings of  these and later prestigious visitors.
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Pioneering Settlers

Matthew Beach was the elder of  the pair, nearing sixty and almost two decades senior 
to William Wood when they settled on Indian Point. Both men were Vermonters who ap-
pear not to have sought out the Adirondacks so much as fled civilization in the early 1830s. 
Headley noted that:

One of  them was once a wealthy manufacturer; but overtaken by successive 
misfortunes, he at length fled to the wilderness, where he has ever since lived. There 
is also a rumor, of  some love adventure—of blasted affections followed by morbid 
melancholy—being the cause of  this strange self-exile.46

They originally made their livelihood in the region as trappers, according to Henry 
Jarvis Raymond. Raymond [founder of  The New York Times newspaper and Lt. Governor 
of  New York at the time] visited with them in 1855, remarking:

They became so fond of  the country and the life that they finally settled 
there, —clearing their land gradually, never troubling about securing their title*, 
living together in a bark shanty, which with progress of  the age grew into a log hut, 
and obtaining their living mainly by hunting and fishing.47

No photographs of  Beach and Wood are known to exist. However, I commissioned an 
artist to draw them based on the vivid picture of  each that comes from the writings of  their 
visitors.

*Over a decade after first settling there, Beach 
and Wood did obtain legal title from Farrand 
Benedict and David Read to 25 acres each on the 
eastern end of Indian Point.
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C.W. Webber’s describes Beach in The Spirit of the Times in 1849 as

The old white haired veteran, yet stalwart and hearty, whose step is still elas-
tic, and eye—eagle-like—bright as ever—coarsely dressed, with a true hunter like 
air…appeared, indeed, no ordinary woodsman…I found Beach quite intelligent, 
he has picked up much information in one spot or another, and, no doubt, no 
small amount from Naturalists who, having occasion to visit that country for the 
sake of  geological exploration…have made his hut their quarters.48

William James Stillman, describing an 1855 visit in The Crayon said Beach

is a man of  very interesting character, the noblest example of  the backwoods-
man I have ever seen, simple and pure in feeling as a child. He was a volunteer at 
the [War of  1812] Battle of  Plattsburg, the bloody character of  which contrasted 
strangely with his quiet and gentle deportment.49

In 1868, B. F. De Costa wrote in a history of  Beach:

Matthew Beach, though possessing little book learning, had nevertheless, 
acquired a valuable kind of  culture. He was a shrewd observer of  character, and 
seldom erred in his judgment of  men. He studied closely the habits of  animals of  
the forest, and was a careful student of  nature.50

References to William Wood in the region place him living with two other bachelors in 
a house at Herreshoff  settlement to the west of  Old Forge in 1832. Wood was a witness to 
the 1833 infamous murder of  an Indian named Drid by Nat Foster.51 At this early date, I 
presume Wood was a whole man, given that court testimonies during Nat Foster’s trial make 
no reference to the unusual physique and manner of  mobility noted in later histories of  the 
man.
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In 1849, David Read (co-owner with Farrand Benedict of  Township Forty) wrote in a 
letter to Joel Tyler Headley:52

The case of  Mr. Woods should not pass unnoticed; as it furnishes an instance 
of  man’s capacity to overcome the serious deprivations rarely to be found. By expo-
sure in the woods and snow through a cold winter’s night, his feet and limbs were 
so badly frozen, that it became necessary to amputate both below the knee joints. 
Since that time he has used his knees as a substitute for feet; and, strange as it may 
seem, he follows his line of  traps for miles through the wilderness, or with rifle in 
hand, hops through the woods in pursuit of  deer. He may be seen plying his oars, 
and driving his little bark over the lakes and along the streams; and when he comes 
to a portage, the upturned boat will surmount his head, and take its course to the 
adjacent waters. His is a case that proves there are instances in reality, ‘where truth 
is stranger than fiction.’

Raymond remarked about Wood that, “He wears immense shoes—more like boats than 
brogans—and with these, stumps through the woods at a marvelous pace.” A letter to The 
Spirit of the Times describing a Constable family trip through Raquette Lake in 1843 said Wood 
was “frequently carrying 70 lbs. on his back, and in winter had rather the advantage of  him, 
as with a thick covering of  moose hide, his knees answered the purpose of  snow-shoes.”53

The year of  Wood’s accident is a mystery. The historian Edith Pilcher claims the acci-
dent occurred when Wood fell into the Independence River while returning to his home near 
Old Forge. Pilcher attributes his survival to being found half-frozen by the very same Nat 
Foster, whose life Wood had perhaps spared with his evasive testimony during Foster’s murder 
trial. Local Indian friends of  Wood are said to have amputated his legs and nursed him back 
to health.54 Given that he was whole at the time of  the Nat Foster-Drid incident, Wood’s mis-
fortune must have occurred after 1833. The absence of  Beach’s character in these stories leads 
me to conclude that this tragedy befell Wood prior to their joint residence on Indian Point.
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The exact year of  Beach and Wood’s arrival on Indian Point is also unknown, but it 
appears to have been between 1835 and 1839. The 1843 Constable family trip described 
in The Spirit of the Times mentions the “two old hunters who had lived here about eight years,” 
meaning 1835. Joel Tyler Headley wrote extensively of  his 1846 visit with Beach and Wood, 
mentioning “the two hunters that occupy [two huts] the only inhabitants that are or have 
been on the shore for the last nine years.” This would correspond to 1837. Stillman in 
1855 states that “Mr. Beach has lived here seventeen years,” fixing 1838 as the date. At the 
second-ever town meeting of  Long Lake in 1839, William Wood was elected Assessor and 
Matthew Beach was elected Commissioner of  Common Schools.55 It is likely that the two 
were living together on Indian Point at this time. Splitting the difference, I estimate they 
settled on Indian Point in 1837.

A Hut in the Woods

In 1840, Prof. Ebenezer Emmons and J. W. Hill stayed with 
Beach and Wood in their hut while surveying the Raquette Lake 
region for the Survey of  the Second Geological District of  New 
York State.56 During this survey, Hill drew the sketch of  their hut, 
shown at left, that was later published in Headley’s book.

Various visitors described the hut shown here in their 
Adirondack writings. In 1843, John Todd wrote in Simple Sketches, 
“They have built the hunter’s lodge of  bark, and adorned it with 
the antlers of  many an old stag, and many a trophy of  the art and 
skill of  man over the instincts of  the forest.”57

Webber said the hut was “of  such peculiar and original con-
struction that few would imagine it, at first sight, a human habita-
tion.” Webber provides the description at right of  the hut’s interior.58

Stillman later noted by 1855 “The rude cabin which he 
[Beach] first built has grown gradually into a comfortable house.”
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Hunters and Trappers

As one of  today’s summer folk, it is hard for me to imagine the almost solitary year-
round life of  Beach and Wood on Indian Point. Their existence depended upon the land as 
revealed by Webber’s description of

a shed, connected with the hut, presented within a goodly array of  deer skins, 
barrels of  salted ‘lakers’, and strings of  the same kind of  fish, smoked; while lying 
around on different sides, were traps of  all sizes, from such as were capable of  
holding a bear, to mink traps.59

Contemporary newspaper articles write of  Beach and Wood hunting wolves, deer and 
moose. In The Mammals of the Adirondack Region, a story appears told by John Constable of  Wood

trapping a very large beaver in the fall of  1837, in a pond northwest of  
Indian Point on the Raquette. Wood carried his boat to the pond and paddled 
twice around it, searching carefully for signs, without going ashore. At last he dis-
covered fur upon the root of  an old birch that projected into the water. Here he 
placed the trap, attached to a float, and on the second day found the beaver in it.60

This was noted at the time to be one of  the few remaining beavers in the Central 
Adirondacks.

In 1861, William Wood played a part in killing off  the last (at the time) family of  
moose in the State of  New York. In July of  that year, a sow moose was killed at the South 
Inlet of  Raquette Lake, and the artist A. F. Tait wounded a bull calf  moose while jacking 
deer at night on the Marion River. This wounded moose eluded Tait in the darkness but was 
later killed in August by Wood. That fall, the last of  this moose family was felled along the 
Marion River near Raquette Lake by a shot from a Long Lake guide named Palmer.61
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Headley described their long, harsh winters:

When the snow is five feet deep on the level, and the ice three and four feet 
thick on the lake, and not the sign of  a human footstep any where to be seen, the 
smoke of  their cabin rises in the frosty air like a column in the desert—enhancing 
instead of  relieving the solitude. The pitch pine supplies the place of  candles, and 
the deep red light from their humble window, at night, must present a singular 
contrast with the rude waste of  snow, and the leafless forest around them.

Their leisure hours they spend in preparing the furs they have taken, and in 
tanning the deer skins, of  which they make mittens…When a quantity of  these 
mittens are made up, Beach straps on his snow shoes, and with his trusty rifle in his 
hand, carries them out to the settlements.62

Adirondack Farmers

Reading of  these exploits brings back childhood memories of  watching Grizzly Adams 
on TV, but they did not subsist on hunting, fishing, and trapping alone. What truly astounds 
me is that they cleared a ten-acre farm on Indian Point.

Webber described their farm in 1849:

I observed quite a respectable garden on the west side of  the hut, in which 
were some eighteen or twenty currant bushes, laden with their ripened fruit, in-
terspersed with red raspberry bushes and wild cherry trees—besides cabbages and 
potatoes in a flourishing condition. On the other side of  the hut, towards the lake, 
was a little patch containing pea vines, then in blossom.63
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A. F. Edward’s 1852 survey report to the NY State Assembly said they “have a large 
patch of  potatoes, and have cut hay sufficient to winter from eight to ten head of  cattle, and 
that too unaided by the plow.”64

Stillman in 1855

found a comfortable house, with cattle grazing around, and an enclosure in 
which a few flowers and some vegetables were growing. There were tomatoes not 
yet ripe, beets, cabbage, and in the field outside, a scattered growth of  turnips of  
immense size. I pulled up one, a flat, white turnip of  the common kind, which 
measured twenty-four-and-a-half  inches round, and weighed five pounds. The lux-
uriance of  the soil seemed wonderful—the ‘herd’s grass’ stood, on the shore of  the 
lake where the clearing was old, six feet high.65

Parting of  the Ways 

Although they both shared Indian Point, they did not always live together according to 
Raymond.

He [Wood] and Beach in course of  time disagreed, for in any part of  the 
earth, no matter how secluded, two persons are enough for a quarrel; and a clearing 
of  ten acres, even in a wilderness a hundred miles through, affords ground enough 
for a local dissention. So finding they could no longer live together, they agreed to 
divide their fortunes and have nothing to do with each other.66

Just when this disagreement and separation took place is a puzzle. We know that John 
Todd found them living together in 1843. David Read’s letter of  1849 clearly uses the plural 
“dwellings.” C. W. Webber’s 1849 visit makes no mention of  Wood and finds Beach living 
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Jervis McEntee’s Sketch of  
William Wood’s Cabin 

Courtesy of the Adirondack Museum

with a man of  38 who Webber describes as a “rather tall and thin figure,” most undoubtedly 
not Wood. Headley’s writings from 1844-1846 are contradictory; one letter speaks of  two 
huts while another describes a winter scene shared together in one cabin. I suspect that the 
separation occurred between 1844 and 1846.
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The best description of  William Wood’s separate cabin comes from the diary of  Jervis 
McEntee, who visited in 1851.

We found his home a very comfortable one, and though rude, exhibited the 
unmistakable traces of  neatness and industry. The house is built of  logs with a 
bark-covered porch in front, and standing on a gentle elevation about fifty yards 
from the lake.67

As the years progressed, Beach aged gracefully, yet nonetheless came to require assis-
tance. Raymond remarked that, “Beach has grown old—being about seventy, but he is still 
hale and hearty, he cannot shoot quite so far as he could once, he says, with the same cer-
tainty of  hitting his game.”68 Beach invited Amos Hough of  Long Lake to live with him and 
tend to his farm.69 It is likely that Hough was the man that Webber found living with Beach 
in 1849. 

In 1856, Beach deeded his twenty-five acres to Amos Hough on condition that the lat-
ter take care of  Beach until his death.70 By 1860, Beach was living in the home of  John Plum-
ley in the Village of  Long Lake. Plumley was Hough’s son-in-law, having married Hough’s 
eldest daughter, Zobeda. He took on the family obligation and cared for Beach until his 
death in 1862.71

John Plumley, who later became “Honest John”—the Adirondack Guide made famous 
by Reverend William H. H. Murray in his book Adventures in the Wilderness—not only played 
a part in Beach’s life. He also purchased William Wood’s twenty-five acres on Indian Point 
when Wood left Raquette for Elizabethtown in 1859.72 Wood had found love with Celia 
Ann Whitman (almost a quarter century younger than Wood). Their daughter Lydia was 
born in 1857 on Raquette Lake. They wed in 1858 and settled in Elizabethtown or West-
port, where another daughter was born in 1860. William Wood died in 1868.73
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Adirondack Murray’s Guide Honest John

Honest John Plumbley [sic], the prince of  guides, patient as a hound, and 
as faithful, - a man who knows the wilderness as a farmer knows his fields, whose 
instinct is never at fault, whose temper is never ruffled, whose paddle is silent as 
falling snow, whose eye is true along the sights, whose pancakes are the wonder of  
the woods…

Reverend William H. H. Murray in Adventures in the Wilderness.74

Murray is widely credited with bringing the masses to the Adirondacks. The historian Warder 
Cadbury said, “Murray quite literally popularized both wilderness and the Adirondacks.” The 
“Murray’s Rush” onslaught of  tourists who came to the mountains in response to his book 
gave rise to the claim that the Adirondacks are the birthplace of  the American vacation.75

John Plumley is the man who brought the Adirondacks to Murray, serving as his guide 
through his adventures.76

Following the similar Adirondack migration of  fellow Vermonters Matthew Beach and 
William Wood, Plumley’s father moved his family from Shrewsbury, Vermont, to Long Lake 
in the 1830s. John was younger than ten when he arrived and quickly befriended an older 
boy, Mitchell Sabattis. Like Sabattis, John became an active guide at the age of  twenty-one.77

Plumley was the first guide to introduce Beach’s Lake to Dr. Benjamin Brandreth. In 
1851, Brandreth purchased 24,000 acres surrounding Beach’s Lake (now called Brandreth 
Lake) to form the first private preserve in the region. Plumley served several years as caretaker 
for Brandreth Park and constructed many of  the cabins within the park.78 The last photo 
taken of  Plumley in 1899 (on next page) shows him seated at the feet of  what was believed 
to be the last wolf  killed in the Adirondacks.79
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There are two strings that tie Plumley to the fifty acres of  Beach and Wood. As 
Amos Hough’s son-in-law he became the caretaker of  the elderly Beach.80 Plumley 
also owned William Wood’s twenty-five acres on Indian Point from 1859 to 1864.81

Hough and Plumley’s intimate familiarity with Indian Point led to a most 
remarkable rendezvous that occurred on these shores in the summer of  1873. Us-
ing Adirondack Murray’s book as a guide, a group of  twenty-five women traversed 
the Adirondacks from four directions to meet at Indian Point. They were a group 
of  teachers and students from a women’s academy in New York City founded by 
Amanda Benedict, the wife of  Farrand Benedict’s younger brother Joel.

While not the first group of  women to explore the Adirondacks, this expe-
dition was clearly the most ambitious. The sixteen Adirondack guides employed 
by the expedition included several of  the most prominent guides of  Adirondack 
history: Mitchell Sabattis and his son Charlie, John Cheney, William Higby, James 
Sturgess, Alvah Dunning, and Plumley.

One group travelled from Lake Champlain along the Saranac and Raquette 
Rivers to Raquette Lake in the company of  Amos Hough. Another entered the 
region from the west, following the Moose River into the Fulton Chain of  Lakes, 
where Plumley guided them through to Raquette. A third group started in Lake 
Pleasant, approaching Raquette Lake from the south. The forth group departed 
Ticonderoga and followed the Schroon River, and then hiked west to meet the rest.

The expedition’s final destination was Blue Mountain Lake, or as the women 
called it the “Lake of  the Skies” (also the title of  Barbara McMartin’s wonderful 
book detailing the expedition). All four groups rendezvoused at Raquette Lake’s 
South Inlet Falls on June 11th, then spent four days camped near the site of  Beach’s 
cabin on Indian Point prior to continuing to Blue Mountain Lake on June 15th.

A number of  places could have served for their base camp, perhaps Big Island 
or Woods Point, which both lie between South Inlet and the mouth of  the Marion 
River that leads to Blue Mountain Lake. Indian Point was out of  their way and 
double the distance from South Inlet. Hough and Plumley must have proposed the 

James T. Blandford and John Plumley
Photo: New York State Library
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use of  their former property for the base camp.82

When John Plumley died in 1900, the Rev. William H. H. Murray wrote in the journal 
Woods and Waters:83

He taught me a faultless knowledge of  the woods, the name and nature of  
plant and herb and tree, the languages of  the night, and the occultism of  silent 
places and soundless shores…He had a most gentle and mannerly reticence and 
that sweetest of  all habits in man or woman—the habit of  silence. He could look 
and see, listen and hear, and say nothing... His knowledge of  woodcraft was in-
tuitive. He knew the points of  the compass sensationally. He was an atom whose 
nature mysteriously held it in reciprocal connection with the magnetic currents of  
the world. In the densest woods, on the darkest nights, he was never bewildered, 
never at fault… He was the only guide I ever knew…that could not in any circum-
stance lose himself  or his way.

They tell me he is dead. It is a foolish fashion of  speech and not true. Not 
until the woods are destroyed to the last tree, the mountains crumbled to their 
bases, the lakes and streams dried up to their beds, and the woods and wood life 
are forgotten, will the saying become fact. For John Plumbley [sic] was so much of  
the woods, the mountains and the streams that he personified them. He was a type 
that is deathless. Memory, affection, imagination, literature—until these die, the 
great guide of  the woods will live with ever enlarging life as the years are added to 
the years, and the lovers of  nature and sport multiply.

And so here I do my part to breathe life into the memory of  Honest John Plumley.
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Mitchell Sabattis, Boat Builder

When I walk the land around Matthew Beach’s original hut and William Wood’s shanty, I 
imagine the Abenaki guide Mitchell Sabattis pulling into their landings in a canoe or guide-
boat made by his own hand. Indian Point was a waypoint for many a traveler boating through 
the Central Adirondacks.

While it is impossible to know how often Sabattis visited these acres, we have written 
record of  at least three occasions: his trips with Joel Tyler Headley in 1844-46, accompany-
ing C. W. Webber in 1849, and the women’s expedition in 1873. 

Sabattis guided for my great-great-grandfather George Hornell Thacher in 1862 as 
they explored the region from a base camp Sabattis had on Crane Point on Blue Mountain 
Lake. However, even if  Thacher travelled to Raquette Lake as early as 1862, it is unlikely 
that he spent a night on Indian Point. Sabattis maintained a campsite from 1852 to 1877 on 
Watch Point according to Ken Hawks, who now owns the property.

A member of  the St. Francis tribe of  Abenaki Indians, Mitchell Sabattis was born in 
Parishville, St. Lawrence County, in 1823. He began to accompany his father, Captain Peter 
Sabattis, on hunting expeditions at the age of  seven. At eleven, he was one of  the earliest 
settlers in Long Lake, moving there with his father in the early 1830s. Over a life of  83 years, 
he and his wife Elizabeth raised five sons and a daughter. He was a founding member of  the 
Wesleyan Methodist Church of  Long Lake. In 1865 he raised funds to build the church, 
where he frequently played the violin, sang and preached. When not working as a guide he 
tended a twenty-acre farm on his 160-acre homestead.84

Much has been written about Sabattis as the legendary Adirondack Guide, but I am 
intrigued by his abilities as a boat builder. The historian Alfred Donaldson claimed that  
Sabattis created the first guideboat around 1849.85 Subsequent historians have debated dif-
ferent people as the originator of  the idea for the guideboat’s design. Nonetheless, Hallie 
Bond says in Boats and Boating in the Adirondacks, “The guideboat did not spring full-blown from 

Engraving of  an 1890 Seneca Ray 
Stoddard photo of  Mitchell Sabattis
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Mitchell Sabattis on Long Lake near the Sagamore Hotel in 1886

the forehead of  Mitchell Sabattis, or anyone else for that matter, but Sabattis, living in the 
center of  early guideboat development, may well have had a hand in its evolution.”86

The earliest tale of  Sabattis describes his skill in building another type of  boat— 
a spruce bark canoe similar to the 1849 drawing of  an elm-bark canoe above.87

In 1843, Mitchell Sabattis rescued John MacMullen and his friend Jim R. along the 
Raquette River. Sabattis already had five travel companions in his boat, two men (one is pre-
sumed to have been his father Peter), two women and a baby. For one day all eight crammed 
into Sabattis’ birch bark canoe, which barely stayed afloat with the water only three inches 
below the gunwales. Upon reaching a cabin on the shores of  Tupper Lake, Sabattis decided 
to construct a spruce bark canoe to carry four of  the men. MacMullen described the process 
in The Evening Post of  New York in 1881:88

 This kind of  craft is made of  a single piece of  bark while a birch canoe is 
made of  many pieces fastened together. The process of  making our canoe was very 
interesting. A fine large spruce tree about a foot and a half  in diameter was chosen 
that grew in an open space near the river and had fifteen feet of  good thick bark 
without break or knothole. The tree was cut down, [they] relieved one another in 
the work, a ring was cut through the bark along the trunk. ‘Spuds’ were made, and 
the whole clear sheet of  bark, fifteen feet long and four feet wide, was laid upon 
the ground with the inner side down.
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 [Captain Peter Sabattis] then cut away a slender triangular piece of  the 
thick outer bark, about six inches at the base and about three feet from each end, 
leaving the flexible inner bark to fold over so that when the corners were brought 
together and the ends closed up the bow and stern might both be somewhat higher 
out of  the water, and the sides need not sag out so much in the middle.

 The ends of  our boat were sewed up with the roots of  the spruce tree. 
These slender roots or rootlets can be had of  six feet in length and running from 
a quarter of  an inch down to a point. The smaller part is taken to use as thread. 
A hole is made in the bark with a sharp stick and the rootlet thus inserted… The 
spruce gum is used to make the inside of  the seam watertight. Thus this tree sup-
plied for our boat bark, thread and gum…

 Long, narrow pieces of  cedar… fifteen feet long by two inches wide, and 
only three quarters of  an inch thick, [were] split almost as smoothly as if  they had 
been sawed. These pieces were used as gunwales and tied on with strips of  tough 
and flexible bark passed through punched holes. Strips of  wood thin enough to 
bend were cut just of  the proper length and then forced in so that they followed 
the curve of  the boat, their strong crosspieces also ran athwart between the gun-
wales to stiffen the craft…This ‘naval construction’ took the best part of  two days. 

Discussing the origins of  the Adirondack guideboat, John Duquette wrote in the  
Adirondack Daily Enterprise:

To avoid the solid weight of  a skiff  or dory, it was necessary to experiment 
with a skeletal frame sheathed with light but strong material. The frame consisted 
of  a bottom board with ribs that were bent or steamed to fit an outer shell. Ribs 
that were bent had a tendency to warp, which resulted in a distortion of  the hull. 
An alert Adirondacker noticed that an uprooted spruce tree disclosed a natural 
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crook where the root grew out from the base of  the tree. Here was a strong resilient 
piece of  wood in a shape that required no bending.89

While a spruce bark canoe does not use solid pieces of  spruce root wood for ribbing, 
Sabattis would have been keenly aware of  this unique attribute of  the spruce tree’s roots. He 
is as likely a candidate as any other to be the one who contributed this innovation to the 
design of  the Adirondack guideboat.
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Sir John Johnson’s Escape – A Tale Retold

The legend of  Sir John Johnson’s role in naming Raquette Lake has been written and re-writ-
ten for more than a century. Below is the earliest source I have found, from the 1891 New York 
State Forest Commission Annual Report.

Its name is founded on a bit of  history, hitherto traditional. During the War 
of  the Revolution, a party of  Indians and British soldiers, under command of  Sir 
John Johnson…passed through the wilderness on their way from the Mohawk 
Valley to Canada. It was in the wintertime, and, on reaching this lake, the party was 
overtaken by a sudden thaw, which made further travel on snowshoes impossible. 
As the Indians and soldiers did not want to carry their snowshoes, or raquettes, 
as they termed them, they piled them up and covered them over, making a large 
heap that remained there many years. The expedition had reached the South Inlet 
when the thaw set in, and it was there, on a point of  land, that the pile was made… 
Old Mr. Woods, the pioneer settler of  Raquette Lake, heard this story from the 
Indians themselves, and often pointed out to hunters the decaying fragments of  
the raquettes.90

Believing that “Old Mr. Woods” refers to William Wood, I was intrigued to unravel 
the mysteries of  this folklore. Wood was known to be close friends with local Indians, and 
the passage continues with a reference to Woods “in company with ‘Honest John Plumley’, 
Murray’s celebrated guide.” 

This folklore makes for a wonderful story, but two doubts are raised.
1) The passage infers that Wood saw the decaying fragments of  the raquettes as late as 

the 1850s, about seventy-five years after being discarded. How would these fragments have 
survived so long?
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2) Sir John Johnson actually fled Johnstown in late May of  1776, not “in the winter 
time.” Why would snowshoes have been necessary?

Unraveling possible answers to these questions has led me to propose a new theory 
regarding the timeline and method of  Sir John Johnson’s escape.

Nowadays, ice-out has never been later than the first week of  May, and snow cover is 
gone from the woods by then. However, from 1550 to 1850 a period of  significant cooling, 
termed the Little Ice Age, occurred with three particularly cold intervals, one during the 
American Revolution. In David Ludlum’s Early American Winters 1604-1820, weather records 
reveal five Northeast snowstorms occurred in May or June between 1773 and 1777, suggest-
ing that snowshoes in late May is not a literary exaggeration.92

Exaggerations of  other details of  Johnson’s escape are quite common, however. The 
description offered by William Stone in his 1838 book The Life of Joseph Brant-Thayendanegea 
has been repeated so often as to take on the air of  fact.

After nineteen days of  severe hardship, the Baronet [Johnson] and his parti-
sans arrived at Montreal in a pitiable condition – having encountered all of  suffer-
ing that it seemed possible for a man to endure. 93

This notion that Johnson’s trek to Montreal took only nineteen days does not hold up 
under scrutiny, and Stone offers no citation. Johnson did not keep a military diary of  these 
days in the woods. Historians have not found any primary sources written during the actual 
escape. Various historians have, however, pieced together the presumed route that Johnson 
took. The most accepted path is one proposed by Johnstown Historian J. Yates Van Antwerp 
in 1937.94

According to Van Antwerp, Johnson’s party headed northeast from Johnstown to 
his family’s summer home, the Fish House on the Sacandaga River, then northwest along 
the river, passing north of  Lake Pleasant and through the West Canada Lakes region to  
Raquette Lake. They then followed the Raquette River to Long Lake. North of  Long Lake 
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they turned northwest, crossing over to the source of  the South Branch of  the Grasse River, 
which led to the St. Lawrence and on to Montreal. The total distance is approximately 300 
miles. A nineteen-day trip would mean they averaged almost sixteen miles a day. This is 
highly improbable.

The Continental Army averaged such a pace on the Washington-Rochambeau march 
from Dobbs Ferry, NY, to Yorktown, VA, in the summer and fall of  1781.95 Johnson’s party 
snowshoeing narrow Indian trails and bushwhacking in sections could not have matched an 
army moving with horses and wagons over open roads.

While there are no primary sources from the escape, there are contemporary letters 
that shed light on the possible reason for Stone’s nineteen-day estimate. The only direct 
information of  the escape comes from a letter written by Sir John Johnson to his brother on 
January 20, 1777. 

Upon my arrival at St. Regis with my party consisting of  one hundred and 
seventy men who were almost starved and wore out for want of  provisions, being 
nine days without anything to subsist upon but wild onions, roots and the leaves 
of  Beech trees, I was received in the most friendly manner by the Indians who 
informed me that the rebels were still in possession of  La Chine and Montre-
al… I proposed to them to go off  immediately and attack the former Post. They 
seemed very hearty, and desired that I would send to Capt. Forster at Oswegatche 
[Ogdensburg], for two field pieces, which they had taken at the Cedres, which 
I did and in a short time received one of  the field pieces with a Sergeant, one  
Artillery Man and three Volunteers, with which I set out after many delays … I 
was joined by the Indians of  the Lake of  two Mountains, with many Canadians, 
but upon my arrival on the Island of  Montreal, I was informed that the Rebels had 
abandoned both places the day before, and that the 29th Regt. had taken posses-
sion of  Montreal.96
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This portion of  the letter reveals many details of  Sir John Johnson’s timeline. The 
British had retaken possession of  Montreal on June 17th, so Johnson arrived in the city on 
June 18th.97

Three letters serve to identify May 21st as the date of  his flight from Johnstown.98

On May 18th, Johnson wrote a letter from Johnson Hall to General Philip Schuyler of  
the Continental Army in Albany.

On May 19th, Col. Dayton arrived at Johnson Hall to arrest Johnson on the orders of  
Gen. Schuyler and found Johnson had fled into the nearby woods.

On Wednesday, May 22nd, Dayton wrote “Sir John, with upwards of  three hundred 
persons, several of  whom are said to be armed, attempted on Tuesday morning [May 21st] to 
make his escape through the woods to Canada.”

Therefore we know for certain that the entire trip from Johnstown to Montreal actually 
took twenty-nine days (May 21 – June 18).

If  we work backwards from June 18th, we can estimate when he probably arrived in St. 
Regis, about sixty-seven miles south of  Montreal. Marching with a field piece on open roads 
to Montreal would have taken a minimum of  four days. So the earliest Johnson could have 
departed St. Regis would have been June 14th.

Prior to departing St. Regis, Johnson had to regain strength from his ordeal in the 
woods and wait for the arrival of  the field piece from Ogdensburg. It is difficult to know 
how long Johnson stayed in St. Regis. The request for and delivery of  the field piece from 
forty-five miles away in Ogdensburg would have taken at least four days. Johnson says he “set 
out after many delays” after the arrival of  the field piece.

If  his time in St. Regis had stretched to six days, then his arrival in St. Regis was on 
June 8th, nineteen days after departing Johnstown—perhaps the true origin of  Stone’s 1838 
account.

Even if  we accept that the trek from Johnstown to St. Regis took nineteen days, we still 
know very little about the trip itself. How many miles per day could Johnson’s party have 
advanced through the snow-covered forests between Johnstown and Raquette Lake? One 
proxy comes from the details of  an Adirondack Forum post of  a through-hike by snowshoe 
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of  the Northville-Lake Placid trail in the winter of  2006-2007. The group on that expe-
dition averaged five miles per day.99 At only five miles per day, it would have taken Johnson 
fourteen days to reach Raquette Lake, requiring them to travel over thirty miles on each of  
the remaining five days to reach St. Regis.

Of  course, the NLP through-hikers were not in fear of  a pursuing army. Snowshoe 
trekkers advise an average of  one mile per hour when planning a winter hike.100 If  we assume 
Johnson’s men pushed themselves ten hours per day, at that pace the time is shortened to 
seven days. Even so, they then would have had to maintain a pace of  over thirteen miles per 
day from Raquette Lake to St. Regis. While snow cover and snowshoes no longer slowed 
them, we also know that in the last nine days they were subsisting on wild onions, roots and 
leaves. Could they have maintained this significantly increased pace as their strength was 
failing them and the spring thaw yielded to mud season?

If  Johnson intended to complete the trek on foot, why did he not follow the long es-
tablished Mohawk trail which passes to the west of  Raquette Lake and leads to the source 
of  the Oswegatchie River? 

If  Johnson’s party were seeking to avoid discovery, why would they create a pile of  
snowshoes on a prominent point upon the shores of  Raquette Lake as opposed to hiding 
the pile farther back in the forest?

What follows is pure conjecture that cannot be proven but does provide answers to 
these questions while not contradicting any known facts. While he may have originally in-
tended to march to Montreal, I believe that during the hazardous trek to Raquette Lake, 
Johnson realized it would not be possible. I think he sent word to St. Regis to send a group 
of  Mohawks to aid his escape.

The Iroquois were noted for their use of  relay runners who collectively communicat-
ed messages over eighty miles in a day.101 According to William Stone in The Life of Joseph 
Brant-Thayendanegea, Brant claimed that Mohawks were sent south from St. Regis to aid in 
Johnson’s escape.102 Sue Herne of  the Akwesasne Museum of  the St. Regis Reservation says 
that today’s Mohawk oral history corroborates this story.103
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Just as Johnson appears to have communicated northward, it would appear that he 
intentionally created a campaign of  misinformation to throw the Continental Army off  
his track. Col. Dayton believed Johnson was traveling west to Niagara via Oneida Lake. He 
based this on comments from Sir John Johnson’s wife and testimony of  an Oneida Indian on 
May 23rd who claimed a flotilla of  bateau boats were awaiting Johnson at Oneida Lake. He 
also received intelligence that a road had recently been marked from Johnson Hall to Fort 
Brewington on Oneida Lake.104

I believe Mohawk runners could also have brought the news to Johnson that Gen. 
Schuyler’s scouts had reported finding no trace of  them and claimed that the trail to the 
north was impassible.105 This would have allowed Johnson time to alter his plan.

Johnson already had three Mohawks guiding his men north when they left Johnstown.106 
However, Van Antwerp’s account speaks of  twenty-five Mohawks aiding the escape.107 I be-
lieve the additional Mohawks were sent south from St. Regis to construct elm bark canoes at 
Raquette Lake so Johnson could continue his escape by water. Switching to water transport 
here rather than continuing on the familiar Mohawk trail to the Oswegatchie River, Johnson 
saved his party another thirty miles of  arduous hiking through the forest.

The Iroquois were known to primarily use elm bark canoes. In contrast to birch bark 
canoes, an elm bark canoe could be built in as little as two days. The process is similar to 
Mitchell Sabattis’ construction of  a spruce bark canoe detailed in the previous chapter. Giv-
en the cold weather during Johnson’s escape, it was likely necessary to use boiling water to 
strip the bark from the trees. This slower process might have stretched the construction time 
to four days.109

The travel times of  the Iroquois using elm bark canoes on various water routes in 1656-
1657 are detailed in early records of  Jesuit missionaries, which indicate the Iroquois travelled 
an average of  forty-five miles per day downstream and twenty upstream.110

I estimate that Johnson’s party could have travelled twenty miles per day from Raquette 
Lake through Long Lake and the small streams and portages to the source of  the Grasse 
River, covering this distance in approximately three days. Given their weakened physical 
condition, I will conservatively estimate a pace of  only thirty-five miles per day paddling 

Elm Bark Canoe
Courtesy of First Peoples of Canada108
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downstream on the Grasse River, arriving at St. Regis in another three days.
Therefore, by water and portages the Johnson party could have made it from Raquette 

Lake to St. Regis in six days. This leaves thirteen days between when they fled Johnstown 
and their departure from Raquette Lake. If  four days were devoted to building the canoes, 
Johnson would have had to reach Raquette Lake from Johnstown in nine days. A snowshoe 
trek pace of  only eight miles per day would have been sufficient to reach Raquette Lake 
within that time.

I believe the pile of  snowshoes was placed on the lakeshore because that is where they 
departed in the elm bark canoes. The waste from the canoes’ construction covered up the 
pile. After seventy-five years of  decomposition of  this waste layer, the remnants of  the snow-
shoes were still visible to William Wood.111
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Farrand Benedict’s Canals

If  Farrand Benedict had been successful with his grand visions of  reshaping the Adirondacks, 
the path taken by Sir John Johnson in 1776 would have been forever altered.

If  you ever drive south along Route 28 to Indian Lake from Blue Mountain Lake, 
look for a sign on the right about four-tenths of  a mile south of  Potter’s Corner an-
nouncing you are crossing the divide between the St. Lawrence River and Hudson River 
watersheds. 

The waters of  Blue Mountain Lake flow through the Eckford Chain into Raquette 
Lake, north through Long Lake and the Raquette River, eventually reaching the St. Law-
rence Seaway. The waters of  Durant Lake, only a half  mile from Blue, eventually flow into 
the Hudson River.

Benedict wanted the waters of  Blue, Raquette and Long lakes to flow into the Hudson  
River watershed.

In my search for the history of  our family’s cabin, I sought out all of  the title deeds 
starting with our family’s in 1876 going back to the first title deed ever issued for this par-
ticular plot of  land. I had always known from Ruth Timm’s books that the original settlers 
of  Raquette Lake, Matthew Beach and William Wood, had lived on Indian Point. However, 
it was only in reading the title deeds that I became aware that it was on our current property 
that they had settled.

It was through researching the deeds that I first learned of  Farrand Benedict. Although 
several contemporary descriptions of  Beach and Wood’s residency on the land peg their 
arrival to around 1837, they only obtained legal title to their lands in 1849. That is when 
they each purchased titles from Farrand Benedict and David Read to separate twenty-five 
acre parcels for a price of  two dollars an acre.113 Obviously, property owners having to pay 
for title to lands they already possess is a pattern that history likes to repeat within Township 
Forty.
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I have yet to find direct evidence of  Farrand Benedict’s interactions with Beach and 
Wood. However, it is almost certain that they met. Benedict was not an absentee landlord. 
A letter written by his business partner David Read to Joel Tyler Headley in 1849 describes 
a trip through Raquette with Benedict, during which Read describes the two settlers. Bene-
dict’s personal explorations of  the area are noted in his poetic description of  Raquette Lake 
in the article “The Wilds of  Northern New York” published in 1854 in Putnam’s Magazine.114

Again follow me to the scenery of  Raquette Lake. It is situated in the centre 
of  the vast plateau, midway between the Saranac and the Moose River lakes, some 
fifteen miles from Long Lake and twenty from the mountains east. Down into its 
clear crystal waters you can see some twenty or thirty feet, while above, the clear 
pure air lets one look farther toward heaven. The lake is noted for its irregular 
shore, jutting out and setting back continually; constantly revealing around its 
promontories new lakes, new shores and new scenes. Just as in passing up a moun-
tain, each hill seems the last, though the top is never reached. 

The surface is checkered and dotted with islands, fifteen or twenty in num-
ber, of  diverse shapes and sizes, that rise here and there like the naiads of  antiquity, 
with their green mantles on and waving crests. Multitudes of  the finny tribes are 
sporting in the depths, wild and active, playing the games of  their speckled majes-
ties, while at a distance and near the shore a white-necked deer is seen cooling its 
panting sides, fearless of  the approach of  the stranger man. Above, sailing in the air 
in characteristic but ominous circles, is the grey eagle or fish hawk, watching with 
keen eye, ready to dart upon its innocent prey. 

From the beach, the ground is sloping, rising up to an amphitheatre of  
hills, covered with a thick forest of  fir, spruce and pine, mingled with the maple 
and beech. There are numerous landing-places about the lake, where the water, 
receding, leaves a shore of  sand and pebbles, while there are many coves and bays 
and hiding places, where the forest shakes hands with the lake, giving security to 

Portrait of  Farrand Benedict 
Courtesy of F. N. Benedict, Jr.112
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the wild fowl, and beauty and variety to the prospect; lining the shore with the 
spiry-pointed cedar, the light waving tamarack and the pyramidal fir. Away to the 
east, rise in majesty the Blue Mountains, some twenty miles distant, toward which 
the intervening hills seem rolling till there they have formed a barrier.

Stand upon the shore of  Raquette Lake at the close of  some quiet summer’s 
day, and watch the sun sinking in golden splendor, while it throws its rays up the 
valley of  the lakes: now striking in full array upon the calm surface of  the water, 
making it seem lit up with bright silvery fire above and below, as the reflections 
multiply the strange, vivid splendor; now rising above the mirror sheet, marking 
and gilding the rows of  trees.

Now, as the shadow sinks down upon the lake, mark the circling line of  light, 
retreating up the hill and mountain, creeping up higher and still higher, as if  a spir-
it, with life and motion; lightly touching the growing spires in its way, till the rays, 
gathering, form a coronet of  light, that crowns the bare, grey-headed mountain. 
Then it is lifted up, and the seal of  night is set.

Or stay later, till the queen of  night has thrown over us her chilly mantle; 
when the stars, that at first came out, bright and numberless, now have almost all 
covered their faces in the presence of  the night ruler; when stillness has settled 
down and only the shrill cry of  the loon now and then pierces the ear; when the 
lake is awfully calm, and the shadows of  the trees and hills border it,—shadows 
distinct and formless enough to be the black genii of  the wilds. And when the 
moon goes down and the clouds come over, then float for deer, and with the mag-
net of  a bright light in your bow, you can approach securely the wild inhabitants 
of  the forest. The glare fixes their gaze, and they see nought else.

Farrand Benedict was a professor of  math and engineering at the University of  Vermont 
in Burlington. He was an accomplished surveyor and began to explore the Adirondacks 
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in 1835. In 1838, Professor Ebenezer Emmons, the surveyor who named the region the 
Adirondacks, engaged Benedict to resolve a dispute over the altitude of  Mt. Marcy.

Between 1843 and 1852, Benedict purchased 152,000 acres stretching from west of  the 
Moose River Plains to the headwaters of  the Hudson River east of  Long Lake. In 1848, he 
and his business partner David Read became sole owners of  all of  Township Forty, which 
includes Raquette Lake.
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In 1846, Benedict prepared an audacious plan for the New York State Legislature to 
build a series of  canals, with locks and slack water navigation, and railroads which would link 
Lake Champlain in the east with the Black River on the western edge of  the Adirondacks. 
A 210-mile long course using the Ausable River Valley, Saranac River, Raquette River, the 
Fulton Chain of  Lakes, Moose River and Black River would traverse from Port Kent to Lake 
Ontario.115 The trans-Adirondack water route would bring people into the region and facil-
itate extracting timber and mineral resources from the Adirondacks. Alas, the entire project 
was a dream never realized.

The map above, accompanying the original 1846 plan, appears to indicate a proposed 
canal between Caitlin Lake (L. Terrott) and Long Lake.116 It could be that this was intended 
to draw water from Caitlin Lake into Long Lake to increase the water flow to aid in naviga-
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tion through his trans-Adirondack water route. However, that would have required a dam on 
the natural outlet of  Caitlin Lake to raise the water level and reverse the natural flow back 
toward Long Lake. It is more likely a map error and the canal marking relates to Benedict’s 
intention to build a canal from Long Lake to Round Pond (the body of  water to the right 
of  the canal line).

Benson Lossing wrote of  seeing evidence of  this canal building effort in his 1859 trip 
through the area in his book The Hudson, from the Wilderness to the Sea.117

[Benedict] attempted to unite these waters by a canal, for lumbering purposes, 
but the enterprise was abandoned. We followed a ditch that he had cut through the 
swamp nearly half  a mile, among tall raspberry bushes, laden with delicious fruit, 
and another half  mile we made our way over the most difficult ground imaginable.
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Lossing also saw the remains of  a dam that would have reversed the flow of  water from 
Round Pond (referred to as Fountain Lake) into Long Lake.118

At the foot of  Fountain Lake is another ‘carry’ of  a mile. A few rods down 
its outlet, where we crossed, we found the remains of  a dam and sluice, erected by 
Professor Benedict, to raise the waters as to flow through his canal into Long Lake.

A likeness of  a similar dam found by Lossing at Rich Lake is shown at right.119

The initial plans called for water to flow from Round Pond into Long Lake. This would 
have benefited the floating of  logs down the Raquette River. However, starting in 1850, 
Benedict had written of  using the canal between Long Lake and Round Pond to float logs 
from the Eckford Chain, Raquette, and Long Lakes into the Hudson River to access the bur-
geoning New York timber market centered at the Big Boom in Glens Falls. Lossing, Alfred 
Donaldson in History of the Adirondacks, and John Todd in Long Lake each make the argument 
that opposition from lumber industry interests along the northern reaches of  the Raquette 
River, who feared losing their supply of  timber for the Canadian market, scuttled the plans 
for this first canal attempt.

In 1874, at the age of  seventy-one, Benedict returned to his idea to build the Long 
Lake to Round Pond canal. The goal now was to re-route the flow of  water from Blue 
Mountain Lake, Raquette Lake and Long Lake into the Hudson River Watershed via Round 
Pond-Caitlin Lake-Rich Lake-Harris Lake.

It appears that Benedict no longer intended for the logging industry to float timber 
along his route into the Hudson. His goal was to significantly increase the supply of  water 
into the Hudson River Watershed. Dams on the outlets of  Blue Mt., Raquette, Forked, 
Brandreth, and Little Tupper lakes would provide controlled outflows to increase the water 
flow into the Raquette River and Long Lake. The canal would then divert the water to sus-
tain log drives throughout the summer on the Hudson River. According to Finch, Pruyn and 
Co. records, low water levels sometimes required three years of  spring flows to transport logs 
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from the Adirondack interior to the Big Boom at Glens Falls. Benedict’s plan would have 
reduced this to one year and assured sufficient summertime water flow to power mills along 
the Hudson as far south as Troy.

Diverting the water flow out of  Long Lake away from the north-running Raquette 
River almost certainly would have endangered the effectiveness of  the Raquette River for 
floating logs north to the Canadian market. A political scandal in the administration of  the 
New York Governor in 1875 killed this project. Had it come to fruition, it could have sig-
nificantly altered the history of  this region of  the Adirondacks.

Chapter 264 of  the Laws of  1850 in New York State declared the Raquette River a 
public highway for the purpose of  floating logs and lumber from the foot of  Raquette Lake 
to the St. Lawrence River. In the 1850s, Raquette Pond (not to be confused with Raquette 
Lake) became the home of  the Pomeroy Lumber Company. Loggers would float logs down 
the Raquette River to Raquette Pond where they would be marked, sorted and prepared for 
large log drives down the Raquette River to the mills in the northwest corner of  New York 
and the Canadian timber market. The logging camps on Raquette Pond grew into the Town 
of  Tupper Lake.

The logging industry and the town expanded greatly in 1890 with John Hurd’s con-
struction of  the largest lumber mill ever built in New York and his completion of  the North-
ern Adirondack Railroad that connected Tupper Lake to Ottawa, Canada.120 Although the 
milled lumber now moved north on trains, the mill still was dependent on logs floated down 
the Raquette River to Raquette Pond. It is doubtful that Tupper Lake would have become 
the largest population center in this part of  the Adirondacks had the water flow been divert-
ed from the Raquette River by Farrand Benedict’s Canal.

Fortunately for Tupper Lake, Benedict’s land empire began to evaporate with sales of  
large tracts to the railroad companies in 1855. By the time of  his death in 1880, his family’s 
lands had all been sold or reclaimed by the State for back taxes. His grand plans were simply 
forgotten.

Floating Logs on the Raquette River, 1900
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This chapter is based on the extensive research of  Barbara McMartin in her book To the 
Lake of the Skies: The Benedicts in the Adirondacks. McMartin argues that despite the failure of  his 
ventures, Benedict did have one lasting impact on the Adirondacks. He first introduced the 
Reverend John Todd and his own cousin Joel Tyler Headley to the Adirondacks. Todd and 
Headley authored Long Lake in 1845 and The Adirondack; or Life in the Woods in 1849, respective-
ly. These early writings attracted other adventurers and laid the path followed by the great 
Adirondack promoter Reverend William H. H. Murray.

John Hurd’s Big Mill
Courtesy of the Goff-Nelson Memorial Library
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Joel Tyler Headley Popularizes the Adirondacks

And how solemn it is to move all day through a majestic colonnade of  trees 
and feel that you are in a boundless cathedral whose organ notes swell and die away 
with the passing wind like some grand requiem. Still more exciting is it to lie at 
midnight by your camp fire and watch the moon sailing up amid the trees or listen 
to the cry of  the loon, wild and lonely, on the wild and lonely lake, or the hoot of  
the owl in the deep recesses of  the forest.121

- Joel Tyler Headley

Between 1844 and 1846, Headley spent his summer months exploring the region, guided by 
the famous Abenaki Indian guide Mitchell Sabattis. He wrote of  his travels in the seminal 
book The Adirondack or Life in the Woods, published in 1849. His book brought the first wave of  
wealthy sports to explore the region two decades before the Reverend William H. H. Murray, 
“Adirondack Murray,” wrote Adventures in the Wilderness.

Today Raquette Lake’s year-round residents are filled with intertwining families from 
generations of  settlement in the area: the Dillons, Paynes, Lamphears, Burkes, and Birds. 
While their family connections are vital to the vibrant community today, it was also family 
connections that influenced the exploration of  the area to begin with.

Joel Tyler Headley was an older first cousin of  Farrand Benedict. Undoubtedly, his tales 
of  travelling through the region had an impact on Benedict’s plans to invest in and develop 
the Raquette Lake region. Benedict’s purchase of  Township Forty was in 1848, likely after 
hearing Headley’s personal tales and just prior to the publication of  his book. Would this 
count as nineteenth century insider trading?
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Headley was born in 1814 in Walton, NY, and followed his Presbyterian minister father 
into the church, graduating from Union College in 1839 and Auburn Seminary in 1841. 
Upon completing his studies he declined a pulpit in New York City due to struggles with 
mental illness. Instead he took charge of  a small Congregational church in Stockbridge, MA. 
After two and a half  years in the pulpit, he suffered a mental collapse and travelled to Europe 
to convalesce. He began to write of  his trips in Europe, and upon returning to America he 
published the stories as letters in prominent newspapers. He became a well-known author 
and was elected New York Secretary of  State in 1855. His travels to the North Country 
were in response to ongoing mental suffering as he noted “every man degenerates without 
frequent communion with nature.”122

According to historian Philip G. Terrie, The Adirondack or Life in the Woods

illustrates a significant stage in the development of  American attitudes to-
ward wilderness. Headley’s admiration of  wild scenery, his sense that in the wil-
derness he was closer to God, his hearty enthusiasm for day to day life in the 
woods with all its challenges, and his conviction that intimacy with the wilderness 
made him a better man—these are all key elements in the modern appreciation of  
wilderness.123

Terrie notes that numerous, expanded editions of  the book were published over a peri-
od of  three decades. The author Paul Jamieson considers the book “among the first six titles 
a collector should choose for the nucleus of  an Adirondack library.”124

I firmly believe that Headley influenced George Hornell Thacher, Sr., to travel to the 
Adirondacks in 1862, where Mitchell Sabattis also served as Thacher’s guide. Whether it was 
simply the impact of  his book or a more personal connection is unknown. However, the cir-
cumstantial evidence is intriguing: both men were members of  a total student body of  400 
at Union College in 1839; both attended Presbyterian seminaries, Auburn and Princeton, 
respectively; both served for a short time as ministers; and both left the ministry and entered 
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New York State politics in Albany.125 While they might have been acquainted, I doubt that 
they were friends, given their opposing political philosophies. Headley was a member of  
the American Party (The Know Nothings) and espoused virulent anti-immigrant and racist 
views. Thacher was part of  a Democratic Party that was not anti-immigrant and, although 
not abolitionist, sought political compromise between slave states and non-slave states. De-
spite abolitionists holding views that he did not support, Thacher once took a prominent 
stand to support their right to hold a convention in Albany, NY. 

In 1861, the Abolitionists Susan B. Anthony and Frederick Douglass headlined a speak-
ing tour that visited major Northeast cities. Violent mobs appeared at each venue, causing 
major disruptions. When they arrived in Albany, Mayor Thacher escorted the speakers to the 
conference. He informed the public that he had placed plain-clothes police officers through-
out the hall, and he personally sat on the stage with a revolver in his lap for the entirety of  
the daylong conference.126

Despite the significant impact that Headley’s book had upon the Adirondacks, it was 
but one of  over twenty history books and numerous articles produced by the writer. He 
penned Napoleon and His Marshalls, Washington and His Generals, Life of Oliver Cromwell, The Sacred 
Mountains, Sacred Scenes and Characters, Sketches and Rambles, The Old Guard of Napoleon, Life of Andrew 
Jackson, History of the Second War with England, Life of George Washington, The Chaplains and Clergy of the 
Revolution, History of the Rebellion, The Great Riots of New York, Grant and Sherman, and Life of Grant, 
among others.127

His contemporary John S. Taylor said, “As an historian or a romancer, Mr. Headley 
certainly has no equal, and he has seldom or never had a superior.”128 High praise, and at the 
time Headley was considered a peer of  Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry David Thoreau. 
Why is it that he is not among the authors that we learn about today in school?

Perhaps it is because Taylor was his publisher. He also said, “[The critics] are still de-
bating the question whether Mr. Headley shall rank with the first writers, or above them; 
while with the people that question long since is decided.”129 While his writing was attacked 
by no less than Edgar Allen Poe, who called him “the autocrat of  all quacks,” the masses pur-
chased over 200,000 of  his books during his lifetime.130 One reviewer commented “it was far 
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pleasanter to read the entertaining and dramatic pages of  Headley, with their impassioned, 
stirring pictures of  war and heroism, than the tame, tedious biographies [of  professional 
historians].”131

The critic Rufus W. Griswold expressed an opposing view: 

He has taken up the subject with ardor, but with little previous preparation; 
the work therefore indicates imperfect information, immature views of  character, 
and unconsidered opinions. The style has the same melodramatic exaggeration, 
which the whole design of  the work exhibits.132

Headley is largely forgotten because he was a sensationalist in addition to holding po-
litical views that are abhorrent.

His obituary in 1897 belies his diminished reputation:

In the death of  Joel Tyler Headley, the country loses one of  its most popular, 
if  not one of  its most distinguished historians. He was a popular historian rather 
than an accurate one. He was a prolific writer. The style was somewhat sophomori-
cal, but it pleased his readers.133

While I do strive to be accurate, I would be pleased with a similar epitaph.
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Professor Ebenezer Emmons  
Names the “Adirondacks” 

Prof. Ebenezer Emmons described his arrival on my family’s land in 1840. 

After much toil and labor in rowing, in consequence of  a strong head wind, 
we reached the lake at its eastern extremity. This accomplished, our next business 
was to find the establishment of  Beach and Wood situated on some point on the 
opposite shore. By fortunate conjecture, our guide struck upon the right course 
and soon landed on Indian Point at the residence of  the above named gentlemen. 
Here we determined to remain till we had thoroughly explored the region.134

Emmons was continuing his efforts, begun in 1837, as director of  the Survey of  the 
Second Geological District, to study the mineralogy, geography and geology of  10,000 acres 
across northern New York State.135

In his 1838 report Emmons wrote:

The cluster of  mountains in the neighborhood of  the Upper Hudson and 
Ausable River, I propose to call the Adirondack group, a name by which a well-
known tribe of  Indians who once hunted here may be commemorated.136

Emmons’ term for the high peaks region was adopted and expanded to describe all of  
the area now known as the Adirondacks.

However, Emmons’ impact on the region is not limited to its name. In the summer of  
1837, he led the first recorded ascent of  the tallest mountain in New York and named it Mt. 
Marcy, in recognition of  Governor William Marcy, who appointed him to lead the survey.137

Courtesy of the New York State Library
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Emmons was a true renaissance scholar who took a winding path through various dis-
ciplines before taking the helm of  the survey. Born in 1799 in Middlefield, MA, his fas-
cination with the natural world began early. According to an 1896 biography published in 
Appleton’s Popular Science Monthly,

The doors in his room were covered with bugs and butterflies pinned on 
when he was a small boy. His mother often used to say: ‘Eb, why do you always 
have your pockets filled with stones? I have to mend them every week.’138

Emmons enrolled at the age of  fifteen to study botany at Williams College, graduating 
in 1818. He then attended Berkshire Medical College and became a practicing physician 
in Chester, MA. In 1824, he began his pursuit of  geology at the Rensselear Institute (now 
RPI), a member of  the first graduating class of  1826. That year, he published his Manual 
of  Mineralogy and Geology, which became the school’s instructional text. He returned to 
Williams to chair the Natural History department, while spending part of  each year teach-
ing chemistry and obstetrics at the Albany Medical College.139

While traveling with Williams College President Mark Hopkins and Hopkins’ brother, 
Emmons’ enthusiasm for discovery got the better of  him according to the 1896 biography:

Emmons asked his friends to turn aside with him to visit a certain cave. 
They consented to the delay, although the brother was on his way to be married, 
and waited just within the entrance of  the cavern while Emmons penetrated to 
its inmost depths. After a time they heard the excited cry, “I’ve got it! I’ve got it!” 
And out rushed the geologist, bearing triumphantly a muddy fragment of  rock.140

Governor Marcy selected Emmons to lead the geologic survey because of  his preemi-
nence in the field, best expressed a century later by Cecil J. Schneer.
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If  we were to limit our study to the selection of  any single individual as prin-
cipally responsible for transformation of  American geology it would have to be 
Professor Ebenezer Emmons. Emmons’ work served as a model and a standard for 
the geologic-stratigraphic surveys for the rest of  the United States.141

While Emmons’ work left an imprint across the country, some of  his impacts on the 
Adirondacks were short-lived. During the 1840 expedition, Emmons travelled through the 
Eckford Chain of  Lakes, named for Henry Eckford who originally surveyed them in 1811. 
Emmons named the individual lakes for Eckford’s daughters: Lake Janet (Blue Mt. Lake), 
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Lake Catherine (Eagle Lake) and Lake Marion (Utowana Lake). For a short time, Blue 
Mountain was called Mt. Emmons. Today the Marion River is the only piece still carrying 
the name Emmons gave it.142

 The long-term impact of  Emmons on the Adirondacks has more to do with the lan-
guage and art work in his Survey reports. His writing romanticized an idyllic location that 
previously had been portrayed as cold, swampy and dreary. His reports were accompanied 
by some of  the first drawings (see facing page) to show the public the majestic beauty of  the 
Adirondack mountains, lakes and streams.

He gave an attractive description of  Raquette Lake, which others ascribed to the region 
as a whole. 

The view of  the lake from [Indian Point] is also fine, and it is no exaggera-
tion to represent it as equal to any in the northern highlands of  New York. The 
waters are clear but generally ruffled with the breeze. It is well supplied with lake 
trout, which often weigh twenty pounds. The neighboring forests abound also in 
deer and other game. Hence it is finely fitted for the temporary residence of  those 
who are troubled with ennui or who wish to escape for a time during the months 
of  July and August from the cares of  business or the heat and bustle of  the city. To 
enable the traveler or invalid to make the most of  the situation, a supply of  light 
boats are always on hand for fishing and hunting, or for exploring the inlets and 
neighboring lakes which are connected with the Racket [sic].143

Historian Philip Terrie places Emmons in the context of  his times.

Emmons understood that America would follow western Europe down the 
path of  industrialization, and he knew that the beauty and opportunities for spir-
itual renewal offered by the Adirondacks would be an invaluable treasure in a state 
where mills and smokestacks were even then beginning rapidly to replace forests 
and farms.144
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I have introduced a view of the Adirondack group, as seen from Newcomb, of which Mount Marcy is the highest and 
most conspicuous member. There is one feature which this sketch exhibits worthy of some notice: it is the diversity  of the 
northern forests; this feature is well exhibited in the drawing, and to those who are unaccustomed to the scenes of the kind, 
it will be both novel and interesting.

 - Ebenezer Emmons
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However, Emmons also promoted the economic exploitation of  the natural resources 
within the Adirondacks. According to Terrie, Emmons had a vision of  an “intensely popu-
lated and cultivated landscape” that embodied within one man the conflict between natural 
preservation and resource use, which still confounds us today. It is probable that the indom-
itable pioneer spirit of  Matthew Beach and William Wood and early settlers of  Long Lake 
and similar hamlets caused this vision to flourish as Emmons described.

We found that Indian Point was situated about midway in the lake between 
its southern and northern extremities and projecting far into it towards the north-
east. It contains four or five hundred acres of  excellent land, a warm, rich soil, as it 
appeared from the fine state of  vegetables which were growing in the garden, and 
which were in an equal state of  forwardness with the same vegetables growing on 
Lake Champlain.145

Beach and Wood’s farm consisted of  several acres of  crops and hay pasture for up to 
ten cattle. But, theirs was a deceptively impressive subsistence farm. Though most Adiron-
dack soils and the climate would not support expansive cultivation, their farm likely owed its 
success to two centuries of  soil enrichment through burning and cultivating of  root crops by 
Native Indians for their seasonal hunting parties.

Emmons’ experience on Indian Point affected his overall vision for the region. Fortu-
nately for us, his connection to Indian Point did not alter the lake’s name. Had Emmons 
chosen to re-name the lake, we might know it today by the aboriginal name recorded in his 
report, Lake Fobullangamuck.
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Searching for the 1878 Thacher Cabin

In my chapter regarding when the mysterious Thacher Cabin was built, I cited numerous 
newspaper articles and books that referenced the cabin’s existence. However, none of  them 
clarified where the cabin was built. Previously reviewed maps of  Raquette Lake gave no indi-
cation, and no photos or drawings of  the cabin have been found.

I chose to begin my search by focusing on the one visitor to the cabin for whom histor-
ical records might exist. In Aber and King’s History of Hamilton County, it is written that the 
priest Rev. Henry Gabriels performed Catholic Mass at the Thacher Camp from July 11th to 
the 14th in 1878.146 Gabriels later became the Bishop of  Ogdensburg. In the hope that this 
early Mass in the Adirondacks might be of  historical significance, I contacted Sally Rusaw, 
the archivist of  the Diocese of  Ogdensburg, looking for any original documents or photos 
of  Gabriels’ visit.

Imagine my surprise when the archivist sent me the following photocopy from notes 
that she found:147

“North Point Inn”? Could I be wrong in my assumption that the 1878 cabin was built 
on our family’s land on Indian Point? The North Point Inn was located across North Bay 
from Indian Point. My mind raced as I retraced my steps, looking at all of  the newspaper 
articles and books.

One New York Times article had said “There’s ex-Mayor Thatcher of  Albany’s place,’ 
said the Captain of  the little steamer, pointing to a fine lodge on the north shore.”148 Did he 
mean the north shore of  Raquette Lake and not the north side of  Indian Point?
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I then realized that when Nessmuk wrote of  visiting the cabin, he simply wrote “a 
gentleman by the name of  Thatcher [sic] who has a fine residence on Raquette Lake.” No 
mention of  Indian Point whatsoever, just my assumption.

Fortunately, my heart rate eventually was calmed, after a day of  frantic research turned 
up this from Seneca Ray Stoddard’s 1880 edition of  The Adirondacks Illustrated:149

Among the private camps passed in order from the outlet are Judge Hed-
ding’s on the right, Blanchard’s on an island near the steamboat channel, and Ten 
Eyck’s at North Point. As we round Bluff  Point, we see on its south side the com-
fortable-looking Stott Camp. On Indian Point, west of  Kenwill’s, is Thatcher’s 
camp. [emphasis mine]

Once again confident of  the cabin’s existence on Indian Point, I now tried to discover 
where on the land it was situated. I began by reviewing the property deeds. In 1876, John 
Boyd Thacher purchased two parcels on the tips of  Indian Point. He paid nine dollars an 
acre to Marshal Shedd for roughly twenty-five acres. This first parcel is all the land to the 
east of  the yellow line shown at right, except for the area to the east of  the blue lines. JBT 
paid twenty-two dollars per acre to a William W. Hill for this second parcel of  only four-
and-a-half  acres.150

Eureka! Why would JBT pay more than double the price per acre for the second parcel? 
Could it be that it contained an existing cabin? Was this the location of  what became known 
as the Thacher Camp?

Alas, let me just say that there exists another explanation as to why JBT paid a high 
price for the second parcel. As the deed indicated that William W. Hill was from Albany, 
I thought it best to see if  there was any connection between Hill and the Thacher family. 
Perhaps a higher price was paid as a favor to a friend.

Indeed, I found that William W. Hill and John Boyd Thacher were both thirty-three 
degree Freemasons and members of  the Albany Chapter of  the Rose Croix.151 Hill was an 
amateur entomologist whose collection of  over 10,000 specimens of  butterflies and moths 
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was donated to the New York State Museum.152 Hill was also an officer of  the Albany Insti-
tute.153 JBT had much in common with Hill’s scientific and preservationist inclinations, and 
I have no doubt in claiming them to be more than mere acquaintances.

This explanation does not completely eliminate the possibility that there was an exist-
ing cabin within Hill’s parcel. However, an epiphany came to me that argues against George 
Hornell Thacher establishing his camp on the southern shore of  Indian Point.
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No fewer than five newspaper articles and Nessmuk’s book speak of  George Hornell 
Thacher’s love of  lake trout fishing. Anyone who knows Raquette Lake understands that in 
summer, one fishes for lake trout exclusively in North Bay, where the depth provides the cold 
water desired by the trout. It is logical that GHT would have built his cabin along the north 
shore of  Indian Point.

Indeed, a fish tale would prove to be the conclusive clue. On July 10, 1879, the Weekly 
Saratogian published the article at left. So clearly the Thacher Cabin was somewhere along the 
north side of  Indian Point, but where?

Early in my research, the Adirondack Museum Librarian Jerry Pepper had shown me 
a hand-drawn map of  Raquette Lake. The museum does not know who created the map or 
when it was created.

The map has an X marked next to the word “Camp,” written in cursive, on the end of  
Birch Point.

As this is the location of  our family’s little red one-room cabin built in 1910, I assumed 
at first that this map was from the early nineteen teens. However, further analysis revealed a 
different conclusion.

In addition to the geographic locations marked in ink, the map has the names of  
various camps written in pencil along the shore. There are two distinct sets of  handwritten 
notations, one in cursive and one in block letters. Based on the time period in which each 
of  the named landmarks existed, the cursive notations predate those in block letters. The 
comparison of  the dates reveals that the notation for the “Camp” on Birch Point reflects the 
year 1881 or 1882.154

It would appear that the first Thacher Cabin was built in 1878 very near if  not actually 
on the same ground where our little red cabin still stands today. What I would give for any 
photos that show the tip of  Birch Point, even in the background, taken between 1878 and 
1885.
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Courtesy of the Adirondack Museum
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The Capture and Death of  Charles Parker

Our family has two large metal boxes filled with George Hornell Thacher’s handwritten let-
ters. Three were written from the Thacher “Camp” on Indian Point.

GHT’s correspondence to his son George, Jr., dated August 7, 1881, is a unique piece 
of  history. He references a tragic affair that became the talk of  major national newspapers.

The Washington County Post said at the time, “Probably no event occurring in the Adiron-
dack region has caused as much comment and excitement as the crime that is attributed to 
Charles Parker.”155

On July 23, 1881, Charles Parker was guiding Mrs. George Bull, the wife of  a prom-
inent Philadelphia politician, from Blue Mountain Lake to Long Lake via Raquette and 
Forked lakes. Upon arriving at Senator Orville Platt’s camp on Long Lake, Mrs. Bull became 
hysterical and fainted. In the confusion and before she was able to accuse him of  sexual as-
sault, Parker fled. He quickly returned to his cabin on Forked Lake, sold his boat and used 
the proceeds to flee north through Lowville to Kingston, Canada.156

Owing to the prominence of  the Bull and Platt families, the manhunt for Parker was 
extensive and rapid. Canadian authorities captured him and returned him to Long Lake’s 
Constable Cole in Watertown. Cole and the son of  Senator Pratt transported Parker to Long 
Lake, arriving on Tuesday August 2nd. Parker was lodged at Helms Hotel in the physical 
custody of  Constable Cole.157

Parker was handcuffed to Cole’s wrist as they lay down to sleep that night in their hotel 
room’s one bed. In the morning, Cole awoke to find Parker gone, with the handcuff  still 
attached to Cole’s wrist. Cole alleged that Parker must have had accomplices for his escape.158

The events of  the next few days and Parker’s eventual death vary depending on the news 
source that reported it. What is not in dispute is that Charles Parker was shot near the outlet 
of  Forked Lake on Friday, August 5th.
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Camp, Aug. 7th, 1881

Dear George,

My health is about as usual. Nothing new here 
of  importance except the recapture of  Parker yester-
day, the desperado, the man who outraged a lady on 
the carry between Forked and Long Lakes. He was 
arrested at Lowville while fleeing to Canada and taken 
back to Long Lake where he got away from the con-
stable. Yesterday the same officer overhauled him on 
Forked Lake near the outlet, shot and broke his arm 
and recaptured him. The lady was a sister of  the wife 
of  U.S. Senator Platt of  Connecticut. Parker was a 
newcomer here and took up the business of  guiding. 
He was guiding her to Long Lake and perpetrated the 
deed near Butter Milk Falls.

                                                                           Father

P.S. Parker was shot through the arm and breast. 
The Doctor says he will die probably before night. 
The way of  the transgressor is hard. 10 A.M
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Today we expect our news to travel the world in the blink of  an eye as our twitter feed 
updates. News sometimes took days to reach our ancestors’ ears in the nineteenth century, 
and in a rush to put out the news of  a rapidly changing story, the facts seemed to change.

The earliest report of  the escape, which occurred in the night of  Tuesday, August 2nd, 
was in The Syracuse Daily Courier on Monday, August 8th. The article makes no mention of  
his recapture.

On Tuesday, August 9th, the Albany Evening Times finally published the news of  Parker’s 
wounding and recapture on the previous Friday.

At eleven o’clock this morning [Aug 5th], the constable with another man 
went to the foot of  [Forked] lake, where an interview had been arranged to be held 
between him and Parker, the constable promising to not arrest or detain the latter 
when he wished to leave. Parker came to the place of  the meeting at the head of  the 
outlet, accompanied by his wife, Cole and his deputy being on the opposite bank. 
Parker advanced to the center of  the river in his boat to speak with the constable. 
After some conversation, Parker began to pull back to the far shore. Cole called to 
him, ordering him to surrender or he would shoot. Parker increased the speed of  
his boat and swung it around so that his wife came between him and the constable. 
As the boat struck shore, Parker jumped out, and as he was reaching down in the 
boat for his gun, Cole fired one shot at him…[which] struck Parker’s left arm, 
about an inch below the shoulder, badly shattering the bone and completely dis-
abling him. It seems that the ball, after striking the arm, entered the breast near the 
nipple and took a downward course. Dr. Woodruff, who is summering at Raquette 
Lake, attended the wounded man as quickly as he possibly could, and he states that 
Parker has but a bare possibility of  recovery.159

In subsequent days, a different narrative quickly replaced this early account of  a nego-
tiation for Parker’s surrender. The Utica Observer published a letter on August 11th written 
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by James Platt, the senator’s son [who was not a witness], describing Parker’s recapture. Platt 
claimed:

News was soon had of  him as having been seen on his way to Forked Lake. 
Justice Shaw, Mr. Bull, Cole and others at once started for Forked Lake. After 
reaching there it became evident that Parker was hidden in the woods and fed by 
some of  his old cronies who live in that vicinity. Friday evening Cole, who had 
been on watch, discovered Parker in a boat with his wife near the foot of  Forked 
Lake. Cole stepped upon a rock near the shore and called upon Parker to stop 
and surrender. Parker pulled rapidly toward the opposite shore; Cole repeated his 
command several times, saying that he would shoot if  Parker did not stop…Parker 
lifted up his rifle from the bottom of  the boat. As soon as Cole saw the rifle he 
fired at Parker’s shoulder, which was the only portion of  his body not covered by 
his wife.160

Not surprisingly, the Philadelphia Times’ account published on August 16th embellishes 
the prominent Philadelphian’s role.

Mr. Bull, who returned to Philadelphia Friday night, brought the first intelli-
gence of  the miscreant’s death. He says he would not have left the place with Parker 
alive, but seeing his lifeless body before him and the coroner’s jury in the act of  
holding an inquest, he departed satisfied. It was Mr. Bull who tracked Parker to his 
lair on Friday. During the three days, Mr. Bull had officers and guides scouring the 
lake, but Parker, from his hiding place on shore, could see their every movement. 
Mr. Bull finally located him near the foot of  Long Lake and stationed Cole and 
another constable, both armed, at the only point where he could pass in getting 
away.161
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The official coroner’s inquest accepted witness testimony that agrees with James Platt’s ac-
count while making no mention of  Mr. Bull’s direct involvement. It concluded

that he, the said Charles Parker, came to his death on the 9th day of  August, 
1881, caused by a gun-shot wound fired from a gun in the hands of  Warren W. 
Cole while in discharge of  his duties as constable in and for the Town of  Long 
Lake in the County of  Hamilton.162

The news of  Parker’s recapture reached GHT sometime on August 6th, as he wrote about it 
on August 7th, and then I believe added his postscript on the morning of  August 8th (hence 
the 10 AM notation). The Doctor in the letter surely was the Dr. Woodruff  mentioned in 
the newspaper article and perhaps the direct source of  GHT’s information.

While the news took days to reach the reading public outside the region, my 
great-great-grandfather’s letter shows that local news travelled quite quickly among the 
guides and summer residents of  the region. Word of  mouth was almost as rapid as today’s 
social media but limited to face to face rather than Internet communication.
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The Roots of  a Classic Adirondack Guide Joke

Did you hear the one about the guide who took his wealthy client out trolling for lake trout? 
His customer paid more attention to his bottle of  whiskey than his fishing line, finishing off  
the quart while sharing not a drop with the guide. Looking at his empty bottle, the gentle-
man remarked to his guide, “I am sorry not to have offered you any, but I never let my guide 
drink on a trip.” To which the guide retorted, “You are quite right sir; one drunk in a boat 
is enough.”

It is rare that one can trace a joke back to its origins, but in this case, my family is the 
butt of  the joke. Harold K. Hochschild, the founder of  the Adirondack Museum, shared 
this story in his writing:

The genial Mayor John Boyd Thacher, 1st, of  Albany used to tell a story 
on himself… The mayor came up one April in the 1870’s to fish for lake trout. 
He engaged Mike McGuire as his guide. One bitter cold windy morning, Mike 
was rowing his patron around Blue Mountain Lake. Thacher, seated in the stern, 
swathed in a heavy overcoat and rug, pulled out a flask of  whiskey and took a swig.

“I’m sorry not to pass this to you, Mike,” he observed as he replaced the flask 
in his pocket, “but I never let my guide drink on a trip like this.” Mike rowed on 
in silence. An hour later, Thacher again helped himself  to his flask. “You’ll have to 
excuse me for not offering you any, Mike,” he said apologetically, “but you know 
how I feel about it.” “Ye’re quite right Mr. Thacher,” rejoined Mike quickly, “one 
drunken man in a boat is quite enough.163

When I first came upon this story, I thought it quite funny. However, something did 
not seem quite right. In the 1870’s, John Boyd Thacher was still a strong young man in his 
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twenties. Wouldn’t he be quite capable of  rowing himself  around 
while trolling for lake trout? My research of  him also lacks any 
evidence that he was particularly fond of  fishing. And while not a 
teetotaler, there also is no indication he was a heavy drinker.

Hochschild did not come by his knowledge directly from 
JBT, who died in 1909. However, the author did personally know 
John Boyd Thacher 2nd, who summered on Thacher Island on Blue 
Mountain Lake. Undoubtedly, the story was told to Hochschild by 
JBT2, who had heard it as part of  our family’s oral history.

Like the childhood game of  telephone, family oral history is 
susceptible to the warping of  fact caused by the passing of  hear-
say. I thought perhaps JBT1 was not the true protagonist of  this 
humorous story. His father George Hornell Thacher, who often 
fished on Raquette Lake, is a more probable suspect.

My first clue was a letter written from the Thacher Camp on 
Raquette Lake on June 1st, 1878. George Hornell Thacher, writing 
to his other son George, Jr., commented, “Tell Mag I adhere to my 
rations of  whisky and cigars the same as before I left.”

George Hornell Thacher, Sr., circa 1870s
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GHT wrote of  his lake trout fishing in each letter we have from Thacher Camp. In this 
excerpt from June 30, 1883, he either caught a trophy fish or tells a heck of  a fish tale:

“I caught a 23 pound lake trout on Monday last, one yard and half an inch long and 20 inches in girth.”

I would suspect a tall tale if  not for the wilderness writer Nessmuk’s attesting that the 
largest trout recorded in GHT’s logbook came in at twenty-eight pounds.

To ferret out whether my suspicion was correct, I sought to learn what I could about 
the guide Mike McGuire. My first discovery agreed with Hochschild’s tale, as the earliest 
directory of  the Adirondack Guide Association in 1893 identified McGuire as a guide for 
Blue Mountain Lake.164

However, two clues point to his operating on Raquette Lake in earlier years. In Aber 
and King’s History of Hamilton County, a description of  Alvah Dunning states,

Now it was time to withdraw from any semblance of  civilization and Alvah 
had selected the wilds of  Raquette Lake. It was just one year before ‘Adirondack’ 
Murray began frequenting the locality during summers. Alvah later told that, at 
the time of  his arrival [circa 1865], Mike McGuire and Bill Nash were at hand, 
making a living by providing deer and trout to the fashionable hotels at Saratoga 
Springs.165
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Courtesy of the Adirondack Museum

The diaries of  Dr. A. G. Gerster speak of  Mike McGuire serving as a guide for his 
family on Raquette Lake over two decades.166 McGuire is seen on the far right of  the 1888 
photo above, with the Gerster family and fellow guide Jerome Wood on the far left.

Clearly, McGuire did work as a guide on Raquette Lake during GHT’s occupation of  
the Thacher Camp from 1878 to 1885. Can we know if  it was GHT in that fateful boat 
with the quart of  whisky?
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My intuition was proven correct when I discovered the origin of  the story in “Notes on 
the Adirondacks” published on August 25, 1881, in Forest and Stream magazine.167

In 1881, George Hornell Thacher would have been an “old gentleman” of  sixty-three, 
whereas his son John was only thirty-four. The author’s choice to not publish the Thacher 
name was probably out of  respect for the four-time Mayor of  Albany. John Boyd Thacher 
was not yet a known, respected public figure in a way that would justify anonymity.

John Boyd Thacher 2nd likely told Hochschild a story of  Mayor Thacher, and as both 
GHT and JBT1 had been Albany mayors, Hochschild simply assumed the wrong protago-
nist.

I graciously accept on behalf  of  my great-great-grandfather his rightful place in this 
humorous heritage.
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The August Forest Camp

This article in the June 21, 1915, Syracuse Post-Standard was the first anyone in our family 
had heard of  the role our property on Indian Point played in the evolution of  early forestry 
education in the United States.168

The August Forest Camp was a miniature village of  9x9 ft. tents where approximately 
twelve boys and men lived while participating in morning instruction and afternoon field-
work. The month-long program included elementary forestry, zoology, botany and fungi 
courses taught by prominent U. S. pioneers of  forestry science. An old Adirondack guide 
also taught a week of  Woodcraft “such as a man should know who wishes to spend any 
length of  time in the woods.”169

The Camp brochure noted,

any young man over fifteen years of  age and in good physical condition may 
attend the Camp… [which] is equipped with a motor boat and a number of  
guideboats and canoes and it is expected that every man will learn to swim if  he 
does not know how… The entire cost of  the Camp will be $50.00 [that] covers 
instruction, rental of  tents, cots and boats and board… It will be understood that 
plain wood’s fare and plenty of  it will be given as board. It cannot be expected that 
table will be supplied with fresh vegetables and other things easily obtainable in the 
cities but often difficult to get in the woods. No refund will be made for absence 
from mess.170

Unfortunately, Flora Nyland, College Archivist at the SUNY College of  Environmen-
tal Science & Forestry in Syracuse, has found no documents or photos relating to the August 
Forest Camp on Raquette Lake. There appears to be a conspicuous absence of  sources de-
scribing the camp during or after August 1915. The archives only have material describing 
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the summer camp for students of  the College, which has been held at the 1,800-acre forest 
station in Wanakena on Cranberry Lake since 1912. Nyland suggested that perhaps the 
August Forest Camp had been planned for Raquette Lake but eventually held at Wanakena 
instead.171

My search for other evidence of  the August Forest Camp at Raquette Lake led to the 
article at right, from the Herald Dispatch of  Utica dated August 1st.172

The Adirondack News says: Major W. A. Wadsworth of  Geneseo, president 
of  the newly appointed Fisheries, Forest and Game Commission, is making an 
extensive tour of  the State forests in the Adirondacks. He went from Fulton Chain 
to Raquette Lake, where he visited the State forestry camp on North Bay. 

The northern shore of  Indian Point is on North Bay, but this article is from 1900. 
Had George Hornell Thacher offered our land for a State Forestry Camp as early as 1900?

It turns out that Raquette Lake was ground zero for the political debate over the sur-
vival of  the 1894 “Forever Wild” Amendment to the New York State Constitution. In 
1896, Colonel William F. Fox, Superintendent of  New York’s state-owned forests, began a 
campaign to repeal the amendment. He believed that the electorate had erred in passing the 
amendment due to their lack of  knowledge of  conservative, science-based modern forestry. 
Fox believed that a successful demonstration forest could educate the voters as to his vision 
of  sustainable forest management and exploitation of  the timber in the state forest preserves 
as an alternative to preservation.173

Fox persuaded the state legislature and Governor Black to establish the New York State 
College of  Forestry within Cornell University in 1898, the first four-year forestry degree 
program in the United States. The College of  Forestry was also given a tract of  30,000 acres 
near Saranac Lake. Dr. Bernard Fernow, the dean of  the college, attempted to create a nurs-
ery and managed forest out of  the tract.174

Fox was also instrumental in the application by the NY Forest, Fish and Game Com-
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mission to the federal Division of  Forestry in 1900 for the cre-
ation of  a forest working-plan that could show the potential for 
modern forestry practices within the Adirondack Forest Preserve. A  
Forest Working Plan for Township 40, Totten and Crossfield Purchase, Hamilton 
County, New York State Forest Preserve by Ralph S. Hosmer and Eugene 
Bruce is the result of  this effort.175

While forest working plans had been created for the private 
Adirondack forest preserves of  Seward Webb’s Nehasanee Park and 
the Whitney Preserve, this effort was the first in the nation con-
cerning public lands. It was the first to combine a lumberman’s 
perspective with that of  a forester’s survey of  the forest.176 As  
Hosmer stated, “The foresters made actual surveys, gridironing the 
tract, carefully measuring the trees in diameter, and estimating the 
heights; so that with so-called volume tables showing the board 
contents of  the logs…very accurate estimates could be made as to 
what was standing on the land.”177

The base of  operations for Hosmer and his team was the State 
forestry camp noted as “on the North Bay of  Raquette Lake,” but I 
could not find a description of  the campsite’s exact location. How-
ever, I did see a name I recognized: H. S. Meekham, one of  the 
State foresters on the project.178

The 1900 Lumbering Map of  Township 40 created by the 
same H. S. Meekham hangs on our living room wall. The location 
of  the campsite is clearly marked as “Forester’s Point,” east of  what 
today is called Quaker Beach (see left).

The forest working plan for Township Forty was never imple-
mented because the effort to repeal the “Forever Wild” amendment 
failed, as did the original College of  Forestry itself. Wealthy New 
Yorkers owned private summer camps in Saranac Lake adjoining 
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the forestlands that Prof. Fernow clear-cut to prepare his demonstration forest. The camp 
owners sparked a newspaper outcry over mismanagement of  the forestlands (their hunting 
grounds) and ultimately persuaded the new Governor Odell to defund the entire College of  
Forestry in 1903.179

It was not until 1911 that a new State College of  Forestry was established at Syracuse 
University with a mandate for forest conservation. Louis Marshall, father of  the renowned 
wilderness conservationist Bob Marshall, was the university trustee who lobbied Governor 
Hughes for a professional college of  forestry in the state, saying,

one of  the greatest duties of  State and National Governments is that of  
conserving our natural resources. The State of  New York…[has] millions of  acres 
of  forest lands which are in constant jeopardy, and which is beginning to suffer 
the consequences of  the evils of  deforestation...[The State] is under an imperative 
duty to call a halt to the wild rage for destruction which seems to grow by what it 
feeds upon.180

The new College created the State Ranger School and the Summer Camp for the Col-
lege’s four-year degree students at Wanakena on Cranberry Lake. However, the August Forest 
Camp was indeed a separate program, as the 1916 advertisement in American Forestry maga-
zine at right shows.181

 The four-week Forest Camp is one of  the earliest examples of  a career exploration pro-
gram for high school youth, as well as an adult learning vacation designed to build a political 
constituency that would advocate for forest conservation.

The College’s bulletin described it thus:

The August Forest Camp has been very successful in its purpose which has 
been the development of  the Forestry attitude among men who are interested in 
the forest and yet who do not expect to be connected in any way with forestry 
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work. It is not the idea of  the Camp to train foresters and the College prefers 
that the men who go into the Camp come from offices, from other walks of  life, 
to which they will return with renewed interest in and a right attitude toward the 
forest. In some instances young men who are thinking of  going into Forestry but 
have not decided will find the Camp a very desirable place to let them decide de-
finitively.182

The first August Forest Camps were held in 1913 and 1914 at Hoel Pond just north 
of  Upper Saranac Lake. Although a beautiful landscape, the pond was not ideal for gaining 
access to virgin forest. Raquette Lake was chosen for “being in the midst of  a very large tract 
of  State land and the lake is so connected with the chain of  other lakes that very attractive 
canoe trips may be taken [for] carrying out the field work.”183

This innovative camp was held on our family’s property in 1915 and 1916, a successful 
endeavor that was ended by the onset of  World War I. Alas, just like the original Thacher 
cabin of  the 1880s, neither detailed descriptions nor photos of  these two August Forest 
Camps appear to have survived.
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Chasing a Barrel of  China

One night forty years ago, local Raquette Laker Jim Regan told a tall tale to my father and 
my Uncle Mike as they sat around the stone fireplace between the red cabin and the lean-to 
where I was falling asleep:

Mr. Reynolds lived in that cabin over there with his wife and kids for a whole 
year. During that time, in the summer of  1938, he guided for a wealthy English 
gentleman, a friend of  your grandfather [George Hornell Thacher, Jr.]. Months 
after the man returned to England, Mr. Reynolds received a wooden barrel filled 
with good English china. The story goes that Mr. Reynolds, after one too many 
drinks, was angered that his payment came in the form of  this useless luxury. He 
raised the barrel above his head and tossed it as far as he could off  the dock into 
the Needles Channel, and that china still sits somewhere at the bottom of  the lake.

A good yarn to be sure, but there is always a grain of  truth to every tale. Who might my 
great-grandfather have known in England? Finding no family correspondence that speaks of  
friends across the pond, I turned to the newspaper archives. I got a royal surprise when the 
first connection jumped off  the page of  the October 16, 1860, edition of  the Albany Argus.

 City of  Albany, Mayor’s Office 
Albany, October 3, 1860

To the Right Hon. Lord Lyons, Washington, D.C.

My Lord - I beg leave to avail myself  of  your kind offices to communicate 
through you, to Lord Renfrew, an invitation on the part of  the Municipal Council 

The Prince of  Wales while traveling 
as Lord Renfrew
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and the citizens of  Albany, to accept such demonstrations of  our high esteem and 
good will as the circumstances will permit us to offer on the occasion of  his Lord-
ship’s visit to our city. We are aware that by previous appointment his Lordship is 
to be received as the guest of  his Excellency, the Governor. We are also aware that 
his Lordship will be compelled to allot only a portion of  a day to our city. We 
therefore beg leave to assure his Lordship that should he be pleased to signify his 
acceptance of  our invitation, which is made with the knowledge and consent of  his 
Excellency, Governor Morgan, special care will be taken to conduct the proposed 
demonstrations without interference with the arrangements previously made with 
his Excellency and in conformity with the proprieties of  the occasion. Waiting a 
reply at your earliest convenience,

I have the honor to remain your Lordship’s most obedient servant.

                                George H. Thacher 
                                        Mayor of  the City of  Albany

Nineteen-year-old Edward Albert, the Prince of  Wales, travelling incognito as Lord 
Renfrew, did indeed accept my great-great-grandfather’s invitation to host his visit to Albany 
in 1860. The Prince’s trip marked the first time a member of  the British Royal family had 
stepped foot on American soil since before the Revolution.

Lord Renfrew later became King Edward VII, but could this one connection seven-
ty-eight years earlier possibly relate to our family’s English gentleman friend? I thought not, 
until I unearthed the article at left in the newspaper archives of  the Albany Knickerbocker News 
with the headline, “Thacher to Follow Grandfather’s Example, Invite King, Queen to Re-
ception.”184

In 1938, Mayor John Boyd Thacher 2nd invited King George VI and Queen Elizabeth 
to visit Albany during their 1939 tour of  the U.S. and Canada. Could it be that JBT2 de-
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veloped a connection with a member of  the royal family’s staff  during the planning of  this 
event? Could someone of  nobility have been the family’s English friend? Did royalty visit 
Indian Point?

This theory unraveled when I learned two things. First, King George VI did not accept 
the invitation to make an extended stop in Albany during his tour. Also, I tracked down  
Warren Reynolds who was a five-year-old boy when he and his family lived in our red one-
room cabin. Warren filled in some holes in the story.

It was not 1938 when his father had guided for “an” English gentleman. It was in fact in 
the mid 1920s, and “the English gentleman” was actually two teenage boys sent to Raquette 
Lake from England by their wealthy father. One boy did not enjoy the wilds and returned af-
ter a short time, but the other stayed for almost two months. That boy came back as a young 
man with his wife in the summer of  1938. Warren went with his father to visit the couple at 
their campsite at Brown’s Tract Pond.

Warren believes that it might have been this young man who sent the barrel of  china. 
He vaguely remembers his parents arguing about the china, but he is adamant that his father 
would not have tossed the barrel into the lake. Perhaps we will never know the final rest-
ing place of  the china, but a few years ago, my cousin Mike FitzPatrick did find an intact, 
uniquely colored oval bowl of  English china buried in the family trash heap about a hundred 
feet into the woods behind the cabin.

Chasing down this barrel of  china revealed one last twist. Jim Regan’s knowledge of  
this story most likely came from his very good friend George Reynolds, Jr., Warren’s older 
brother. In fact, Jim Regan would never have been able to spin this tale over the campfire had 
Warren’s brother George, Jr., not spent the summer of  1938 at Raquette Lake. Jim’s daugh-
ter Joan assures me that the John in this article at right is indeed her father, attributing the 
misprint to Jim’s father being named John.185
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The Search for Matthew Beach’s Cabin

After discovering the location of  the mysterious 1878 Thacher cabin, my obsession turned 
to searching for the first settlers’ home on our land. The sketch at left (shown in greater 
detail on page 74) offers little in the way of  accurate perception of  distances, given that the 
opposite side of  North Bay appears as close to Needle Island as the tip of  Indian Point. And 
don’t get me started on the apparent thickness of  Needle Island. Yet the drawing holds some 
surprisingly valuable clues.

One might even question if  this could possibly be a view of  Needle Island and Indian 
Point. Thankfully, there exists one more piece of  contemporary evidence on the cabin’s lo-
cation. A portion of  the 1860 map of  the Headwaters of  the Racket River by F. A. Merritt 
shows the cabin on the north fork of  Indian Point. Here again, the proportions do not re-
flect reality, and the exact location of  the cabin cannot be determined from the map.

Although the sizes of  the islands appear gigantic, my interpretation is that the very tip 
of  the north fork appeared to the mapmaker as two small islands (B & C). If  surveyed in 
early spring with unusually high water, what is today swampland separating A from B and 
B from C, could have been open channels of  water. This would imply that the cabin was 
located within the broad area marked A.

Having consulted the two pieces of  evidence that provide visual clues to the cabin’s lo-
cation, I turned to the pitifully few cabin descriptions written by Beach and Wood’s visitors.

During his 1851 visit, Jervis McEntee wrote:

We heard three or four rifle shots in the direction of  Beach’s, and rowing over 
there we found a skiff  and a birch bark canoe and met Beach and an Indian at the 
landing. Beach told us that a party had arrived and probably the one Brainerd was 
expecting…I had quite a curiosity to see him, and walking up to Beach’s house we 
found the party there.186

Sketch of  Beach’s Cabin by John 
H. Hill, 1840
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The words “walking up to Beach’s house” appear to corre-
spond with the 1840 drawing’s perspective that the cabin was on a 
slight rise of  land above the lakeshore. The description also implies 
that McEntee could not hear or see the party at the cabin from the 
shore.

C. W. Webber wrote of  his 1849 visit: “Securing our boat, 
and taking out our equipment, we walked to the hut, but a few rods 
from the edge of  the lake.”187 A rod is sixteen-and-a-half  feet, but 
the meaning of  “but a few” could be interpreted to mean as little 
as two to perhaps five rods. This would imply that the cabin could 
have been between thirty-three and eighty-two feet from the shore. 
Given McEntee’s words, I suspect the cabin was at the higher end 
of  this range.

An enticing yet cryptic clue comes from David Read’s 1848 
letter published in Joel Tyler Headley’s The Adirondack; or Life in the 
Woods.

About five hundred yards from Beach’s hut, 
stands a lofty pine tree, on which a grey eagle has built 
its nest annually during the nine years he has lived on 
the shores of  the Raquette….From his cabin door he 
can see them in sunshine and storm.188

If  only Read had described where this lofty pine tree was 
 located.

These writings did not help to zero in on the cabin’s location, 
so modern science was needed to aid the search. Dr. Mike Kudish, 
professor emeritus of  forestry science from Paul Smith’s College, 
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suggested that the cabin and cropland clearing would likely today be a stand of  spruce and 
white pine, secondary species that would have naturally reforested the open clearing.189

Using an aerial photo from the early spring, I determined (see right top) the GPS co-
ordinates of  the corners of  two search areas (orange and red) mostly devoid of  deciduous 
trees. The yellow line is the western boundary of  Matthew Beach’s property.

Of  course an aerial photo does not reveal what the reality is on the ground. Walking the 
two search areas with professional GPS equipment, I mapped (see right bottom) the areas in 
blue that are wetlands and the red and orange areas which were the only ground suitable for 
the cabin’s location.

I searched the ground on both sites extensively but found nothing that indicated the 
remains of  a cabin. C. W. Webber had described the cabin in 1849 as

scarcely anything more than a hunter’s bark shanty of  large size…and the 
roof  was formed of  as many as three different thicknesses of  spruce bark, beside 
there being a rough flooring to the ‘building’, if  indeed, I may use this term.190

Lacking a foundation or even stone pilings at its corners, it is not surprising that all 
surface evidence of  the cabin has rotted away in the intervening 156 years since it was last 
occupied.

With the help of  the Adirondack Research Consortium, I contacted Dr. Christopher 
Wolff  of  the SUNY Plattsburgh Anthropology Department. Dr. Wolff  and two graduate 
assistants spent two days digging ten shovel test pits in each of  the search areas.

Alas, we found no evidence of  the cabin’s location. In fact, we found no man-made 
artifacts whatsoever. We did, however, discover that there is a burn layer in the ground about 
eight to twelve inches below the surface (the grey ash in the photo at left). Dr. Wolff  said it 
either indicates slash and burn cultivation at the hands of  Beach and Wood or Native Amer-
icans, or a forest fire long ago. The burn layer is present throughout the north fork of  Indian 
Point and thus does not provide any clue to the cabin’s location.

Digging test pits

Burn layer
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The Empire State Metal Detector Association based near Albany also aided the search. 
Peter Teal and Tim Myers travelled up to Indian Point for two days of  detecting.

Once again the search proved elusive. No artifacts were found in the red search area and 
the further west, orange search area revealed only the lead bullet shown at right and a piece 
of  iron from a chain link. Historian Richard Colton of  the Springfield Armory National 
Historic Site identified the bullet as having been fired from a .32 Smith & Wesson Number 2 
Army Revolver similar to the one shown at right and manufactured between 1861 and 1874. 
Both artifacts post date the time of  Beach and Wood.

Teal and Meyers were very surprised to find so little in an area occupied from 1837 
to 1860; however, Teal commented that they have done detecting at sites clearly marked as 
homesteads on old maps and come up similarly empty-handed. Both men believe that the 
orange search area is much more suitable for the cabin site, given that the red search area is 
bordered on two sides by wetlands and susceptible to flooding.

The mystery would have remained unsolved if  not for the following letter, written by 
Ms. Howell to Amanda Benedict during the 1873 women’s botany expedition chronicled in 
Barbara McMartin’s book To the Lake of the Skies:

The accompanying sketch is a view from our camp [on Indian Point] which 
we were looking upon when at supper…The little boat near the island [Needle 
Island] which is one of  our own is trying to approach the splendid buck, which is 
swimming with all its might toward the west and will evidently reach land before 
the boat overtakes it. Near the boat on the end of  the island is the Eagle’s nest, 
which for many years was the home of  a family of  Osprey.191

Alone this text offers no meaningful insight, but it is the next paragraph of  the letter 
that enlightens. Ms. Howell’s letter proceeds with a verbatim plagiarizing of  two whole para-
graphs of  David Read’s 1848 letter in which he speaks of  the “lofty pine tree” 500 yards 
from Beach’s hut. We do not know if  Ms. Howell included these words in her original letter 
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or if  Benedict placed them there when transcribing all of  the expedition letters. However, I 
think it is clear that the writer is implying that the Eagle’s nest on the west end of  Needle 
Island in 1873 is the same as that seen by David Read in 1848.

This is very plausible as John Plumley and Amos Hough, as close as family to Matthew 
Beach, were among the guides with the women’s expedition camping on Indian Point. They 
would have known and could have told Ms. Howell and Amanda Benedict of  the lofty pine 
and eagle’s nest’s history. It is also likely that Amanda Benedict would have read, and indeed 
might have had with her on the trip, her uncle Joel Tyler Headley’s book, in which David 
Read’s letter was published.

A closer study of  the 1840 sketch of  Beach and Wood’s cabin reveals corroborating evi-
dence of  this theory. If  you look closely, the second pine tree in from the west end of  Needle 
Island is topped with a horizontal surface rather than coming to a point. No other tree in the 
drawing has a similar top. Could the artist have been attempting to indicate an eagle’s nest?

A similarly close look at the sketch of  the cabin clearly shows a hill rising behind and 
above the cabin with a few trees on it.

I believe this hill to be the small rise indicated by the arrow in the topographical map 
on the next page.

Putting together all of  these clues, I theorize that the cabin was located at least 500 
yards away from the west end of  Needle Island, that the island was visible from the vantage 
point of  the cabin, and the area northwest of  the cabin had a higher elevation.

Needle Island is not visible from within the red search area, blocked by the portion of  
Indian Point between it and the island. Also, the red search area is almost completely level, 
with no hill near a cabin’s possible location.

Even if  I never find a holy grail of  an artifact, I am convinced that the original cabin 
must have existed in that portion of  the orange search area south of  the light purple sight 
line from Needle Island.
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The Search for William Wood’s Cabin

Matthew Beach and William Wood built their original cabin around 1837. Wood re-
mained on Indian Point until 1859, but sometime between 1844 and 1846 he had a 
falling out with Beach and built a separate cabin (shown in this 1851 sketch from Jervis 
McEntee’s diary).

I began a new search to determine where Wood’s cabin had stood, using the 1851 sketch 
as a starting point. I feel confident in saying that the mountainscape in the background 
of  the sketch is unmistakably Bluff  Hill, which rises above the Bluff  Point Peninsula of   
Raquette Lake. So where would one see this particular view?

One might expect that each man’s cabin would have been located within their individual 
parcel when they obtained legal title to their lands in 1849. The image below shows that 
Beach was deeded twenty-five acres to the right of  the yellow line, encompassing both tips 
of  Indian Point. Wood was deeded twenty-five acres in a rectangular parcel between the red 
and yellow lines. My theory of  the location of  Beach’s cabin has it on Beach’s property, so 
Wood’s cabin should have been within his rectangular parcel.

However, after carefully canoeing along the shores of  the inner bay between the two 
tips of  Indian Point and along the south shore of  Indian Point, I can unequivocally state 
that the view captured in the McEntee sketch could not have been seen from within Wood’s 
twenty-five acre parcel. The only potential location would be at the very back of  the inner 
bay, but Needle Island obscures the view of  Bluff  Hill from that vantage point.

Why would the land be divided in a way that did not correspond to where the men’s 
cabins were located? The answer dawned on me while looking at the Lumbering Map of  
Township 40 from 1900. Notice that most of  the straight edges of  the property parcels 
run parallel to the diagonal boundaries of  Township Forty. In 1773, Ebenezer Jessup was 
charged with surveying the boundaries of  the Totten & Crossfield Purchase and segmenting 
the area into townships.192 The reason why the township’s west and east boundaries run 

Courtesy of the Adirondack Museum
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North 27° West rather than straight north-south has been lost to history. Nevertheless, it 
appears that in giving legal title to the men, Farrand Benedict and David Read chose this eas-
ier surveying technique to divide the land into equal twenty-five-acre parcels, without regard 
to the location of  the cabins.

This realization opens up the possibility that Wood’s cabin actually existed on what 
was legally Beach’s land. McEntee was not the only visitor who wrote about Wood’s cabin. In 
1855 Henry Jarvis Raymond, the founder of  The New York Times and New York’s Lieutenant 
Governor, wrote of  his visit to Indian Point:

[Wood] and Beach in course of  time disagreed, for in any part of  the earth, 
no matter how secluded, two persons are enough for a quarrel; and a clearing of  
ten acres, even in a wilderness a hundred miles through, affords ground enough 
for a local dissension. So finding they could no longer live together, they agreed to 
divide their fortunes and have nothing to do with each other. Wood moved into a 
hut, half  logs and half  bark, some fifty rods from Beach.193

Fifty rods is 825 feet. From where I believe Beach’s cabin to have been, I ventured 
roughly that distance in each direction seeking to see if  any point gave a view similar to the 
McEntee sketch. I found it at what our family calls Hawks’ Point (named for the family 
of  Ken Hawks, current owners of  Watch Point on North Bay, who camped here for many 
years). The view from here (at right) has a very close resemblance to the sketch.

Surely this was the location of  Wood’s cabin. I was convinced until I read the entirety 
of  Jervis McEntee’s diary from his 1851 visit.194 McEntee said of  Wood’s cabin, “The house 
is built of  logs with a bark-covered porch in front, and standing on a gentle elevation about 
fifty yards from the lake.” A cabin 150 feet back from the lakeshore on Hawks’ Point would 
be in a marsh and no longer have a view of  Bluff  Hill.

McEntee also states that, “Wood was not at home but we saw him coming over the 
lake soon after we reached his house…he had just now returned from ‘Blue Mountain’.” This 
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could be interpreted to mean that they were able to see Wood coming north across Beaver 
Bay up from the mouth of  the Marion River. There is no such view from Hawks’ Point.

McEntee also commented that Beach had fired gunshots in the air to get his attention 
while McEntee was at Wood’s cabin. If  the cabin had been on Hawks’ Point, Beach could 
have simply shouted over the water the short distance from his landing. 
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A painting by the artist Levi Wells Prentice alludes to another 
possible location for Wood’s cabin. John Plumley guided Prentice 
during his visit to Brandreth Park, and it is fair to assume he may 
have been the one to introduce Prentice to Raquette Lake. I be-
lieve Plumley brought Prentice to Indian Point and that the term 
“Woods” in the title of  the painting is not abstract but rather refers 
to William Wood.

I believe Prentice drew the sketch for this painting at a spot 
(marked with a white star below) on a small inner cove at the far 
east end of  the southern tip of  Indian Point while looking south. 
The peninsula on the left of  the painting is Woods Point, where 
William Wood’s brother Josiah lived. Osprey Island appears to the 
right across the channel from Woods Point. The far shoreline is 

Raquette Lake from Woods Clearing,  
by Levi Wells Prentice, 1877  

Courtesy of the Adirondack Museum
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not actually the southern shore of  Raquette Lake but rather Long 
Point. The mountainscape in the background shows the Blue Ridge, 
Wakley, and Metcalf  mountain ranges that lie south of  Raquette 
Lake.

If  one looks due east rather than south from here, you do see 
a view of  Bluff  Hill similar to the McEntee sketch. Sitting on the 
porch and looking south from here, you would see William Wood 
coming over the lake as he returned from Blue Mountain. The dis-
tance from Beach’s cabin and the fact that I believe Wood left a 
windbreak of  trees to the north of  his cabin (seen in McEntee’s 
sketch) would explain why Beach had to fire gunshots in the air to 
get McEntee’s attention. Finally, there are stone piles that appear to 
be corner foundation points found where I believe Wood’s cabin to 
have been (at left).

My search would have ended here if  not for two conflicting 
“facts.”

Warren Reynolds recalls his father showing him the remains 
of  William Wood’s cabin when he was a small boy in the 1930s. 
Only a corner joint of  rotting timbers remained. Warren’s father 
claimed that his friend Billy Wood, William’s great nephew, orig-
inally showed him the site. These remains were not anywhere near 
the tip of  the southern fork. Instead, this cabin had been located 
just to the west of  the line dividing Beach and Wood’s properties, 
on the southern fork but closer to the inner bay of  Indian Point.

The second contradiction is Henry Jarvis Raymond’s 1855 
comment that Wood’s cabin was “some fifty rods from Beach.” The 
location near the tip of  the southern fork is almost one hundred 
rods away from Beach’s cabin.
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My research of  our family’s property deed revealed a clue 
that might explain these contradictions. In 1854, Matthew Beach 
sold a four-and-three-fourths-acre parcel to Albert and Gardner  
Eldred.195 The boundaries of  this small parcel, in blue at right, en-
close the area where I believe William Wood had his first cabin. 
Either Beach forced Wood out of  his cabin, or perhaps by 1854 
Wood had already begun to court Celia Ann Whitman, whom he 
married in 1858 after fathering their daughter Lydia in 1857. Did 
he choose to build a more suitable cabin to raise a family in, within 
the boundaries of  his legal property?

Based on Reynolds’ recollection and the supposition that  
Henry Jarvis Raymond visited this second cabin in 1855, I have 
marked an approximate location around fifty rods from Beach’s 
cabin. It is likely that Wood occupied this cabin from 1854 un-
til 1859, when he moved to Elizabethtown. Today the sites have 
modern construction or disrupted landscapes that preclude a more 
in-depth ground search for evidence, but I feel confident in my 
conclusions. 
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Alvah Dunning,  
The Hermit Who Could Not Escape Civilization

Alvah Dunning was perhaps the most famous of  Raquette Lake guides, alleged to have 
helped lead the first excursion of  sportsmen to Raquette Lake at age eleven. Several sources 
state that Dunning lived at Indian Point on Raquette Lake between 1865 and 1868. My 
research indicates that he likely squatted in William Wood’s original cabin, the one nearest 
the very tip of  the southern fork of  the peninsula. During this time, ownership of  the cabin 
and a small parcel of  land surrounding it changed between Albert Eldred and John Plumley, 
who both lived elsewhere. Plumley lived in Long Lake, and being well acquainted with Alvah, 
it is conceivable that he allowed this use of  his land by Dunning.196

Born in Lake Piseco in 1816, Dunning lived there until 1860 when his neighbors’ right-
ful condemnation of  his abuse of  his wife forced him to flee.197 From that moment, he chose 
to remove himself  from society in favor of  the freedom of  the wilderness. Yet civilization’s 
constant barrage upon him eventually brought him to a tragic end.

Reverend Thomas Wall described the man from his 1856 excursion to the region:

Dunning…is a very close imitation of  some of  [James Fenimore] Cooper’s 
models [of  the Leatherstocking Tales]– silent, stealthy in movement, full of  resources; 
he could almost speak the language of  the animals. I have seen him, by a pecu-
liar chipper, call a mink from its hiding place in the rocks and shoot it, and have 
known him to bring a deer back into the water by bleating and making the noise 
of  wading. Dunning was a true sportsman, never allowing more fish or game to be 
taken than was needed…Indeed, his excellence, when in his prime, was so generally 
known that it excited much of  the enmity with which he was regarded by some, for 
if  he could be had he was always first choice.198
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Dunning’s woodsman skills were learned from his father, “Scout” Dunning, who had 
served under General William Johnston and perfected his woodcraft during the French and 
Indian Wars and the American Revolution. These skills served Alvah well as he fled civiliza-
tion for Lake Lewey and later settled in Blue Mountain Lake.199

According to Dr. Arpad Gerster, the growing attraction of  wealthy sports to Blue 
Mountain Lake soured the tranquility that Dunning sought.200 My great-great-grandfather 
George Hornell Thacher began visiting Blue in 1862 seeking his own solitude, and yet he 
represents the first wave that drove Alvah further west. Ironically, GHT followed Alvah’s 
footsteps to the same spot fifteen years later, driven by the growth of  tourist hotels on Blue.

Of  Dunning’s many clients, we know that one visitor of  note in the summer of  1865 
was Fred Mather, who later became the fisheries editor of  Forest and Stream magazine. For two 
weeks, he stayed with Dunning on Indian Point and fished for trout in Raquette and Brown’s 
Tract Inlet. Mather described Dunning in his book My Angling Friends:

Only men who possess strongly marked personalities are capable of  making 
strong friends and as equally strong enemies…it seems that Alvah is well liked 
by sportsmen whom he has served…Others dislike him, and among Adirondack 
guides he is, for some reason, the most unpopular man in the woods. 201

The enmity of  other guides was also stoked by Dunning’s fierce belief  in his right to 
unfettered use of  the land and to kill game any time of  year. Mather writes of  visiting Dun-
ning again in 1882 when Alvah complained:

Times is different now, an’ wus. In them days nobody said a word if  a poor 
man wanted a little meat an’ killed it, but now they’re a-savin’ it until the dudes get 
time to come up here an’ kill it, an’ some of  ‘em leave a deer to rot in the woods, 
an’ on’y take the horns ef  it’s a buck, or the tail ef  it’s a doe, just so’s they can brag 
about it when they go home, an’ they’d put me in jail ef  I killed a deer when I need-
ed meat. I dunno what we’re a-comin’ to in this free country.202
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Although praised and sought after by the wealthy for his guiding skills, Dunning did 
not return the appreciation, complaining to Mather:

These woods is a-gittin’ too full o’ people fer comfort—that is, in summer 
time; fer they don’t bother the trappin’ in the winter; but they’re a-runnin’ all over 
here in summer a-shootin’ an’a-fishin’, but they don’t kill much, nor catch many fish; 
but they git in the way, an’ they ain’t got no business here disturbin’ the woods.203

Alvah Dunning’s cabin on Osprey Island, Raquette Lake
Photo by Harry V. Radford
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There is no small irony in the fact that the writings of  Mather, in Forest and Stream, 
brought an even greater number of  adventurers into the Adirondacks. Forest and Stream became 
a prominent voice championing the forest conservation and game regulations that infringed 
upon Dunning’s freedom.

Dunning continuously moved around the area. He allegedly purchased Osprey Island 
on Raquette Lake from John Plumley in 1868, sharing the island with Adirondack Murray 
into the early 1870s.204

He then built a cabin at Brown’s Tract Inlet and later the one shown below on an island 
on Eighth Lake.
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Mather attempted to remain in contact with Alvah as late as 1896, according to this 
notice placed in Forest and Stream:205

While Mather and other writers in the popular press always expounded on Dunning’s 
expertise, they also often portrayed the man as a simpleton, condescendingly alluding to his 
lack of  understanding that the earth is round, the reasons for tides, and giving Alvah’s voice 
a foolish dialect.

A popular fable about Dunning claims that he sold his vote for President Grover  
Cleveland in the fall of  1892 in exchange for two boxes of  Cleveland Baking Powder. The 
true story is more complex but equally amusing. Dunning had guided for Cleveland in the 
summer of  1892. Prior to Cleveland’s second inauguration in March of  1893, the Fort 
Orange Club of  Albany, NY, hosted a celebratory dinner for the president-elect. James Ten 
Eyck, President of  the Club and owner of  a rustic lodge at North Point on Raquette Lake, 
contacted Ike Kenwell to procure the freshest trout for the dinner. Kenwell, who had pre-
viously owned the Raquette Lake House at Tioga Point, contracted Alvah Dunning for the 
task. Dunning caught brook trout through the frozen ice of  Shallow Lake. Rather than be 
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paid for the trout, Alvah decided to make a trade. Erroneously believing the newly inaugurat-
ed President was associated with the Cleveland Baking Powder Company, he wrote:

 Mr. Cleveland:

Dear Sir: Some time ago Ike Kenwell asked me to get you twenty-five pounds 
of  brook trout. I done so. He offered to pay me, but I did not take any pay. Just 
now I am out of  baking powder and would be very much obliged if  you would 
send me some.

Yours truly,

A. DUNNING

President Cleveland graciously sent two cases of  one pound boxes to Alvah.206

News of  his exploits often made the press. In the winter of  1894 came a report of  his 
unfortunate death. Forest and Stream magazine reported that Alvah had fallen on the ice of   
Raquette Lake and cracked his skull. He was brought to William S. Durant’s Camp Pine Knot 
where a doctor attending him said he would not recover. The magazine lamented “That such 
a man should, after long years of  peril by field and flood, come to his death by a fall on the 
ice such as one might get on Broadway, is one of  the ironical phases of  fate.”207 Fortunately 
for Alvah, the news of  his demise was premature and he recovered to live another eight years.

His actual death was equally ironic. On the night of  June 13, 1902, the eighty-six-year-
old Alvah Dunning spent the night in a hotel in Utica, NY. Continuing their condescending 
tone, the press reported that Dunning died because he “blew out the light” on the gas lamp 
in his room and was asphyxiated by the gas. A more accurate account is given in Forest and 
Stream magazine, which noted that the cock on the gas lamp was left one quarter open. It ap-
pears that Alvah had closed it enough so that the flame of  the lamp died but had not sealed 
the valve shut.208

Modern civilization, which he had sought to escape, tragically ended his life.
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The Triangulation of  Verplanck Colvin

Few fully understand what the Adirondack wilderness really is. It is a mystery 
even to those who have crossed and recrossed it by boats along it avenues, the lakes; 
and on foot through its vast and silent recesses…In this remote section, filed with 
the most rugged mountains, where unnamed waterfalls pour in snowy tresses from 
the dark overhanging cliffs...the adventurous trapper or explorer must carry upon 
his back his blankets and heavy stock of  food. Yet, though the woodsman may pass 
his lifetime in some of  the wilderness, it is still a mystery to him.209

  Verplanck Colvin,  
Superintendent of  the Adirondack Survey

Between 1872 and 1900, perhaps no man traversed the Adirondacks more than Verplanck 
Colvin. Russell Carson said, “With limitless enthusiasm and boundless devotion, he was 
exploring, surveying, mapping, and sketching the mountains, valleys, lakes and streams of  
the region, and writing voluminous reports and papers about them.”210 Through his sheer 
personal will, he succeeded in lobbying the state legislature to appropriate funds for the 
Adirondack Survey and appoint him to the task. His explorations led to the discovery of  
Lake Tear of  the Clouds as the source of  the Hudson River and the first accurate elevations 
for Mt. Marcy and dozens of  other regional peaks.

His exploits were lauded in an 1880 editorial in The Cultivator and Country Gentleman:

To map and describe this wonderful region, correcting the errors of  early 
surveyors, and thus furnish a most important contribution to the physical geogra-
phy of  the State, is of  course the primary purpose of  undertaking the survey. But 
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Mr. Colvin’s elaborate and interesting reports have been largely instrumental in 
calling the attention of  the public to the attractions of  the Adirondack wilderness 
both for the sportsman and the general tourist, and to the importance of  taking 
any measures that may be necessary to preserve it forever as a mammoth pleasure 
ground.211

Indeed, Verplanck Colvin’s speech at Lake Pleasant in 1868 is credited as the first public 
advocacy for the preservation of  the region as a state park. His later correspondences and 
reports illustrated his argument:

The Adirondack wilderness contains springs, which are the sources of  our 
principal rivers, and the feeders of  the canals. Each summer the water supply for 
these rivers and canals is lessened…The immediate cause has been the chopping 
and burning off  of  vast tracts of  forest in the wilderness, which have hitherto 
sheltered from the sun’s heat and evaporation the deep and lingering snows, the 
brooks and rivulets, and the thick, soaking sphagnous moss which, in times knee-
deep, half  water and half  plant, forms hanging lakes upon the mountain sides…It 
is impossible for those who have not visited this region to realize the abundance, 
luxuriance and depth which these peaty mosses - the true source of  our rivers – 
attain under the shade of  those dark northern evergreen forests…The remedy for 
this is an Adirondack park or timber preserve.212

While Colvin’s impact on the creation of  the Adirondack Park is his most lasting 
achievement, his development of  new survey techniques and technology should not be over-
looked. It is his efforts to unravel the mystery of  the forest through detailed mapping that 
I find fascinating.

Triangulation is the process of  determining the location of  a point by measuring angles 
to it from known points at either end of  a fixed baseline, rather than measuring distances 
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to the point directly. Colvin used this method to map the Adiron-
dacks using a series of  mountain top signal stations.

Colvin was not one to avoid harsh and arduous effort in his 
attempts to map the Adirondacks. Notably, he did not retire to his 
Albany office in the dead of  winter, but rather used the frozen lakes 
to his advantage.

In February 1877, he came to Raquette Lake, as described by 
The Colvin Crew based on his field notes,

... to establish a horizontally measured sub-base-
line that could be used to strengthen his primary tri-
angulation network of  the Adirondack Mountains. 
This necessitated finding two points on the shore of  
Raquette Lake that would allow for the longest pos-
sible distance measured. Additionally, both points had 
to be visible from West Mountain and Blue Mountain. 
Following standard procedure, Bolt 69 was set on the 
south shore of  Raquette Lake at a location known 
as Otter Point. With the ice cleared of  snow, vertical 
wood stakes were set into the ice to act as guides in 
keeping the tape straight. The 1,000 feet long steel 
“ribbon” was then stretched northerly with metal “ice 
blocks” being used at the intermediate chaining points 
for a total distance of  14,571.95 feet. The northerly 
terminus of  this line was marked with a copper plug 
set in a small rock located at the northeast end of  Nee-
dle Island.213 [Approximated in the author drawn map 
shown at right]
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Observations from the end point of  such baselines to the mountain top signal stations 
required Colvin to devise two tools that advanced the accuracy of  his methods. The Stan 
Helio is a spinning pyramid of  shiny tin plates that reflect sunlight, providing a bright flash 
that could be seen in the daytime from twenty-five to thirty miles away with the naked eye 
and even farther through a telescope.

Being able to see the mountain top signal stations from wherever his surveying teams 
were working was one piece of  the puzzle. The other was for the surveying teams to accurate-
ly know exactly where they were when they observed the nearest signal station.

Determining a location’s longitude and latitude, whether by the arc of  the sun in day 
or by stars at night, requires that one know the precise time of  observation. The accuracy 
of  Colvin’s surveying depended on all of  his field teams synchronizing their timepieces to 
Albany’s Dudley Observatory time.

Here my research took an interesting turn, when I discovered that Colvin’s solution to 
time synchronization involved my family. In August 1876, Colvin established an observation 
station on Thacher Island on Blue Mountain Lake. It was from here that he first observed 
the use of  a nighttime powder charge flash signal that would communicate the accurate time 
to surveyors far afield. As he described,

A supply of  powder for the signal station time-flash had been sent to the 
mountain, and at a little before 9 P.M. we took up our station on a point com-
manding in the daytime view of  the distant peak, and prepared to compare our 
watches with the chronometer signal. As we counted the seconds a bright flash 
illuminated the darkness, showing the mountaintop fairly, as lit by distant light-
ning. We found our time accurate, and were now satisfied that this method of  
distributing the Observatory time to the parties would be an entire success if  the 
atmospheric conditions were favorable.214

Stan Helio  
drawn by Verplanck Colvin
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 I was intrigued to know why Colvin would have used Thacher 
Island, when a point along the shoreline would have served just as 
well and eliminated the effort of  rowing boxes of  equipment out 
to the island. I knew that Colvin was from Albany, but did he know 
the Thacher family? My early hopes of  a connection seemed dashed 
by viewing Colvin’s Reconnaissance Map of  Tallow or Blue Moun-
tain Lake (at left), which incorrectly spelled our name as Thatcher. 
A family friend would never commit such an error.

I delved deeper into the accuracy of  the map and found that 
the spelling was an inaccurate correction made by the publisher. In 
Colvin’s own handwritten field notebooks, he repeatedly spells the 
name correctly (see below left).

Triangulation uses math to discover what cannot be readily 
seen and measured by comparing different points in relation to 
a baseline. I wondered whether an analogous method of  draw-
ing connections between points in time in the lives of  Verplanck 
Colvin and the Thachers might answer my question.

The history of  Albany provided the first clues. Verplanck  
Colvin and John Boyd Thacher were both born in 1847. Colvin’s 
father Andrew J. Colvin was the State Senator from Albany in 1860-
1861 (the same seat occupied by JBT twenty-three years later) at the 
same time that George Hornell Thacher was the Mayor of  Albany; 
both were prominent Democrats.215 So their fathers were clearly ac-
quainted, but did the boys know each other? Hilary Johnson King, 
archivist of  Albany Academy, discovered that both boys were class-
mates in a group of forty students for three years (1858-1861).216

The Thachers began to explore the Adirondacks in 1862 and 
established their summer home on Blue Mountain Lake in 1867. 
Verplanck Colvin began his explorations of  the region in 1865. 
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We have no correspondence or other evidence that John Boyd Thacher and Colvin were 
more than acquaintances in their youth. Colvin does not make reference to the Thachers in 
describing his earliest camping trips to the region, and yet it is hard to believe he did not 
consult with the first Albany family to establish a base in the region.

I found that JBT’s and Colvin’s lives repeatedly intersected throughout the years:

1876  JBT and Colvin worked as Secretaries of  the Albany Democratic Party for the un-
successful presidential campaign of  Samuel J. Tilden vs. Rutherford B. Hayes.217

1883  As State Senator, JBT secured funding to expand Colvin’s role as head of  the  
Adirondack Land Survey to the broader New York State Land Survey.218

1887  JBT and Colvin were Active Resident Members of  the Albany Institute – a nation-
ally renowned cultural institution of  which Colvin later became President.219

1893 JBT invited the Duke of  Veragua, the last lineal descendent of  Christopher  
Columbus, to attend the Columbian Exposition in Chicago and arranged a tour of  
the Adirondacks guided by Colvin.220

1903 JBT and Colvin were members of  Albany’s Executive Committee of  the American 
Institute of  Mining Engineers.221

All of  these intersecting points prove that the two men knew each other, but were they 
friends? Only after JBT’s death do I find evidence that it would appear so.

In 1869, Colvin was the first to bring national attention to an area of  scenic beauty and 
scientific value with his writing and hand-drawn illustrations in Harper’s Magazine.

To those who desire to escape for a day from the oven-like city in summer; 
who wish to enjoy a scramble among the romantic cliffs, in shady woods, beside 
cool mountain brooks and waterfalls; to view spots sacred to legends of  wild 
Revolutionary days, of  Tory and Indian depredation, naming place, precipice, and 
mountain… 222
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 One might think that Colvin was once again writing about 
the Adirondacks here, but the quote continues,

to gather the fossil corals and shells… to visit 
and explore known caves… among the cliff  ledges, the 
“Indian Ladder” region of  the Helderbergs offers su-
perior inducements.

The Helderberg Escarpment lies about twenty miles to the 
west of  Albany and a two hour drive in 1869 when Colvin used the 
site as his training ground. The cliffs and fields served as a labora-
tory where Colvin perfected the self-taught surveying techniques 
that he applied to the Adirondacks.223

Beginning in 1903, John Boyd Thacher purchased 300 acres 
along this escarpment to preserve its invaluable fossil record and 
intrinsic scenic beauty. After his death, JBT’s wife, Emma Treadwell 
Thacher, donated the lands to create what today is known as John 
Boyd Thacher State Park.224

We might easily assume that Colvin influenced JBT to pre-
serve these lands. However, unlike my previous “triangulations,” 
no assumption is required here. Within the 1915 annual report of  
the American Scenic and Historic Preservation Society, a descrip-
tion of  the 1914 Dedication Ceremony for the park lists Verplanck 
Colvin as one of  eight dignitaries who enjoyed lunch with Mrs. 
Thacher at her Altamont estate prior to the ceremony.225

This is notable for two reasons. None of  the numerous daily 
newspaper articles describing the ceremony mention Colvin’s pres-
ence, and he did not speak at the ceremony itself. Having been 
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unceremoniously and a bit scandalously fired from his state position in 1900 by Governor 
Teddy Roosevelt, Colvin faded into a life of  obscurity, became depressed and lived in her-
mit-like seclusion in his home in Albany.226

His respected inclusion in Mrs. Thacher’s plans for the dedication is, I believe, proof  
of  a lifelong friendship with John Boyd Thacher and furthermore, evidence that Verplanck 
Colvin deserves credit as the father of  two glorious state parks. 
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Solving the Mystery of   
the Original Thacher Camp

One mystery remained that my research had never fully solved. Why did the last two genera-
tions of  our family have no knowledge of  the original Thacher cabin? And why are there no 
photos or drawings of  the cabin? Most importantly, why did the cabin disappear? 

My great-grandfather George Hornell Thacher, Jr. (GHT2) raised his five boys to be 
outgoing adventurers. In August of  1892, he and his three older boys, George, John Boyd 2nd 
and Thomas, bicycled the sixty-five miles from Albany to Manchester, VT. The boys were 
eleven, nine and eight years old, respectively. After a month at their summer home, they made 
the return trip by bicycle (photo below).227

The photo on the next page shows my grandfather Kenelm R. Thacher and his brother 
Edwin (who is known by many as Ebby T.) on a rustic Vermont camping trip soon after the 
turn of  the century. The family surely enjoyed the type of  outdoor adventures offered by the 

Courtesy of the Manchester  
Historical Society
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Adirondacks, and yet it appears that they stayed away between 1887 and 1910.
Here is one surprising theory that could shed light on why.
The Thacher and FitzPatrick families are proud of  our Irish heritage, thanks to the 

courage of  our grandfather Kenelm R. Thacher (KRT) choosing to marry Catherine  
Callahan. Family lore is that this act labeled KRT as the black sheep of  the family, given 
the unfortunate bigotry toward Irish Catholics by blue-blood Protestants in the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries. My aunt Ellen spoke of  certain Thacher family members crossing 
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Why would GHT1 have a strong personal connection to Rev-
erend Henry Gabriels and so generously support the construction 
of  St. Mary’s? GHT1 had attended the Princeton Seminary and 
served as a Presbyterian Minister from 1843 to 1847. Hardly a 
non-religious man, he was even less likely to find friendship with a 
Catholic.

The mystery began to unravel as I was researching another 
line of  investigation regarding John Boyd Thacher. Look at the 
last paragraph of  this newspaper article regarding his funeral in 
1909:231 

None of  the official biographies of  the Thacher family in 
Albany mentioned half-siblings, and our family never knew about 
them. However, this gave me another epiphany. Ursula Jane Boyd 
Thacher, mother of  JHT1 and GHT2, died in 1874. Clearly, the 
Mrs. George Hornell Thacher who hosted Rev. Gabriels in 1887 
was GHT1’s second wife (incidentally also omitted from all official 
biographies).

the street in downtown Albany, rather than conversing with her 
parents. It turns out that my grandfather was not the first Thacher 
to marry an Irish Catholic, nor was the resentment toward him the 
result of  societal bigotry alone, but rather a reflection of  personal 
experiences.

After the death of  our great-grandfather George Hornell 
Thacher, Jr. in 1929, his properties (including Thacher Island at 
Blue Mountain Lake, his summer residence in Manchester, VT, 
the mansion in Albany, NY, and the family business) were divided 
among his five sons. Our grandfather was given the least valuable 
undeveloped lands at Raquette Lake with its one-room cabin and 
lean-to. We have often believed that our present day enjoyment of  
the beauty of  Indian Point is the result of  this bigotry.

Given this family lore, it was most surprising when my re-
search discovered three facts completely contrary to a perceived bias 
against Irish Catholics.

•  Reverend Henry Gabriels, president of  St. Josephs’ Catholic 
Seminary in Troy, NY, served Catholic Mass at the Thacher 
Camp on Indian Point on July 11-14 in 1878.228

•  Mayor George Hornell Thacher, Sr., (GHT1) secretly donated 
$100 dollars (about $3,000 today) each year for the construc-
tion of  a new St. Mary’s Catholic Cathedral in Albany from 
1866 to 1869.229

•  In July 1887, after GHT1’s death in February, Mrs. George  
Hornell Thacher hosted Reverend Henry Gabriels at Thacher 
Island in Blue Mountain.230
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Using the names of  William A. Thacher and Mrs. J. W. Morris, I began searching for 
more information and came upon the startling revelation at right. 

So GHT1 had remarried after his first wife’s death and started a second family with 
an Irish Catholic woman.232 Who was this Elizabeth Thacher from Ireland? What was her 
maiden name? The first clue came when GHT1 and Elizabeth’s daughter was identified as 
Mary Agnes Thacher in a memorial to her late husband Dr. J. W. Morris.233
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The name Mary Agnes Thacher led to a reference in the St. Peter’s Catholic Church of  
Troy’s online listing of  church donations and gifts. Dr. J. W. Morris and Mrs. J. W. Morris 
had donated a church bell chime in memory of  their daughter Gabrielle Mary Thacher 
Morris. In the same online listing, an Eliza Thacher had donated a stained glass window in 
memory of  her father Matthew Toomey.234

Based on the hunch that Elizabeth Thacher was originally Eliza Toomey, I pursued that 
name. I found her in the 1860 US Census. At that time, Eliza Toomey was a twenty-four-
year-old servant in George Hornell Thacher, Sr.’s, home.

So did GHT1 fall in love and marry Eliza Toomey after his first wife’s death? No, not 
as simple as that. Mary Agnes was born in 1866, a full eight years before Ursula Jane Boyd’s 
death in 1874. William was born in 1868.

It appears that Eliza moved away to give birth to the children far from the prying eyes 
of  Albany society. Mary Agnes supposedly was born in Pittsfield, MA, and William in 
nearby Canaan, NY. I have not found birth certificates or baptismal papers for the children 
or a marriage certificate for GHT1 and Eliza. My suspicion is that the Rev. Henry Gabriels 
played a role in both events. While I have no proof, the strong, decades-long personal friend-
ship between Gabriels and Eliza Thacher leads me to believe that he secretly married the two 
sometime after GHT1’s first wife died. I find the timing of  GHT1’s secret donations to the 
construction of  St. Mary’s Catholic Cathedral an interesting coincidence. Might that have 
been compensation for private, off-the-record baptisms for the children in 1866 and 1868?
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Even after GHT1’s death, Eliza continued to be a generous patron of  the Catholic 
Church, such that several bishops and officials attended her funeral from different dioceses 
from across the State.235 Conjecture to be sure, but is it surprising that the Rev. Gabriels, 
possessing knowledge of  a damning personal secret of  one of  the wealthiest political families 
in New York State, became the Bishop of  Ogdensburg in 1892?

It appears that GHT1 continued his affair for over a decade. While we do not know 
exactly when they married, it must have been after his first wife’s death in 1874. We do know 
that the 1880 US Census shows GHT1 maintaining two households, one on Washington 
Avenue in Albany accompanied by his late wife’s sister, and one at 65 Grand Division Street 
in Troy where he resided with Eliza and the children.

Although they appear in the census, I believe GHT1 was attempting to keep this sec-
ond family a secret from Albany society. Nothing was published in the press actually naming 
Elizabeth Thacher or identifying the children as being the son and daughter of  GHT1 until 
after his death in 1887.

GHT1’s last will and testament makes no mention of, nor bequeaths anything to, Eliza 
or the children. In addition, his sons John Boyd and George Hornell, Jr., prepared a legal 
document by which Eliza signed away any rights she had to her late husband’s estate. A cruel 
act, I thought, until I learned that prior to his death GHT1 had provided for Eliza and the 
children’s future by giving her a sizable fortune in railroad company stock. It is unknown how 
much of  the family wealth went to Eliza, but it could easily explain the apparent resentment 
that George Hornell, Jr., displayed toward the second family and his later disdain for his son’s 
(my grandfather’s) wife Catherine Callahan.

Which brings us back to the Adirondacks. According to the History of Hamilton County, 
John Boyd Thacher “bought the property [Thacher Island] in 1867 from Jones Ordway for 
the use of  his father, George Hornell Thacher.”236 An interesting choice of  words by the 
authors Aber and King? Could it be that the island was purchased specifically for GHT1 to 
have a place to spend time with his secret second family, one year after Mary Agnes’ birth?

Although the deed to Thacher Island is in John Boyd Thacher’s name, there is little evi-
dence of  his using the lodge there until after 1876, when he also purchased the property on 
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Indian Point on Raquette Lake. JBT appears to have been the owner of  our land on Indian 
Point in name only. I have not found any evidence that he ever spent time there.

Conversely, the evidence shows that his father, Eliza, Mary Agnes and William regularly 
stayed at the Thacher Camp on Indian Point. According to historian Larry Miller, it was 
common for the camp owners on Raquette to end their long day of  travel by train, stage-
coach and steamer at Ike Kenwell’s Raquette Lake House on Tioga Point for the night and 
then move to their private camps the next morning.

Entries for GHT1 and his second family appear at least two times in Ike Kenwell’s guest 
registry. The July 8, 1882, entry shown below also indicates that they brought a maid from 
the Troy household with them.

Excerpt from Raquette Lake House guestbook
Courtesy of Larry Miller
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We also have letters written by GHT1 to his son George, Jr., from the Thacher Camp 
on Indian Point referencing the children’s nicknames, Willie and Mamie.

“many fine brook trout. Last week Willie killed a fine buck at night hunting. 
It was his fourteenth deer. He is as good a shot as you used to be.”

“Mamie wants you to send her George 3rd’s picture. Kiss him for me. Write 
me next…”

Another letter provides the only direct evidence of  GHT2’s estrangement from his 
father’s second family. 

“Mamie asked me to let her write to you. I told her that I did not know  
whether it would be agreeable to you.”
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I believe that GHT1’s move from Blue Mountain Lake to Raquette Lake in 1876 may 
indicate that was the year when he revealed his second family to his sons. Perhaps the sons’ 
less than charitable response required GHT1 to build a new cabin at Raquette, while John 
Boyd and George, Jr., continued to use Thacher Island on Blue Mountain Lake.

While he may have come out to his sons, I believe GHT1 still wanted Albany society to 
be in the dark about his new family. This could explain why the land on Indian Point was put 
in JBT’s name, and why the Thacher Camp was neither captured in Seneca Ray Stoddard’s 
photos of  Raquette Lake’s private camps nor identified on the period maps. 

At the time of  their father’s death in 1887, John established a summer residence in 
Altamont, NY and George, Jr., began to summer in Manchester, VT. I suspect that they 
chose not to use the Adirondack camps that they associated with Eliza and her family. While 
the lodge on Thacher Island did survive, the original Thacher Camp cabin on Indian Point 
disappeared without a trace.

We may never know the truth, but fortunately, all trace of  the second family was not 
lost. In the summer of  2015, I hosted Nancy Morris Tuthill, the great-great-granddaughter 
of  George and Eliza, at our cabin on Indian Point. It is fitting that this descendent of  Eliza, 
who brought the Thachers to the Adirondacks, is a resident of  Lake Placid.

While I feel that our story has come full circle and our history on Indian Point is now 
understood, I will forever be searching for just one photo of  the Thachers’ original cabin on 
Indian Point.

The End
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TIME LINE

Events related to these Fifty Acres of  Beach and Wood

1650-1794 Indian Point is believed to have been used by the Mohawk tribe for a winter 
hunting camp.

1776 The Tory Sir John Johnson passes by Indian Point during his harrowing nine-
teen-day escape to Canada.

1837 Matthew Beach and William Wood became the first permanent settlers of  
Raquette Lake with their cabin built on Indian Point. 

1837 At a pond northwest of  Indian Point (Lone Pond or Cranberry Pond?),  
William Wood traps the last beaver allegedly seen alive in the Adirondacks 
until they were reintroduced in the beginning of  the twentieth century.

1840-1843 Professor Ebenezer Emmons, first surveyor and the person to give the region 
the name “Adirondacks,” repeatedly stays with Beach and Wood while survey-
ing the area.

1844-1846 Joel Tyler Headley, author of  The Adirondack; or Life in the Woods, visits with Beach 
and Wood during his explorations with the guide Mitchell Sabattis.

1845 J.H. Young publishes the first map of  New York State that shows a body 
of  water at the location of  Raquette Lake. Only Long Lake to the north is 
named on the map, and the drawing of  Raquette Lake is almost completely 
inaccurate except for the detailed, near accurate depiction of  Indian Point.
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1849 Beach and Wood purchase legal land titles from Farrand Benedict and David 
Read, giving them each an equal share of  the fifty acres they have occupied on 
Indian Point.

1854 Beach deeds his twenty-five acres to Amos Hough of  Long Lake, contingent 
on Hough taking care of  Beach until his death.

1856 Hough sells his twenty-five acres to land speculator Marshall Shedd, Jr., al-
lowing Beach to continue to reside there.

1859 “Honest John” Plumley, famed guide for Adirondack Murray, purchases  
William Wood’s twenty-five acres.

1860 Matthew Beach goes to live in Long Lake in the home of  John Plumley, who 
as Amos Hough’s son-in-law has taken over the family obligation to care for 
Beach.

1861 In July at the South Inlet of  Raquette Lake, William Wood shoots and kills 
the last moose allegedly seen alive in the Adirondacks until they are reintro-
duced by W. Seward Webb on his private preserve at the end of  the nineteenth 
century.

1862 Mitchell Sabattis guides George Hornell Thacher on his first exploration of  
Blue Mt. Lake and Raquette Lake, possibly at the suggestion of  Joel Tyler 
Headley, Thacher’s old friend from Union College days.

1865-1868 Alvah Dunning—one of  the most notable of  Adirondack Guides—squats 
in William Wood’s original cabin near the tip of  the southern fork of  Indian 
Point.

1867  John Boyd Thacher purchases an island on Blue Mt. Lake to build a lodge for 
the use of  his father George Hornell Thacher.
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1868 Verplanck Colvin, Superintendent of  the Adirondack Land Survey from 
1872 to 1900, and a childhood friend of  John Boyd Thacher, plans his early 
explorations of  the Adirondacks.

1869  Renowned landscape artist Arthur Tait spends the summer in Matthew 
Beach’s old cabin. Here he sketches the paintings he named “The Adiron-
dacks” and “Deer in the Woods.”

1873 Amanda Benedict, the sister-in-law of  Farrand Benedict, organizes the first 
major all-female expedition of  the Adirondacks. Four groups of  women bot-
any students traverse different routes starting from Schroon River, Saranac, 
Lake Pleasant and Moose River to converge at Indian Point. The women and 
sixteen of  the most famous Adirondack Guides are brought together at one 
time on these acres.

1876 John Boyd Thacher purchases Matthew Beach’s twenty-five acres from  
Marshall Shedd, Jr.

1876 Verplanck Colvin establishes an observation station for the Adirondack Land 
Survey on Thacher Island in Blue Mt. Lake. He uses it to test a new technique 
for synchronization of  time among survey field teams separated by great dis-
tance within the Adirondacks.

1877 First written description appears of  George Hornell Thacher, Jr., age twen-
ty-six, camping on Birch Point with a large group of  young friends.

1877 Levi Wells Prentice, famed landscape artist, sketches from a vantage point 
within these acres the scene later depicted in his painting “Raquette Lake 
from Woods Clearing.”
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1878 Reverend Henry Gabriels conducts Catholic Mass at the “Thacher Camp” on 
July 11, 12, 13, and 14. This is one of  the earliest Catholic missions within 
the central Adirondacks. At the time, Rev. Gabriels is the president of  the St. 
Joseph Seminary in Troy, NY. He later becomes the Bishop of  the Diocese of  
Ogdensburg, covering the entire Adirondack region.

1879 The Map of  the New York Wilderness by Colton-Ely in the 1879 edition 
superimposes the name “Thatcher” written across the whole of  Indian Point. 
Earlier editions of  the same map lack this detail.

1880 George Hornell Thacher, Sr., begins his annual summer visits to the Thacher 
Camp, staying in a “fine lodge” that pre-dates the current little red one-room 
cabin that is there today. The disappearance of  this original cabin after 1886 
remains a mystery.

1883 George Washington Sears—a famous outdoorsman and author who penned 
articles and books under the name Nessmuk—visits with George Hornell 
Thacher, Sr., at Thacher Camp during his Cruise of  the Sairy Gamp. This 
exchange is included in Nessmuk’s book titled Woodcraft.

1883 John Boyd Thacher, as New York State Senator representing Albany, fights for 
funding to expand Verplanck Colvin’s role to oversee an expanded New York 
State Land Survey.

1885 John Boyd Thacher in his role as senator joins a unanimous vote to pass the 
Forest Preserve Act that is the first step toward the eventual creation of  to-
day’s Adirondack Park.

1887 George Hornell Thacher, Sr., dies.
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1893 John Boyd Thacher invites the Spanish Duke of  Veragua, a direct lineal de-
scendant of  Christopher Columbus, to attend the World’s Columbian Expo-
sition in Chicago and arranges for him to travel through the Raquette Lake 
and Blue Mt. Lake region on a trip hosted by Verplanck Colvin.

1909  John Boyd Thacher dies.

1910 George Hornell Thacher, Jr., builds the little red one-room cabin after inher-
iting the Thacher lands on Indian Point of  Raquette Lake and Thacher Island 
on Blue Mountain Lake.

1915 George Hornell Thacher, Jr., donates the use of  the land for the month 
of  August to the first annual State Forestry Camp of  the State College of   
Forestry at Syracuse.
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154   Analysis of  the Probable Date of  When the Cursive Hand 
Written Annotations were added to the map of  Raquette Lake

Assumption 1:  the cursive hand written annotations reflect the 
existing camps at a given time period.  Whether the map was 
explicitly made at that time is unclear. 

Assumption 2:  the capital letter annotations were made at a later 
time and thus it is assumed the locations given in capital letters 
did not exist at the time the cursive annotations were made..  

Method:  I researched any and all historical documents and other 
maps, which provide a historical time frame for the existence 
of  the individual camps mentioned in this map.

Conclusion:  the cursive hand written annotations reflect Raquette 
Lake in 1881-1882
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Annotations	in	cursive	hand	writing:	shading	is	time	period	during	which	they	existed

camp	on	map known	time	frame	based	on	
written	sources

prior	to	
1880 1880 1881 1882 1883 1884 1885 1886 1887 1888 1889 1890 1891 1892 1893 1894 1895

post	
1895

Camp	at	Birch	Point	(original	Thacher	cabin) 1880-1885			A

TenEycke's	Camp 1872-1901			B

Plumley's	Camp prior	to	1884		C

Stott's	Camp 1876-1897			D

Seth	Pierce's	Camp 1879-1882			E

Corey's	Camp	on	Osprey	Point no	information	found
Ed	Bennett's	Under	the	Hemlocks	and																		
Charlie's	Camp	Bennett	 1880-1886			F

St.	Huberts	Church 1880	to	present			G

Camp	Pine	Knot 1876-1895			H

Wood	Island	(Jerome	Wood	on	Big	Island) 1877-1920			I

Rush	Point 1881	to	present			J
John	R.	Strong's	Camp	on	Watch	Island										
(Pine	Id	-	later	Inman	Id.) 1879-1886			K

Annotations	in	Block	Capital	letters	-	from	a	later	time	period	-	thus	it	is	assumed	these	locations	did	not	exist	at	the	time	of	the	earlier	annotations.		Shading	is	time	period	during	which	they	existed.

Hasbrook's	(Hasbrouck) 1884-1953			L

J.	Bryere's	Camp	(Brightside) 1891	to	present			M

Senator	Henderson 1890	to	present			N

Echo 1883	to	present			O

The	Antlers 1887-1963			P

Gerster 1895-1898			Q
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